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ABSTRACT

This report documents a study performed on the set of common-cause
failures (CCF) of emergency diesel generators (EDG) from 1980 to 2000. The
data studied here were derived from the NRC CCF database, which is based on
US commercial nuclear power plant event data. Ihis report is the result of an in-
depth review of the EDO CCF data and presents several insights about the EDO
CCF data. The objective of this document is to look beyond the CCF parameter
estimates that can be obtained from the CCF data, to gain further understanding
of why CCF events occur and what measures may be taken to prevent, or at least
mitigate the effect of, EDG CCF events. This report presents quantitative
presentation of the EDG CCF data and discussion of some engineering aspects of
the EDG events.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides insights related to emergency diesel generator (EDG) common-cause failure
(CCF) events. These events were obtained from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission's (NRC) CCF
Database. The EDG CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in the understanding of:
completeness of the failures, occurrence rate trends of the events, EDG sub-system affected, causal
factors, coupling or linking factors, event detection methods, and EDG manufacturer. Distributions of
these CCF characteristics and trends were analyzed and individual events were reviewed for insights.

General Insights. The study identified 138 events occurring at U.S. nuclear power plant units
during the period from 1980 through 2000. Forty-two units each had one CCF event during the period;
34 units did not experience a CCF event. The zero and one CCF event counts account for about 70
percent of the units. Seventeen percent of the units have experienced three or more EDG CCF events.
There are no repeated failures in the EDG CCF events; each event is basically unique. Of the 138 events,
22 (16 percent) were Complete conmon-cause failures (failures events with all components failed due to
a single cause in a short time).

Failure Modes. The events were classified as either failure to start or failure to run. The failure
mode for the majority of the EDG CCF events is fail-to-run (57 percent). The fail-to-start failure mode
accounted for the other 43 percent of the events.

Trends. Figure ES-1 shows the trend for all EDG CCF events. The decreasing trend for all EDG
CCF events is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.0005. Based on the review of failure data for
this study, improved maintenance and operating procedures, as well as increased maintenance focus and
emphasis on equipment reliability from initiatives throughout the industry (NRC, utilities, NPO, and
EPRI), appear to be reasons for the observed reduction of the occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years
of experience included in this study. The failure mode trends were similar. The trend for the Complete
events from 1980-2000 is decreasing and is statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0001. However,
the trend from 1985-2000 is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.4874).

Method of Discovery. When the method of discovery was investigated, Testing accounted for
90 events (65 percent), Inspection for 28 events (20 percent), 12 events (9 percent) were discovered
during an actual Demand, and eight events (6 percent) were discovered during Maintenance activities.
These results are as expected considering the extensive and frequent surveillance test requirements for
EDGs contained in Technical Specifications.

Proximate Cause. As shown in Figure ES-2, the leading proximate cause group was
Design/Construction/lnstallation/Manufacture Inadequacy and accounted for about 33 percent of the total
events. Internal to Component cause group accounted for 30 percent of the total. OperationallHuman
error cause group accounted for 22 percent of the total events, but contributed the largest number of
Complete events (9 events, 41 percent).

The Design/Construction/Installation /Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is the
most likely for the EDGs and encompasses events related to the design, construction, installation, and
manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in this category are
events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material specifications, and
calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.
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Figure ES-1. Trend for all EDG CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with a p-
value = 0.0001.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause category is important for the EDGs and encompasses
the malfunctioning of hardware intemal to the component. Intemal causes result from phenomena such as
normal wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms that are influenced by the ambient environment of the
component. Specific mechanisms include erosion, corrosion, internal contamination, fatigue, wear-out,
and end of life.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group is the next most likely for the EDO and
represents causes related to errors of omission or commission on the part of plant staff or contractor staff.
Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures or following
inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration, and testing.
This proximate cause group may also include deficient training.

Coupling Factors. Design is the leading coupling factor with 66 events (48 percent). Design
coupling factors result from common characteristics among components determined at the design level.
Maintenance, with 39 events (28 percent), accounts for majority of the remaining events. These two
coupling factors account for the top 76 percent of the events.
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Figure ES-2. Proximate cause distribution for all EDG CCF events.

Sub-System. Figure ES-3 shows the distribution of EDG CCF events by affected sub-system.
The majority of the EDG CCF events originated i the instrumentation and control sub-system. Cooling,
engine, fuel oil, and generator each contribute significantly to the EDG CCF events. These five sub-
systems contribute over 80 percent of the EDG CCF events. The cooling and engine sub-systems become
much less significant and the instrumentation and control sub-systems become much more significant in
the Complete set. The instrumentation and control sub-system is a complicated and diverse system that
contains the functions of shutdown and control. Therefore, small errors in the instrumentation and control
sub-system can propagate into Complete failures of the EDG component.

EDG Manufacturer. With respect to EDG manufacturer, the data show that the number of CCF
events is independent of the manufacturer. A statistical test was performed to deterrnine whether the
occurrence of CCF events was independent of the manufacturer. The test was not statistically significant
(p-value = 0.365).
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Figure ES-3. Distribution of EDG events by the affected sub-system.

Foreign EDG Experience. Most of the European EDG configurations involve either two or four
EDGs. In many of the categories discussed above, the European EDG events are similar to the U.S.
events, e.g., failure modes, method of discovery, and proximate cause. Some interesting points from the
comparison are the following:

* When all events are considered, the human error category is much higher for the European events
than the U.S. events. When only the Complete events are considered, the comparison is much closer
with the human error being the most important for both. Design is an important proximate cause for
both.

* Testing is overwhelmingly the most important method of discovery for both the European and U.S.
EDG.

* The instrumentation and control sub-system contributes less when all events are considered for the
European data than the USA data. Other important sub-systems for the European events are the fuel
oil sub-system and the engine subsystem. When restricted to the Complete CCF events, the
instrumentation and control sub-system is the most important for both groups; the fuel oil sub-system
is the next most important. The fuel oil sub-system is also important for the Complete European
events.
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FOREWORD

This report provides common-cause failure (CCF) event insights for emergency diesel generators
(EDGs). The results, findings, conclusions, and information contained in this study, the initiating event
update study, and related system reliability studies conducted by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research support a variety of risk-informed NRC activities. These include providing information about
relevant operating experience that can be used to enhance plant inspections of risk-important systems, and
information used to support staff technical reviews of proposed license amendments, including risk-
informed applications. In addition, this work will be used in the development of enhanced performance
indicators that will be based largely on plant-specific system and equipment perfornance.

Findings and conclusions from the analyses of the EDG CCF data, which are based on 1980-2000
operating experience, are presented in the Executive Summary. High-level insights of all the EDG CCF
data are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the events by sub-system. Section 5 presents EDG
CCF insights from foreign experience. Section 6 provides information about how to obtain more detailed
information for the EDG CCF events. The information to support risk-informed regulatory activities
related to the EDG CCF data is summarized in Table P-1. This table provides a condensed index of risk-
important data and results presented in discussions, tables, figures, and appendices.

Table F-1. Summary of Insights from Emergency Diesel Generator Common-Cause Failure Events.

tem Description
1. CCF trends overview
2. CCF sub-system overview
3. CCF proximate cause overview
4. CCF coupling factor overview
5. CCF discovery method overview
6. Engineering Insights -

Instrumentation and Control
7. Engineering Insights - Engine
8. Engineering Insights - Fuel Oil
9. Engineering Insights - Generator
10. Engineering Insights - Cooling
11. Engineering Insights - Starting

Air
12. Engineering Insights - Output

Circuit Breaker
13. Engineering Insights -

Lubricating Oil
14. Engineering Insights - Exhaust
15. Engineering Insights - Battery
16. EDG Foreign Experience
17. Data Summaries

Text Reference
Section 3.2
Section 3.3
Section 3.4
Section 3.5
Section 3.6
Section 4.2

Section 4.3
Section 4.4
Section 4.5
Section 4.6
Section 4.7

Section 4.8

Sections 4.9

Section 4.10
Sections 4.11
Section 5
Appendix A and B

Page(s)
14
17
17
20
22
29

Data
Figure 3-1 - Figure 3-4
Figure 3-5
Figure 3-6
Figure 3-7
Figure 3-8
Figure 4-1 - Figure 4-3

33 Figure 4-4 - Figure 4-6
36 Figure 4-7 - Figure 4-9
39 Figure 4-10 - Figure 4-12
41 Figure 4-13 - Figure 4-15
44 Figure 4-16 -Figure 4-18

47 Figure 4-19 -Figure 4-21

49

49
50
51

The application of results to plant-specific applications may require a more detailed review of the
relevant Licensee Event Report (LER) and Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) or Equipment
Performance Information and Exchange System (EPIX) data cited in this report. This review is needed to
determine if generic experiences described in this report and specific aspects of the EDG CCF events

xvii
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documented in the LER and NPRDS failure records are applicable to the design and operational features
at a specific plant or site. Factors such as system design, specific EDG components installed in the
system, and test and maintenance practices would need to be considered in light of specific information
provided in the LER and NPRDS failure records. Other documents such as logs, reports, and inspection
reports that contain information about plant-specific experience (e.g., maintenance, operation, or
surveillance testing) should be reviewed during plant inspections to supplement the information contained
in this report.

Additional insights may be gained about plant-specific performance by examining the specific
events in light of overall industry performance. In addition, a review of recent LERs and plant-specific
component failure information in NPRDS or EPIX may yield indications of whether performance has
undergone any significant change since the last year of this report. NPRDS archival data (through 1996)
and EPIX failure data are proprietary information that can be obtained from the EPIX database through
the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). NRC staff and contractors can access that information
through the EPIX database.

Comnon-cause failures used in this study were obtained from the common-cause failure database
maintained for the NRC by the INEEL. NRC staff and contractors can access the plant-specific CCF
information through the CCF database that is available on CD-ROM and has been provided to the NRC
Regions and NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). To obtain access to the NRC CCF
Database, contact Dale Rasmuson [dmr@nrc.gov; (301) 415-7571] at the NRC or S. Ted Wood at the
INEEL [stw@inel.gov; (208) 526-87291.

Periodic updates to the information in this report will be performed, as additional data become
available. In the future, these insights will be available on the RES internal web page.

Scott F. Newberry, Director
Division of Risk Analysis & Applications
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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ACRONYMS

ac alternating current

CCCG common-cause failure component group
CCF common-cause failure

dc direct current

ECCS emergency core cooling system
EDG emergency diesel generator
EPIX equipment performance and information exchange

FTR fail-to-run
FTS fail-to-start

GI generic issue

I&C instrumentation and control
ICDE international common-cause data exchange
INEEL Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
lNPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IPE individual plant examination

LER licensee event report
LOCA loss of coolant accident
LOSP loss-of-offsite power

MCC motor control center

NPP nuclear power plant
NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

PRA probabilistic risk assessment

SBO station blackout
SCSS Sequence Coding and Search System
SIAS safety injection actuation system

USI unresolved safety issue
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GLOSSARY

Application-A particular set of CCF events selected from the common-cause failure database for
use in a specific study.

Average Impact Vector-An average over the impact vectors for different hypotheses regarding
the number of components failed in an event.

Basic Event-An event in a reliability Jogic model that represents the state in which a component
or group of components is unavailable and does not require further development in terms of contributing
causes.

Common-cause Event-A dependent failure in which two or more component fault states exist
simultaneously, or within a short time interval, and are a direct result of a shared cause.

Common-cause Basic Event-In system modeling, a basic event that represents the unavailability
of a specific set of components because of shared causes that are not explicitly represented in the system
logic model as other basic events.

Common-cause Component Group-A group of (usually similar [in mission, manufacturer,
maintenance, environment, etc.]) components that are considered to have a high potential for failure due
to the same cause or causes.

Common-cause Failure Model-The basis for quantifying the probability of common-cause
events. Examples include the beta factor, alpha factor, basic parameter, and the binomial failure rate
models.

Component-An element of plant hardware designed to provide a particular function.

Component Boundary-The conponent boundary encompasses the set of piece parts that are
considered to form the component.

Component Degradation Value-The assessed probability (0.0 < p < 1.0) that a functionally- or
physically-degraded component would fail to complete the mission.

Component State-Component state defines the component status in regard to its intended
function. Two general categories of component states are defined, available, and unavailable.

Available-The component is available if it is capable of performing its function
according to a specified success criterion. (N.B., available is not the same as
availability.)

Unavailable-The component is unavailable if the component is unable to perform its
intended function according to a stated success criterion. Two subsets of unavailable
states are failure and functionally unavailable.

Coupling Factor/Mechanism-A set of causes and factors characterizing why and how a failure
is systematically induced in several components.

Date-The date of the failure event, or date the failure was discovered.
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Defense-Any operational, maintenance, and design measures taken to diminish the probability
and/or consequences of common-cause failures.

Degree of Failure- The Degree of Failure category has three groups: Complete, Almost
Complete, and Partial. The degree of failure is a categorization of a CCF event by the magnitude of three
quantification parameters: component degradation value, shared cause factor, and timing factor. These
parameters can be given values from zero to 1.0. The degree of failure categories are defined as follows:

Complete-A comnon-cause failure in which al redundant components are failed
simultaneously as a direct result of a shared cause; ie., the component degradation value
equals 1.0 for all components, and both the timing factor and the shared cause factor are
equal to 1.0.

Almost Complete-A common-cause failure in which one of the parameters is not equal
to 1.0. Examples of events that would be terned Almost Complete are: events in which
most components are completely failed and one component is degraded, or all
components are completely failed but the time between failures is greater than one
inspection interval.

Partial-Al other common-cause failures (i.e., more than one of the quantification
parameters is not equal to 1.0.)

Dependent Basic Events-Two or more basic events, A and B, are statistically dependent if, and
only if,

P[A n BI = P[B I A]P[A] = P[A I B]P[B] • P[AJP[B],

where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.

Event-An event is the occurrence of a component state or a group of component states.

Exposed Population-The set of components within the plant that are potentially affected by the
common-cause failure event under consideration.

Failure-The component is not capable of performing its specified operation according to a
success criterion.

Failure Mechanism-The history describing the events and influences leading to a given failure.

Failure Mode-A description of component failure in terms of the component function that was
actually or potentially unavailable.

Failure Mode Applicability-The analyst's probability that the specified component failure mode
for a given event is appropriate to the particular application.

Functionally Unavailable-The component is capable of operation, but the function normally
provided by the component is unavailable due to lack of proper input, lack of support function from a
source outside the component (i.e., motive power, actuation signal), maintenance, testing, the improper
interference of a person, etc.
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Impact Vector-An assessment of the impact an event would have on a comnon-cause
component group. The impact is usually measured as the number of failed components out of a set of
similar components in the common-cause component group.

Independent Basic Events-Two basic events, A and B, are statistically independent if, and only
if,

P[A r) B = P[A]P[B],

where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.

Mapping-The impact vector of an event must be "mapped up" or "mapped down" when the
exposed population of the target plant is higher or lower than that of the original plant that experienced
the common-cause failure. The result of mapping an impact vector is an adjusted impact vector
applicable to the target plant.

Mapping Up Factor-A factor used to adjust the impact vector of an event when the exposed
population of the target plan is higher than that of the original plant that experienced the common-cause
failure.

P-Value-A p-value is a probability, that indicates a neasure of statistical significance. The
smaller the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered
statistically significant.

Potentially Unavailabk-The component is capable of performing its function according to a
success criterion, but an incipient or degraded condition exists. (N.B., potentially unavailable is not
synonymous with hypothetical.)

Degraded-The component is in such a state that it exhibits reduced performance but
insufficient degradation to declare the component unavailable according to the specified
success criterion.

Incipient-The component is in a condition that, if left un-remedied, could ultimately
lead to a degraded or unavailable state.

Proximate Cause-A characterization of the condition that is readily identified as leading to
failure of the component. It might alternatively be characterized as a symptom.

Reliability Logic Model-A logical representation of the combinations of component states that
could lead to system failure. A fault tree is an example of a system logic model.

Root Cause-The most basic reason for a component failure, which, if corrected, could prevent
recurrence. The identified root cause may vary depending on the particular defensive strategy adopted
against the failure mechanism.

Shared-Cause Factor (c)-A number that reflects the analyst's uncertainty (0.0 < c < 1.0) about
the existence of coupling among the failures of two or more components, i.e., whether a shared cause of
failure can be clearly identified.
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Shock-A shock is an event that occurs at a random point in time and acts on the system; i.e., all
the components in the system simultaneously. There are two kinds of shocks distinguished by the
potential impact of the shock event, i.e., lethal and nonlethal.

Statistically Significant-The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too closely
correlated to be attributed to chances and consequently have a systematic relationship.

System-The entity that encompasses an interacting collection of components to provide a
particular function or functions.

Timing Factor (q) -The probability (0.0 < q < 1.0) that two or more component failures (or
degraded states) separated in tine represent a common-cause failure. This can be viewed as an indication
of the strength-of-coupling in synchronizing failure times.
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Common-Cause Failure Event Insights for Emergency
Diesel Generators

1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents insights about the common-cause events that have occurred in the emergency
diesel generator (EDG) system at operating nuclear power plants. The focus is on commercial nuclear
power plants operating in the United States but highlights are also presented for intemational nuclear
power plants.

The insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information captured in the conmon-cause
failure (CCF) database maintained for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). The database contains CCF-related events that
have occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants reported in licensee event reports (LERs) and
reports to the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and the Equipment Performance
Information Exchange (EPIX) system maintained by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)

The infornation presented in this report is intended to help focus NRC inspections on the more
risk-important aspects of EDG CCF events. Utilities can also use the information to help focus
maintenance and test programs such that EDG CCF events are minimized.

1.1 Background

The following four criteria must be met for an event to be classified as resulting from a common-
cause:

* Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded, including failures during
demand, inservice testing, or from deficiencies that would have resulted in a failure if a
demand signal had been received;

* Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded in a select period of time such
that the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) mission would not be certain;

* The component failures or degradations must result from a single shared cause and coupling
mechanism; and

* The component failures are not due to the failure of equipment outside the established
component boundary.

To help resolve NRC Generic Issue 145,1 Actions to Reduce Common-Cause Failures, and to
address deficiencies related to the availability and analysis of CCF data, the NRC and the INEEL
developed a CCF database that codifies information on CCF-related events that have occurred in U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants from 1980 to date. The data is derived from both licensee event reports
(LERs) submitted to the NRC and equipment performance reports submitted to the INPO.
Accompanying the development of the CCF database was the development of CCF analysis software for
investigating the CCF aspect of system reliability analyses and related risk-informed applications.

The quantitative results of this CCF data collection effort are described in the four volumes of
NUREG/CR-6268, Common-Cause Failure Database and Analysis System. 7, 4 5 Some quantitative
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insights about the data for use in PRA studies were also published in NUREG/CR-5497, 6 Common-Cause
Failure Parameter Estimations. Copies of the CCF database together with supporting technical
documentation and the analysis software are available on CD-ROM from the NRC to aid in system
reliability analyses and risk-informed applications.

The CCF event data collected, classified, and compiled in the CCF database provide a unique
opportunity to go beyond just estimation of CCF probabilities but to also gain more engineering insights
into how and why CCF events occur. The data classification employed in the database was designed with
this broader objective in mind. The data captured includes plant type, system component, piece parts,
failure causes, mechanisms of propagation of failure to multiple components, their functional and
physical failure modes. Other important characteristics such as defenses that could have prevented the
failures are also included.

Section 1.2 of Volume 3 of NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 4) proposes methods for classifying
common-cause failures using the concepts of causes, coupling factors, and defensive mechanisms. The
methods suggest a causal picture of failure with an identification of a root cause, a means by which the
cause is more likely to impact a number of components simultaneously (the coupling), and the failure of
the defenses against such multiple failures. Utilizing these methods, the CCF data associated with EDGs
were analyzed to provide a better understanding of EDG CCFs. This report presents the results of this
effort.

The data analyzed are derived from the CCF database. The coding and quality assurance (QA)
process for entering data into the database is as follows: Each event is coded from an LER or an NPRDS
or EPIX report by analysts at the INEEL. Each analyst has access to coding guidelines (NUREG/CR-
6268), which provides specific direction to the analyst about what the required information means and
how to enter the information into the database. Each analyst is knowledgeable about PRA and plant
systems and operations. Each event is initially coded by one analyst and reviewed by another analyst
with a comparable background. Any disagreement is resolved before coding of the event is considered
completed. An additional review of the events is done by another person familiar with PRA and CCF
concepts. An independent outside expert in CCF and PRA then reviews the coding. Any differences are
resolved and the final coding changes made in the database. The data collection, analysis, independent
review, and quality assurance process are described in more detail in NUREG/CR-6268, Volumes 1 and 3
(References 2 and 4).

1.2 Common-Cause Failure Event Concepts

CCFs can be thought of as resulting from the coexistence of two main factors: one that provides a
susceptibility for components to fail or become unavailable due to a particular cause of failure and a
coupling factor (or coupling mechanism) that creates the condition for multiple components to be affected
by the same cause.

An example is a case where two relief valves fail-to-open at the required pressure due to set
points being set too high. Because of personnel error (the proximate cause), each of the two valves fails
due to an incorrect setpoint. What makes the two valves fail together, however, is a common calibration
procedure and common maintenance personnel. These commonalties are the coupling factors of the
failure event in this case.

Characterization of CCF events in terms of these key elements provides an effective means of
performing engineering assessments of the CCF phenomenon including approaches to identification of
plant vulnerabilities to CCFs and evaluation of the need for, and effectiveness of, defenses against them.
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It is equally effective in evaluation and classification of operational data and quantitative analysis of CCF
frequencies.

It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the
root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause" is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concepts- proximate cause and root cause.

The proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.
The proximate cause classification consists of six major categories:

* Design, construction, installation, and manufacture inadequacy causes,

* Operational and human-related causes (e.g. procedural errors, maintenance errors),

* Internal to the component, including hardware-related causes and internal environmental causes,

* External environmental causes,

* State of other component, and

* Other causes.

The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion identifying an event in the chain as
a "root cause," is often arbitrary. Identifying root causes in relation to the implementation of defenses is a
useful alternative. The root cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the component failure,
which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. Volume 3 of NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 4) contains
additional details on the cause categories and how CCF event causes are classified.

The coupling factor is a characteristic of a group of components or piece parts that identifies them
as susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of failure - it is a characteristic that links the components.
Such factors include similarity in design, location, environment, mission, and operational, maintenance,
and test procedures. Coupling factors are categorized into the following five groups for analysis
purposes:

* Hardware Quality,

* Hardware Design,

* Maintenance,

* Operations, and

* Environment.

Note that proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures.

The proximate causes and the coupling factors may appear to overlap because the same name is
sometimes used as a proximate cause and as a coupling factor (e.g., design, maintenance). However, they
are different. For example, maintenance, as a proximate cause, refers to errors and mistakes nade during
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maintenance activities. As a coupling factor, maintenance refers to the similarity of maintenance among
the components (e.g., same maintenance personnel, same maintenance procedures).

The defense or defensive mechanism is any operational, maintenance, or design measure taken to
diminish the probability and/or consequences of a common-cause failure event. Three ways of defending
against a CCF event are the following: (1) defend against the failure proximate cause, (2) defend against
the coupling factor, or (3) defend against both the proximate cause and the coupling factor. As an
example, consider two redundant components in the same room as a steam line. A barrier that separates
the steam line from the components is an example of defending against the proximate cause. A barrier
that separates the two components is an example of defending against the coupling factor (same location).
Installing barriers around each component is an example of defending against both the cause and the
coupling factor.

Proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures. This observation suggests that defending against single component failures can have an impact
on CCFs as well. Most corrective actions usually attempt to reduce the frequency of failures (single or
multiple). That is, very often the approach to defending against CCFs is to defend against the cause, not
the coupling. Given that a defensive strategy is established based on reducing the number of failures by
addressing proximate causes, it is reasonable to postulate that if fewer component failures occur, fewer
CCF events would occur.

Defenses against causes result in improving the reliability of each component but do not
necessarily reduce the fraction of failures that occur due to common-cause. They typically include design
control, use of qualified equipment, testing and preventive maintenance programs, procedure review,
personnel training, quality control, redundancy, diversity, and barriers. It is important to remember that
the susceptibility of a system of redundant components to dependent failures as opposed to independent
failures is determined by the presence of coupling factors.

The above cause-defense approach does not address the way that failures are coupled. Therefore,
CCF events can occur, but at a lower probability. If a defensive strategy is developed using protection
against a coupling factor as a basis, the relationship among the failures is eliminated. A search for
coupling factors is primarily a search for similarities among components. A search for defenses against
coupling, on the other hand, is primarily a search for dissimilarities among components, including
differences in the components themselves (diversity); differences in the way they are installed, operated,
and maintained; and in their environment and location.

During a CCF analysis, a defense based on a coupling factor is easier to assess because the
coupling mechanism among failures is more readily apparent and therefore easier to interrupt. The
following defenses are oriented toward eliminating or reducing the coupling among failures: diversity,
physical or functional barriers, and testing and maintenance policies. A defensive strategy based on
addressing both the proximate cause and coupling factor would be the most comprehensive.

A comprehensive review should include identification of the root causes, coupling factors, and
defenses in place against them. However, as discussed in NUREGICR-5460, 7 A Cause-Defense
Approach to the Understanding and Analysis of Common-Cause Failures, given the rarity of common-
cause events, current weaknesses of event reporting and other practical limitations, approaching the
problem from the point of view of defenses is, perhaps, the most effective and practical. A good defense
can prevent a whole class of CCFs for many types of components, and in this way, the application of a
procedure based on this philosophy can provide a systematic approach to screening for potential CCF
mechanisms.
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1.3 Report Structure

This report presents an overview of the EDG CCF data and insights into the characteristics of that
data. This report is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the EDG, a short description
of the associated sub-systems, and a definition of the EDO failure nodes. High level insights of all the
EDO CCF data are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the events by subsystem. Section 5
presents EDG CCF insights from the International Common-Cause Data Exchange (ICDE) Project.
Section 6 provides information about how to obtain more detailed information for the EDG events. A
glossary of terms is included in the front matter. Appendix A contains three listings of the EDG CCF
events sorted by proximate cause, coupling factor, and discovery method. Appendix B contains a listing
of the EDG CCF events sorted by the sub-system.
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2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

The emergency diesel generators (EDGs) are part of the Class E AC electrical power
distribution system providing reliable emergency power to electrical buses that supply the emergency
core cooling system (ECCS) and various other equipment necessary for a safe shutdown of the reactor. In
general, each EDG configuration ensures that adequate electrical power is available in a postulated loss-
of-offsite power (LOSP) event; with or without a concurrent large break loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Gas turbine generators and hydroelectric generators (used at some locations for emergency
power) are not part of this study. High-pressure core spray diesels are considered (for this study) to be a
separate train of the emergency AC power system. Diesel engines used for fire pumps, fire protection as
per 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, or non-Class E backup generators are not included.

The EDGs are normally in standby, whether the plant is at power or shutdown. At least one EDG
is required by Technical Specifications to be aligned to provide emergency power to safety-related
electrical buses in case of a LOSP at the plant. In some cases a "swing" EDO is used that can supply
power to more than one unit (but not simultaneously) such that two units will have a total of only three
EDGs; one EDG dedicated to each specific power plant, and a swing EDG capable of powering either
plant. Electrical load shedding (intentional load removal) of the safety bus and subsequent sequencing of
required loads after closure of the EDG output breaker is considered part of the EDG function. The EDG
system is automatically actuated by signals that sense either a LOCA or a degradation of electrical power
to its safety bus. The EDG can be started manually from the control room.

2.2 Risk Significance

A station blackout is the total loss of alternating current (ac) electrical power to the essential and
nonessential equipment at a nuclear power plant. Station blackout involves the loss of offsite power
concurrent with the failure of the onsite emergency power system. Because many safety systems required
for reactor core cooling, decay heat removal, and containment heat removal depend on ac power, the
consequences of station blackout could be severe. If a station blackout occurred and ac power was not
recovered, it would ultimately result in core damage. The Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) showed
that station blackout is a significant contributor to core damage frequency for most U.S. nuclear power
plants.8 Failure of EDGs, including comnon-cause failure, is one important factor. EDGs are less
important in BWRs due to the greater number of safety systems that can function during a SBO (i.e.,
reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), high pressure coolant injection (HPCI), and high pressure core
spray (HPCS)).

2.3 Component Description and Boundary

In this analysis, the EDG is defined as the combination of the diesel engine with all components
in the exhaust path, electrical generator, generator exciter, output breaker, combustion air, lube oil
systems, cooling system, fuel oil system, and the starting compressed air system. All pumps, valves, and
valve operators with their power supply breakers and associated piping for the above systems are
included. The only portions of the EDG cooling systems included were the specific devices that control
cooling medium flow to the individual EDG auxiliary heat exchangers, including the control instruments.
The service water system (cooling medium) outside the control valves was excluded. The EDG room
ventilation was included if the licensee reported ventilation failures that affected EDG functional
operability. Figure 2-1 shows the component boundary as defined for this study.
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Included within the EDG system are the circuit breakers that are located at the motor control
centers (MCCs), and the associated power boards, that supply power specifically to any of the EDG
equipment. The MCCs and the power boards are not included except for the load shedding and load
sequencing circuitry/devices that are, in some cases, physically located within the MCCs. Load shedding
of the safety bus and subsequent load sequencing onto the bus of vital electrical loads is considered
integral to the EDG function and is therefore considered within the bounds of this study. All
instrumentation, control logic, and the attendant process detectors for system initiations, trips, and
operational control are included. Batteries were included if failures impacted EDG functional operability.
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Figure 2-1. Emergency diesel generator component boundaries.

2.4 Sub-System Description

This section contains a brief description of each of the sub-systems that comprise the EDG.
These descriptions are intended only to provide a general overview of the most common EDGs.

2.4.1 Battery

The battery sub-system serves as a DC power backup to the normal instrumentation and control
(instrumentation and control) power supply.

2.4.2 Combustion Air

The combustion air sub-system receives air from the outside and passes it to the EDG through a
filter and a damper.

2.4.3 Cooling

The cooling sub-system is a closed-loop water system integral to the engine and generator and
has an extemal-cooling medium, typically, the plant emergency service water. The pumps, heat
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exchangers, and valves are considered part of this system. The cooling water jacket is considered part of
the engine sub-system.

2.4.4 Engine

The engine sub-system is the physical engine block and piece-parts intemal to it. These parts
include pistons, crankshafts, turbochargers, cooling water jackets, and the govemor. The engine govemor
maintains correct engine speed by metering the fuel oil to each cylinder injector.

2.4.5 Exhaust

The exhaust sub-system consists of the piping and valves installed to direct the engine exhaust
out of the building.

2.4.6 Fuel Oil

The fuel oil sub-system provides fuel oil from large extemal storage tanks, having a capacity for
several days of system operation, to a smaller day tank for each engine. The day tank typically has
capacity to operate the engine for 4 to 6 hours. Day tank fuel is supplied to the cylinder injectors, which
inject the fuel to each individual cylinder for combustion.

2.4.7 Generator

The generator sub-system consists of the generator casing, rotor, windings, and exciter, which all
function to deliver electrical power to the output breaker.

2A.8 Instrumentation and Control

The instrumentation and control sub-system components function to start, stop, and provide
operational control and protective trips for the EDG. Controls for the EDGs are a mix of pneumatic and
electrical devices, depending on the manufacturer. These function to control the voltage and speed of the
EDO. Various trips for the engine and generator exist to protect the EDG. During the emergency start
mode of operation, some of these protective trips associated with the EDG engine are bypassed.

The instrumentation and control sub-system also includes the loading and sequencing circuitry.'
The automatic load shedding and sequencing circuitry controls the order and timing of emergency loads
that are loaded onto the safety-related bus. The purpose of this equipment is to prevent the instantaneous
full loading of the engine when the output circuit breaker is closed, such as by ECCS loads during a
LOCA.

2.4.9 Lubrication Oil

The lubrication oil sub-system is a closed loop system integral to the engine and generator
consisting of a sump, various pumps, and a heat exchanger.

a. It should be noted that the definition of the EDG component boundary differs here from the definition provided in
Regulatory Guide (RO) 1.9, "Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule". In RG 1.9, the EDG system boundary does
not include the load sequencer or the bus between the EDG and its loads.
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2.4.10 Output Circuit Breaker

The output circuit breaker sub-system includes the main EDG output circuit breaker.

2.4.11 Starting Air

The starting air sub-system consists of those components required to start the EDG. Typically,
this system uses compressed air. The air start system provides compressed air to the engine through a
system of valves, relief valves, air receivers, air motor, and a distributor.

2.5 Failure Modes

Successful EDG system response to a demand requires that the EDGs provide electrical power to
the safety bus with all required loads energized (sequenced onto the bus) for the duration of the mission
time. The failure modes used in evaluating the EDG data are:

Fail-to-start (FTS):

Fail-to-run (FTR):

A successful start will be the EDG start through output breaker closing and
loading to the requirement for the current configuration. For example, if the
start is in response to an actual loss of power, the full sequence of loading
must be completed in order for the start to be considered successful. If only
partial loading occurs before the failure, the failure mode will be fail-to-start.
If the start requires no loading (e.g. a test or on a SI signal), the success
criteria will be only the EDG start.

In order for the failure to be a failure to run, the EDG must be loaded
(required for the current conditions) and stable before the failure. This failure
mode implies a successful start, but a subsequent failure to run for the
duration of the mission time.

The EDG failures represent malfunctions that hindered or prevented successful operation of the
EDG system. Slow EDG starting times during testing were considered successful provided the start took
less than 20 seconds and the EDG was otherwise fully capable. Most licensees reporting a slow start time
provided additional analysis to indicate that the slow start time did not adversely affect the ability of the
plant to respond to a design basis accident. Conditions related to potential failure due to seismic design,
environmental qualification, or other similar concerns were not considered. Any EDG inoperabilities
declared strictly for administrative reasons were not considered failures (e.g., a surveillance test not
performed within the required time frame). Failures during troubleshooting or when the EDG would not
reasonably be considered fully capable, such as after major maintenance, were also not considered
failures. If a failure occurred on equipment other than what had been repaired during an operational
surveillance test following maintenance, another failure was counted.

For purposes of this CCF study, a personnel error resulting in more than one functionally
inoperable EDG (even without any component malfunction) was considered a CCF failure. Examples are
improper pre-start lineup and significant setting errors in the governor or voltage regulator controls.
These types of errors would have prevented fulfillment of the EDG system design function. On the other
hand, operator error in such things as paralleling to the grid or improper adjustment of voltage or speed
controls were not considered failures because these do not normally apply to an actual EDG demand.
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Some CCF events affected the second unit of a multiple-unit site; if the report indicated that
EDGs at the other unit(s) would have also failed for the same reason one CCF event was coded, with the
CCCG value assigned as the total number of EDGs at the site. When a licensee modified the design or
replaced parts on multiple EDGs (at a site) in response to the failure of a single component, the replaced
components were considered to have failed. These events were coded as CCFs.
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3. HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW OF EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR
INSIGHTS

3.1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of CCF data for the EDG component that has been collected
from the NRC CCF database. The set of EDG CCF events is based on industry data from 1980 to 2000.
The EDG CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in the understanding of: degree of
completeness, trends, EDG sub-system affected, causal factors, linking or coupling factors, event
detection methods, and EDG manufacturer.

Not all EDG CCF events included in this study resulted in observed failures of multiple EDGs.
Many of the events included in the database, in fact, describe degraded states of the EDGs where, given
the conditions described, the EDGs may or may not have performed as required. The CCF guidance
documents (References 3 and 4) allow the use of three different quantification parameters (component
degradation value, shared cause factor, and timing factor) to measure degree of failure for CCF events.
Based on the values of these three parameters, a Degree of Failure was assigned to each EDG CCF event.

The Degree of Failure category has three groups-Complete, Almost Complete, and Partial.
Complete CCF events are CCF events in which each component within the common-cause failure
conponent group (CCCG) fails completely due to the same cause and within a short time interval (i.e., all
quantification parameters equal 1.0). Complete events are important since they show us evidence of
observed CCFs of all components in a common-cause group. Complete events also dominate the
parameter estimates obtained from the CCF database. All other events are termed partial CCF events
(i.e., at least one quantification parameter is not equal to 1.0). A subclass of partial CCF events are those
that are Almost Complete CCF events. Examples of events that would be termed Almost Complete are:
events in which most components are completely failed and one component is degraded, or all
components are completely failed but the time between failures is greater than one inspection interval
(i.e., all but one of the quantification parameters equal 1.0).

Table 3-1 summarizes, by failure mode and degree of failure, the EDG CCF events contained in
this study. The majority of the EDG CCF events were fail-to-run (57 percent). The review of the data
suggests that many failures require the EDG to be running to develop failures and for those failures to be
detected. The Complete degree of failure makes up a small fraction (16 percent) of the EDG CCF events.
However, almost half (46 percent) of the events are classified as either Complete or Almost Complete.

Table 3-1. Sumnary statistics of EDG data.

Failure Mode Degree of Failure Total

Partial Almost Complete
Complete

Fail-to-start 29 20 10 59
(FTS)

Fail-to-run 45 22 12 79
(FFR)

Total 74 42 22 138
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3.2 CCF Trends Overview

Figure 3-1 shows the yearly occurrence rate, the fitted trend, and its 90 percent uncertainty
bounds for all EDG CCF events over the time span of this study. The decreasing trend is statistically
significantb with a p-value' of 0.0001. Based on the review of failure data for this study, the improved
maintenance and operating procedures as well as the improved testing and inspection requirements have
facilitated the observed reduction of the occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years of experience
included in this study.
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Figure 3-1. Trend for all EDG CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with a p-value
= 0.0001.

Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-4 show trends for subsets of the EDG CCF events contained in
Figure 3-1. Figure 3-2 shows the trend for Complete EDG CCF events. The overall trend from 1980 to
2000 is also statistically significant with a p-value of 0.0001. This indicates a dramatic decrease of
Complete EDG CCF events, especially since the mid-1980's. However, since 1985, the occurrence rate of
Complete EDO CCFs is essentially flat with a p-value of 0.4874. Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show similar
statistically significant decreasing trends for both the fail-to-start and the fail-to-run failure modes for all
EDG CCF events, both with p-values of 0.0001.

b. The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too closely correlated to be attributed to chances and
consequently have a systematic relationship. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered to be statistically significant.

c. A p-value is a probability, with a value between zero and one, which is a measure of statistical significance. The smaller
the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered statistically significant. A p-value of
less than 0.0001 is reported as 0.0001.
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Figure 3-2. Trend for Complete EDG CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with a
p-value = 0.0001. The trend from 1985-2000 is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.4874).
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Figure 3-3. Trend for all EDG CCF events for the fail-to-start failure mode. The decreasing trend is
statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0001
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Figure 3-4. Trend for all EDG CCF events for the fail-to-run failure mode. The decreasing trend is
statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0001.

In 1980, the NRC designated the issue of station blackout (SBO), which is a loss of all ac off-site
and on-site power concurrent with a reactor trip, as Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-44. The goal of USI
A-44 was to detennine the need for additional safety requirements since SBO can be a significant
contributor to core damage frequency. In 1988, the Commission concluded that additional SBO safety
requirements were justified and issued the SBO rule (10 CFR 50.63).9

The SBO rule established an EDG reliability program that was to maintain the reliability of the
EDG at or above 0.95. The EDG CCF data in this study suggest that the nuclear industry started
improving the reliability of the EDGs prior to the final issue of the SBO rule in 1988. This effort appears
to have significantly improved the CCF aspect of EDG reliability. A study on EDG reliability from 1987
to 199310 also found no increasing or decreasing trend in EDG failure rates over the period of that study.

In Figure 3-2, the bars at approximately 0.01 events per calendar-reactor year correspond to a
single Complete EDG CCF event in the year and the bars at approximately 0.02 correspond to two
Complete EDG CCF event in the year. To show a statically significant decrease in the occurrence of
Complete EDG CCF events, there would have to be many years without any Complete EDG CCF events.

Since 1985, the majority of the Complete EDG CCF events have been in the instrumentation and
control sub-system. However, the affected sub-component is different in all cases. Testing was the most
common method of discovery and the proximate cause was evenly distributed among Internal to
Component, Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacturer Inadequacy, and Operation/Human Error.
The EDG is a complex machine and instrumentation and control is the most complex sub-system in the
EDG. The instrumentation and control sub-system has the capability to shutdown or render inoperable
the EDG component. The most recent Complete EDG CCF events have these characteristics.
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EDG Complete CCF events mostly occur in the instrumentation and control sub-system and are
discovered by testing. The attributes of proximate cause and coupling factor are random with respect to
the completeness of the CCF event.

3.3 CCF Sub-System Overview

The EDGs are complex machines and can easily be thought of as a collection of sub-systems,
each with many components. The EDG CCF data were reviewed to determine the affected sub-system
and the affected sub-component in that sub-system. This was done to provide insights into what are the
most vulnerable areas of the EDG component with respect to common-cause failure events. Section 2.4
describes these sub-systems.

Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of the CCF events by EDG sub-system. The highest number of
events occurred in the instrumentation and control sub-system (41 events or 30 percent). The cooling,
engine, fuel oil, and generator sub-systems are also significant contributors. Together, these five sub-
systems comprise over 80 percent of the EDG CCF events. The battery, exhaust, and lubricating oil sub-
systems are minor contributors. Section 4 of this report provides an in-depth analysis of the CCF events
assigned to these sub-systems.
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Figure 3-5. Sub-system distribution for all EDG CCF events.

3.4 CCF Proximate Cause

It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the
root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
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In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause" is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concepts- proximate cause and root cause.

A proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.

The proximate cause classification consists of six major groups or classes:

* Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy

* Operational/Human Error

* Intemal to the component, including hardware-related causes and internal environmental causes

* External environmental causes

* Other causes

* Unknown causes.

The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion, identifying an event in the chain
as a "root cause," is often arbitrary. Identifying proximate causes in relation to the implementation of
defenses is a useful alternative. The proximate cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the
component failure, which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. (See Table 4-2 in Section 4.1 for a
display of the major proximate cause categories and a short description.) Reference 4 contains additional
details on the proximate cause categories, and how CCF event proximate causes are classified.

Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of CCF events by proximate cause. The leading proximate
cause was Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy and accounted for about 33 percent
of the total events. Internal to Component faults accounted for 30 percent of the total. Human error
accounted for 22 percent of the total events. To a lesser degree, External Environment and the Other
proximate cause categories were assigned to the EDG component.

Table A-I in Appendix A presents the entire EDG data set sorted by the proximate cause. This
table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events described.

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is the
most likely for the EDGs and encompasses events related to the design, construction, installation, and
manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in this category are
events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material specifications, and
calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.

Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy errors resulted in 46 events. The
failure mode for 28 of these events is fail-to-run, and the remaining 18 events have fail-to-start as the
failure mode. There were six Complete CCF events in this proximate cause group: three Complete events
were fail-to-run and three were fail-to-start. Five of the six Complete events were in the Instrumentation
and control sub-system. One of these events was a Complete failure at one unit and the design flaw was
detected at the other unit before failure. Except for this one event, the affected sub-component was
different for each event.

18
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Figure 3-6. Proximate cause distribution for all EDG CCF events.

The Internal to Component proximate cause category is important for the EDGs and
encompasses the malfunctioning of hardware intemal to the component. Intemal causes result from
phenomena such as normal wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms that are influenced by the ambient
environment of the component. Specific mechanisms include erosion, corrosion, intemal contamination,
fatigue, wear-out, and end of life. Intemal to Component errors resulted in 41 events. Of these, 20 were
classified as fail-to-rn and 21 were fail-to-start. There were five Complete failure events. The Engine
and the Instrumentation and Control sub-systems each had two Complete events and the fifth Complete
event was in the Cooling sub-system.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group is the next most likely for the EDG and
represents causes related to errors of omission or commission on the part of plant staff or contractor staff.
Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures or following
inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration, and testing.
This proximate cause group also includes deficient training. Operational/Human Error resulted in 30
EDG CCF events. These events included eight occurrences of accidental action, six occurrences of
following the wrong procedure, and 16 occurrences due to use of inadequate procedures. The failure
mode for 18 events is fail-to-run and 12 events have fail-to-start as the failure mode. There were nine
Complete CCF events: seven were linked by maintenance and two were linked by system design. There
are disproportionately more Complete events in this proximate cause category than in any other. This
highlights the importance of maintenance and operations in the availability of the EDG component.

The External Environment proximate cause category represents causes related to a harsh
environment that is not within the component design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
chemical reactions, electromagnetic interference, fire or smoke, impact loads, moisture (sprays, floods,
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etc.), radiation, abnormally high or low temperature, vibration load, and acts of nature (high wind, snow,
etc.). This proximate cause had 12 events assigned to it. The failure mode for eight events is fail-to-run,
and four events have fail-to-start as the failure mode. There were two Complete CCF events, both
resulting in fail-to-run. The two Complete events were due, in part, to engine vibration and were
discovered by testing. This distribution of failure modes is not similar to the overall set of data, mostly
because the environmental factors are more likely to affect the EDG during running time. For example,
high temperature cooling water will not likely be too hot when the EDG starts, but after some amount of
running time, due to the higher than average initial temperature, the cooling water temperature will
increase above the acceptable limit.

The Other proximate cause group is comprised of events that indicated setpoint drift and the state
of other components as the basic causes. Nine events were assigned to this category. The failure mode
for five events is fail-to-run and four events have fail-to-start as the failure mode. There were no
Complete CCF events in this category, and many of the events in this category are weak (i.e., small
degradation values, weak coupling factors, and long time intervals among events).

3.5 CCF Coupling Factors

Closely connected to the proximate cause is the concept of coupling factor. A coupling factor is
a characteristic of a component group or piece parts that links them together so that they are more
susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of failure. Such factors include similarity in design, location,
environment, mission, and operational, maintenance, design, manufacturer, and test procedures. These
factors have also been referred to as examples of coupling mechanisms, but because they really identify a
potential for common susceptibility, it is preferable to think of these factors as characteristics of a
common-cause component group. Reference 4 contains additional detail about the coupling factors.

The coupling factor classification consists of five major classes:

* Hardware Quality based coupling factors,

* Design-based coupling factors,

* Maintenance coupling factors,

* Operational coupling factors, and

* Environmental coupling factors.

Figure 3-7 shows the coupling factor distribution for the events. Design is the leading coupling
factor with 66 events (48 percent). Design coupling factors result from common characteristics among
components determined at the design level. Maintenance with 39 events (28 percent) accounts for the
majority of the remaining events. Maintenance also has a higher proportion of Complete events than any
other coupling factor. Again, highlighting the importance of maintenance in the EDO CCFs. These two
coupling factors account for the top 76 percent of the events.
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Figure 3-7. Coupling factor distribution for all EDG CCF events.

Table A-2 in Appendix A presents the entire EDG data set sorted by the coupling factor. This
table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events described.

The design coupling factor is most prevalent in the Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture
Inadequacy proximate cause category. This means that the design was inadequate and was the link
between the events. Examples of this follow:

* a single fault in a fire detection system caused all three EDGs to be unavailable,

* a modification was made to the load sequencers and the EDGs would not load during
subsequent testing, and

* low lube-oil pressure sensors were replaced with modified sensors on all EDGs at both units
and within 5 days all EDGs at both NPP units experienced failures due to a large calibration
shift in the sensors.

The next most prevalent proximate cause under the Design coupling factor is Intemal to
Component. This means that the component failures, while not necessarily related to the original design,
occurred in multiple conponents because all had the same design. Examples of these types of events are:

* damage to all lockout relays during an attempt to shutdown the EDOs resulting in the EDGs
failing to restart,

* both EDGs failed due to failure of their electrical govemor caused by a burnt resistor in the power
supply of the control unit, and
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* a service water valve to EDG coolers was mispositioned due to a faulty positioner, resulting in
the EDGs overheating.

The Maintenance coupling factor indicates that the maintenance frequency, procedures, or
personnel provided the linkage among the events. OperationaVHuman Error is the most prevalent
proximate cause to be linked by maintenance. Examples of this are:

* misaligned breakers during an automatic start test,

* dirty contacts in the load sequencers, painted fuel rack pivot points, fuel oil isolated from EDGs,

* drained fuel oil day tanks,

* service water isolated to all EDGs during maintenance, and

* incorrect setpoints on a newly installed phase differential over-current relay in both EDGs.

The maintenance linkage to the component failure proximate cause usually indicated that more
frequent maintenance could have prevented the CCF mechanism. Very few of these events actually
resulted in Complete CCF events, but were detected as incipient failures. An example of this is timing
devices, which failed due to aging, and were replaced. These devices had a history of an excessive need
for calibration, yet were allowed to fail before being replaced. This event occurred in 1980 and since
then, all CCFs in this category have been detected before complete failure.

The Environment based coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism via identical external or
internal environmental characteristics. Examples of environmental based coupling factors are:

* degraded relay sockets caused by vibration and

* sticking limit switches caused by low temperatures.

Quality based coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism among several components due to
manufacturing and installation faults. An example of a Quality based coupling factor is the failure of
several RHR pumps because of the failure of identical pump air deflectors due to improper installation.

The Operational based coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism because of identical
operational characteristics among several components. For example, failure of three redundant HHSI
pumps to start because the breakers for all three pumps were racked-out because of operator error.

3.6 CCF Discovery Method Overview

An important facet of these CCF events is the way in which the failures were discovered. Each
CCF event was reviewed and categorized into one of the four discovery categories: Test, Maintenance,
Demand, or Inspection. These categories are defined as:

Test The equipment failure was discovered either during the performance of a
scheduled test or because of such a test. These tests are typically periodic
surveillance tests, but may be any of the other tests performed at nuclear
power plants, e.g., post-maintenance tests and special systems tests.
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Maintenance The equipment failure was discovered during maintenance activities. This
typically occurs during preventative maintenance activities.

Demand The equipment failure was discovered during an actual demand for the
equipment. The demand can be in response to an automatic actuation of a
safety system or during normal system operation.

Inspection The equipment failure was discovered by personnel, typically during system
tours or by operator observations.

Figure 3-8 shows the distribution of how the events were discovered or detected. Testing
accounted for 90 events (65 percent), Inspection for 28 events (20 percent), 12 events (9 percent) were
discovered during an actual Demand, and eight events (6 percent) were discovered during Maintenance
activities. These results are as expected considering the extensive and frequent surveillance test
requirements for EDGs contained in the Technical Specifications.

Table A-3 in Appendix A presents the entire EDG data set sorted by the discovery method. This
table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events described.
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Figure 3-8. Discovery method distribution for all EDG CCF events.

3.7 Other EDG CCF Observations

Figure 3-9 shows the distribution of CCF events grouped by EDG manufacturers and graphically
demonstrates the data in Table 3-2. EDG manufacturer data in Table 3-2 was taken from Emergency
Diesel Generator Power System Reliability 1987-1993.Io A statistical test was performed to determine
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whether the occurrence of CCF events was independent of the manufacturer. There is no evidence that
the number of CCF events differs anong manufacturers (p-value = 0.365).

Table 3-2. EDG manufacturer and CCF event distribution.

Manufacturer Name Total EDGs Installed Percent Installed No. CCFs Percent CCF

Other 1 0.4% 0 0.0%

Worthington Corp 4 1.7% 4 2.9%

Nordberg Mfg 8 3.4% 6 4.3%

Transamerica Delaval 22 9.3% 16 11.6%

ALCO Power 23 9.7% 18 13.0%

Cooper Bessemer 36 15.3% 23 16.7%

Fairbanks Morse/Colt 67 28.4% 28 20.3%

Electro Motive 75 31.8% 43 31.2%

Total 236 100.0% 138 100.0%

X* h% asied 0% CG

Figure 3-9. Comparison of EDG manufacturer population and occurrence of CCF events.

Figure 3-10 shows the distribution of EDG CCF events among the NPP units. The data are based
on 109 NPP units represented in the insights CCF studies. Forty-two NPP units each had one CCF event
during the period; 34 NPP units did not experience a CCF event. The zero and one CCF event counts
account for about 70 percent of the NPP units. Seventeen percent of the NPP units have experienced
three or more EDG CCF events. This may indicate that the majority of the NPP units have maintenance
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and testing programs to identify possible EDG CCF events and work towards preventing either the first
event or any repeat events. Less than 6 percent of the NPP units have experienced four or more EDG
CCF events.
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Figure 3-10. Distribution of NPP units experiencing a multiplicity of CCFs for all EDG CCF events.
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4. ENGINEERING INSIGHTS BY EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR
SUB-SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction

This section presents an overview of the CCF data for the EDG component that have been
collected from the NRC CCF database, grouped by the affected sub-system. The EDGs are complex
machines and can easily be thought of as a collection of sub-systems, each with many components. The
EDG CCF data were reviewed to determine the affected sub-system and the affected sub-component in
that sub-system. This was done to provide insights into what are the most vulnerable areas of the EDG
component with respect to common-cause failure events. For the descriptions of the EDG and its sub-
systems, see Section 2.4.

Table 4-1 summarizes the CCF events by sub-system. Each discussion of an EDG sub-system
summarizes selected attributes of that sub-system: A list of the EDG CCF Complete events follows;
displaying the proximate cause, failure mode, and a short description of the event. For a listing of all
EDG CCF events, see Appendix B.

Table 4-1. Summary of sub-systems.

Sub-System Sub-Section Partial Almost Complete Complete Total Percent

Inst. & Control 4.2 16 13 12 41 29.7%

Engine 4.3 16 2 3 21 15.2%

FuelOil 4.4 11 4 4 19 13.8%

Generator 4.5 9 7 16 11.6%

Cooling 4.6 6 7 2 15 10.9%

Starting Air 4.7 6 5 11 8.0%

Output Circuit Breaker 4.8 5 3 1 9 6.5%

Lube Oil 4.9 2 1 3 2.2%

Exaust 4.10 2 2 1.4%

Battery 4.11 1 1 0.7%

Total 74 42 22 138 100.0%

The majority of the EDG CCF events originated in the instrumentation and control sub-system.
The cooling, engine, fuel oil, and generator sub-systems each contribute significantly to the EDG CCF
events. These five sub-systems contribute over 80 percent of the EDG CCF events.

In this study, the proximate causes of the EDG CCF events in the NRC CCF database have been
grouped into higher-order proximate cause categories to facilitate the graphical depiction of proximate
causes. Table 4-2 contains a hierarchical mapping of the proximate causes of EDG CCF events into the
higher-order groups. Since the graph x-axis labels are restricted in length, the proximate cause category
names have been shortened and are shown in parenthesis in Table 4-2. Table 4-2 also describes each of
these groups.
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Table 4-2. Proximate cause hierarchy.

DesigntConst/rstallIVanufacture (Design)

- Design Error
-Manufacturing Error
-IstallatioYConstruction Error

-Design Modification Error

OpentiaVl/Hunman Error (kmnan)

-Accidental Action
-Inadequate/icorrect Procedure

-Failure to Follow Procedure
Inadquate Training
Inadequate Maintenance

-External Erniromient (Ext Erv)

-Fire/Smoke
-HumidtylMoisture
-- igh/Low Temperature
-Electromagnetic Field
-Radation
-Bio-organisms

-Conitarnation/Dust/Dirt
-Acts of Natue

- Wind
- Flood
- Lightning
- Sncvlce

- Intemal to Cornponent (Componerit)

-01t I State of Other Component
Setpoirt Drift

- ULnow

Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture
Inadequacy. This category encompasses actions and
decisions taken during design, manufacture, or
installation of components both before and after the
plant is operational.

Operational/Human Error (Plant Staff Error).
Represents causes related to errors of omission and
commission on the part of plant staff. An example is a
failure to follow the correct procedure. This category
includes accidental actions, and failure to follow
procedures for construction, modification, operation,
maintenance, calibration, and testing. It also includes
ambiguity, incompleteness, or error in procedures for
operation and maintenance of equipment. This includes
inadequacy in construction, modification, administrative,
operational, maintenance, test, and calibration
procedures.

External Environment, Represents causes related to a
harsh external environment that is not within component
design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
electromagnetic interference, fire/ smoke, impact loads,
moisture (sprays, floods, etc.), radiation, abnormally
high or low temperature, and acts of nature.

Internal to Component. Is associated with the
malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component.
Internal causes result from phenomena such as normal
wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms. It includes
the influence of the internal environrment of a
component. Specific mechanisms include erosion/
corrosion, vibration, internal contamination, fatigue, and
wearoutJend of life.

Other. Represents other causes including the State of
Another Component; The component is functionally
unavailable because of failure of a supporting
component or system and Setpoint Drift; The component
is functional, but will not perform its function within the
required range due to a degraded piece-part.

Unknown. This cause category is used when the cause
of the component state cannot be identified.
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4.2 Instrumentation and Control

Forty-one CCF events affected the instrumentation and control sub-system (see Table B-1 in
Appendix B, items 84-124). Of these 41 events, 25 were fail-to-start and 16 were fail-to-run. Twelve
instrumentation and control EDG CCF events were Complete CCF events. Table 4-3 contains a summary
of these events by proximate cause group and degree of failure. Figure 4-1 shows that the most likely
proximate cause groups are Design, Construction and Manufacture Inadequacies, Operational/Human
Actions, and Internal to the Component.

Table 4-3. CCF events in instrumentation and control sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete I Almost Partial Total PercentComplete

Design/Construction/lnstallation/ Manufacture 5 5 5 15 36.6%
Inadequacy

Intenal to Component 2 2 5 9 22.0%

Operational/Human 4 2 3 9 22.0%

External Environment 1 3 1 5 12.2%

Other 1 2 3 7.3%

Total 12 13 16 41 100.0%

The Design/Construction/InstallationJManufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had 15
events (37 percent) of which five were Complete and five were Almost Complete (see Table B- in
Appendix B, items 84-98). Affected sub-components included fuses, load sequencers, relays, and
sensors. The main causes for this group included installing the wrong equipnent, not installing the
equipment correcdy, and poor design of equipment. This combination of the instrumentation and control
sub-system and the Design/ Construction/installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause is the
most likely to contribute to a CCF of the EDG component. Many of these events are the result of
modifications or repairs made to an existing installed EDG. The review of modifications and careful
inspection of redesigned or replacement parts are the most important defenses against this Idnd of CCF.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had nine events (22 percent) of which two
were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 104-112). Affected
sub-components included limit switches, and relays. The causes included foreign material in the air
control system, malfunctioning equipment, dirty piece-parts, and damaged equipnent.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains nine events (22 percent) of which
four were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-i in Appendix B, items 113-121).
Affected sub-components included relays and the load sequencers. The causes of these events included
errors made during maintenance of equipment, poor maintenance, performing testing incorrectly, and
inattentive operators. This proximate cause group has the highest observed fraction of Complete CCF
events in the instrumentation and control sub-system. It is the combination of the susceptibility of the
instrumentation and control sub-system to small errors and the ability of the human element to fail
multiple components in a group that led to this result.
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The External Environment proximate cause group contains five events (12 percent) of which one
was Complete and three were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 99-103). Affected
sub-components included the governor and miscelaneous sensors. The main causes in this group are
long term heat fatigue of resistors, vibration, and cold outside temperature.

The Other proximate cause group contains three events (7 percent) of which none were Complete
and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 122-124).

z
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Figure 4- 1. Distribution of proximate causes for the instrumentation and control sub-system.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for instrumentation and control EDG events (25
out of the 41 events, 61 percent) as shown in Figure 4-2. The EDGs are frequently tested and not
normially run to supply power. This tends to make testing the most likely m-ethod of discovery.
Inspection and Demand make up the next most likely discovery methods. Maintenance is the least likely
discovery miethod. The most likely sub-components involved in CCF events were the relays and
governor as shown in Figure 4-3.

Table 4-4 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the EDGs. The descriptions of all EDO CCF events can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-3. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the instrumentation and control sub-system.
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Table 4-4. Instrumentation and control sub-system event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate Cause Group Failure DescriptionMode

Design! Construction/ Failure Breakers tripped on over-current. Incorrect bulb-type indication was installed in
Manufacture/ to Run the local panel.
Installation Inadequacy

Design/ Construction/ Failure A simulated C02 actuation blew the fuse in the EDG control panel. The condition
ManufactureJ to Start resulted from a design deficiency during installation of the C02 system.
Installation Inadequacy

Designl Construction/ Failure CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site (actual failure at one
Manufacturel to Run unit, and a design flaw was detected before causing failure at the other unit). Due
Installation Inadequacy to a design flaw, numerous pressure sensor malfunctions occurred at both units.

Design! Construction! Failure Diesel sequencers did not load during test. The cause was inadequate design
Manufacture/ to Start understanding and inadequate post-modification testing.
Installation Inadequacy

Design! Construction! Failure Relay trips were caused by failed zener diodes in surge protection, which had been
Manufacture! to Start installed backwards. The relays were replaced with relays without zener diodes.
Installation Inadequacy

External Environment Failure Both EDGs failed surveillance test due to unreliable load control. Relay sockets
to Run were found degraded, causing high resistance connections. The failures were

induced by vibration and found in numerous relay sockets. All sockets were
replaced on both Units I and 2.

Internal to Component Failure During the performance of a pre-operational test, the safety injection signal to the
to Start EDGs was picked up. Both EDGs at one unit did not start.

Internal to Component Failure During attempts to shutdown the EDGs, the lockout relays were damaged, thereby
to Start making the EDGs inoperable.

Operational! Human Failure All EDGs started on an inadvertent SIAS (technician error) during testing. The
Error to Start licensed operator stopped the EDGs prior to the SIAS reset, causing EDGs to be

inoperable.

Operational/ Human Failure One EDG stopped during a test run due to an incorrect setpoint on a newly
Error to Run installed phase differential overcurrent relay. Both EDGs had the same setpoint.

Operational/ Human Failure Shutdown sequencers to both EDGs failed during testing. One EDG failed due to
Error to Start dirty contacts. The other EDG failed due to a sticking clutch. Both failures were

attributed to maintenance and test equipment.

Operational/ Human Failure During surveillance testing, the operator mistakenly caused a blackout signal,
Error to Start causing all EDGs to start. EDGs were stopped, but during restoration process, all

were inoperable for approximately 10 minutes.
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4.3 Engine

Twenty-one EDG CCF events affected the engine sub-system, of which three events are
Complete events (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 26-46). Three events were fail-to-start and
eighteen events were fail-to-run. The most likely proximate causes are Design/Construction/Installation/
Manufacture Inadequacy, and Internal to Component, resulting in fail-to-run is shown in Figure 4-4.
Table 4-5 contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and failure.

Table 4-5. CCF events in engine sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate ause Grou Complete AlmostProxirnate Cause Group Coinplete Complete Partial Total Percent

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture 1 9 10 47.6%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 2 2 4 8 38.1%

Operational/Human 3 3 14.3%

External Environment 0 0.0%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 3 2 16 21 100.0%

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had 10
events (48 percent) of which one was Complete and none were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in
Appendix B, items 26-35). Affected sub-components included the turbocharger and the shaft. The main
causes for this group involved inadequate-design for the intended service, underrated EDGs, and
manufacturing defects.

The Internal to Component proximate cause group had eight events (38 percent) of which two
were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-i in Appendix B, items 3643). Affected
sub-components included the fuel rack, sensors, exhaust valve, governor, and piston. The causes included
vibration-induced failure, inadequate lubrication, and early failure of piece-parts. This proximate cause
group has the highest fraction of Complete events for the engine sub-system.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains three events (14 percent) of which
none were Complete and none were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 44-46).
Affected sub-components included pistons and bearings. The causes of these events included errors made
during maintenance of equipment, poor maintenance, and inadequate procedures.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for engine EDG events (12 out of the 21 events,
57 percent) as shown in Figure 4-5. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to supply
power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection makes up the
next nost likely discovery method. Maintenance and demand are unlikely discovery methods. The most
likely sub-components involved in CCF events were the fuel racks, pistons, and turbochargers as shown
in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-5. Distribution of the method of discovery for the engine sub-system.
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Figure 4-6. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the engine sub-system.

Table 4-6 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the EDGs. The descriptions of all EDG CCF events can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4-6. Engine sub-system event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate Cause Failure Description
Group Mode

Design/ Construction/ Failure
Manufacturel to Run
Installation
Inadequacy

A turbo-charger failed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to
vibration. The fan had just been replaced on all units. A turbo wall insert
from a different source had been judged suitable but resulted in this failure.
Parts were replaced on EDGs at both units.

Internal to Component Failure Failure of the electrical governors was caused by a burnt resistor in the power
to Run supply of the control units.

Internal to Component Failure EDG trips occurred due to an out of calibration temperature switch, leaking
to Run air start valve gasket, clearing of lube oil strainer, cleaning of air ejector,

problem with air start distributor, out of calibration pressure switch and
shattered/leaking piston.
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4.4 Fuel Oil

Nineteen events were attributed to the fuel oil sub-system of the EDGs, four of which were
Complete events (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 49-67). The most likely proximate cause is
Operational/Human Error resulting in fail-to-mn as shown in Figure 4-7. Table 4-7 contains a summary
of these events by proximate cause group and failure.

There were four Complete failures, three of which were caused by a failure to follow procedure.
Two of these were valve lineup problems. The other was due to a design flaw. Plugging of the fuel oil
filters is another significant aspect of this sub-system. The extemal dependency of this sub-system helped
spread the contaminated fuel oil to both NPP units at a site.

Table 4-7. CCF events in the fuel oil sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Pardal Total Percent
Complete

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture 1 2 3 15.8%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 1 5 6 31.6%

Operational/Human 3 2 4 9 47.4%

External Environment I 1 5.3%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 4 4 11 19 100.0%
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Figure 4-7. Distribution of proximate causes for the fuel oil sub-system.
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The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains nine events (47 percent) of which
three were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 59-67).
Affected sub-components included the pumps, various valves, the fuel rack, strainers, and piping. The
causes of these events included poor naintenance, operator inattention, and errors made during
maintenance of equipment.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had six events (32 percent) of which none
were Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 53-58). Affected
sub-components included the fuel oil strainers, pumps, and gaskets. The causes were from fungus growth
and aging.

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had three
events (16 percent) of which none were Cornplete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in
Appendix B, items 49-51). Affected sub-components included the fuel oil pump and the tank level
indication. Inadequate design of pump parts led to leakage and the tank level indication was erroneous.

The External Environment proximate cause group contains one event (5 percent), which was
Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, item 52). This event caused a leak to be developed in the piping
due to vibration.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for fuel oil EDG events (13 out of the 19 events,
68 percent) as shown in Figure 4-8. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to supply
power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection and Demand
make up the next most likely discovery methods. Maintenance is the least likely discovery method. The
most Ikely sub-components involved in CCF events were the pumps as shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-8. Distribution of the method of discovery for the fuel oil sub-system.
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Figure 4-9. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the fuel oil sub-system.

Table 4-8 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the EDGs. The descriptions of all EDG CCF events can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4-8. Fuel oil sub-system event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate Failure
Cause Group Mode

Operational/ Failure An operator drained all fuel oil day tanks while sampling the fuel oil.
Human Error to Run

External Failure EDG fuel supply hose developed a leak due to excessive localized flexure and
Environment to Run vibration. Following repair, EDG tripped due to low control air pressure caused by

fitting loosened by engine vibration. Another EDG fuel injector supply line failed due
to metal fatigue and vibration.

Operational/ Failure Both fuel oil valves were closed during transfers of fuel, isolating the normal supply
Human Error to Run from the respective fuel transfer pumps to each of the day tanks.

Operationall Failure Fuel rack binding of the fuel rack pivot points was caused by paint, which occurred
Human Error to Start during painting of the EDGs. The same problem was found on the other EDG, which

had been painted at the same time.
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4.5 Generator

Sixteen events were attributed to the generator sub-system of the EDGs, none of which were
Complete events (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 68-83). The most likely proximate cause is
Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy affecting both fail-to-start and fail-to-run as
shown in Figure 4-10. Table 4-9 contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and
failure.

Table 4-9. CCF events in the generator sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Partial Total PercentComplete

Design/Construction/InstallationI Manufacture 3 4 7 43.8%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 3 3 18.8%

Operational/Human 1 1 6.3%

External Environment 1 1 6.3%

Other 2 2 4 25.0%

Total 0 7 9 16 100.0%
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Figure 4-10. Distribution of proximate causes for the generator sub-system.

The DesignlConstruction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had seven
events (44 percent) of which none were Complete and three were Almost Complete (see Table B- in
Appendix B, items 68-74). Affected sub-components included relays, voltage regulators, rotors, and
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generator excitation. The main causes for this group involved design faults, material incompatibility,
drawing inaccuracies, incorrect material, and inadequate cooling design.

The Other proximate cause group contains four events (25 percent) of which none were Complete
and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 80-83). The main causes in this
group are load changes, room cooling, and load sequencer relays.

The Internal to Component proximate cause group had three events (19 percent) of which none
were Complete and none were Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 76-78). The three
events occurred at all three units of a utility. Affected sub-components were the power resistors. The
power resistors were defective.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains one Almost Complete event (6
percent) (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, item 79). The operator tripped the EDG.

The Extemal Environment proximate cause group contains one Almost Complete event (6
percent) (see Table B-I in Appendix B, item 75). A short was caused by inadequate cooling.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for generator EDG events (13 out of the 16
events, 81 percent) as shown in Figure 4-11. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to
supply power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection,
Denand, and Maintenance make up the least likely discovery methods. The most likely sub-components
involved in CCF events were the voltage regulators and power resistors as shown in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-11. Distribution of the method of discovery for the generator sub-system.
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Figure 4-12. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the generator sub-system.

4.6 Cooling

Fifteen events were attributed to the cooling sub-system of the EDGs, of which two events are
Complete events (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 11-25). The most likely proximate cause is
Design/ConstructionlInstalladon/Manufacture Inadequacy affecting the fail-to-run as shown in Figure
4-13. Table 4-10 contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and failure.

Table 4-10. CCF events in the cooling sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Partial Total Percent

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture 2 3 5 33.3%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component I 1 1 3 20.0%

Operational/Euman 1 2 1 4 26.7%

External Environment 2 1 3 20.0%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 2 7 6 15 100.0%
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Figure 4-13. Distribution of proximate causes for the cooling sub-system.

The Design/Construction/InstallationlManufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had five
events (33 percent) of which none were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in
Appendix B, items 11-15). Affected sub-components included piping, pumps, valves, and miscellaneous
equipment. The main cause for this group was design errors.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains four events (27 percent) of which
one was Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 22-25). The
causes of these events included errors made during maintenance of equipment, poor maintenance,
incorrect procedures, and inadequate control of biologic growth.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had three events (20 percent) of which one
was Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 19-21). The affected
sub-components were valves and heat exchangers. The causes were faulty equipment and fouling.

The Extemal Environment proximate cause group contains three events (20 percent) of which
none were Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 17-18). The
main causes in this group are vibration fatigue, foreign material plugging the heat exchangers, and cold
outside temperature.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for cooling EDG events (10 out of the 15 events,
67 percent) as shown in Figure 4-14. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to supply
power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection, Demand, and
Maintenance make up the least likely discovery methods. The most likely sub-components involved in
CCF events were the valves and heat exchangers as shown in Figure 4-15.
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Figure 4-14. Distribution of the method of discovery for the cooling sub-system.
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Figure 4-15. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the cooling sub-system.

Table 4-11 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the EDGs. The descriptions of all EDG CCF events can be found in Appendix B.
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Table 4-11. Cooling sub-system event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate Failure . .
Cause Group Mode

Operational/ Failure Incorrect installation of pilot solenoid valves was caused by a lack of procedural
Human Error to Run adherence due to personnel error. Contributing causes were procedural

inadequacies, inattention to detail, and inadequate skills.

Internal to Failure Faulty positioners on service water valves in the cooling sub-system led to a failure
Component to Run of all EDGs.

4.7 Starting Air

Eleven events were attributed to the starting air sub-system of the EDGs, none being Complete
events (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 128-138). The most likely proximate cause is the Internal to
Component, resulting in fail-to-start as shown in Figure 4-16. Table 4-12 contains a summary of these
events by proximate cause group and failure.

Table 4-12. CCF events in the starting air sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Partial Total Percent
Complete

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture 1 3 4 36.4%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 2 3 5 45.5%

Operational/Human 1 1 9.1%

External Environment 1 1 9.1%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 0 5 6 1 1 100.0%

The Internal to Component proximate group had five events (45 percent) of which none were
Complete and two were Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 133-137). Affected sub-
components included the air start motor, valves, strainers, and miscellaneous piece-parts. The causes
were foreign material in the air system, corrosion, malfunctioning equipment, dirty piece-parts, and
damaged equipment.
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Figure 4-16. Distribution of proximate causes for the starting air sub-system.

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had four
events (36 percent) of which none were Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in
Appendix B, items 128-131). Affected sub-components included valves and solenoids. The main causes
for this group involved inadequate manufacturing tolerances and incorrect conponent.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains one Almost Complete event (9
percent) (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, item 138). The air start motor was started while the EDG was
running per a test procedure.

The External Environment proximate cause group contains one Almost Complete event (9
percent) (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, item 132). The air start valves were inoperable due to accelerated
degradation.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for starting air EDG events (10 out of the 11
events, 91 percent) as shown in Figure 4-17. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to
supply power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection,
Demand, and Maintenance make up the least likely discovery methods. The most likely sub-components
involved in CCF events were the air-start valves and motor as shown in Figure 4-18.
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Figure 4-17. Distribution of the method of discovery for the starting air sub-system.
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Figure 4-18. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the starting air sub-system.
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4.8 Output Circuit Breaker

Nine events took place in the output circuit breaker sub-system of the EDGs, of which one was a
Complete CCF event (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 2-10). The most likely proximate cause is
Intemal to Component affecting the fail-to-start as shown in Figure 4-19. Table 4-13 contains a summary
of these events by proximate cause group and failure.

Table 4-13. CCF events in the output breaker sub-system by cause group and degree of failure.

Almost Pata Toa PecnProximate Cause Group Complete Complete aral Total Percent

Design/Construction/Installationl Manufacture 1 1 11.1%
Inadequacy

Internal toComponent 1 5 6 66.7%

Operational/Human I 1 2 22.2%

External Environment 0 0.0%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 1 3 5 9 100.0%
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Figure 4-19. Distribution of proximate causes for the output circuit breaker sub-system.

Internal to Component was the most likely proximate cause group with six events (67 percent) of
which none were Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 3-8).
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Affected sub-components included relays, switches, and logic circuits. The causes included
malfunctioning equipment, dirty piece-parts, and damaged equipment. Various breaker intemal
component failures are the most likely failures in this sub-system. However, the component failures are
unlikely to cause a Complete CCF of the EDGs.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains two events (22 percent) (see Table
B-1 in Appendix B, items 9-10). The Complete CCF event was caused by human error and this disabled
all five EDGs at one unit. The Almost Conplete event occurred when the operator incorrectly reset the
lockout relays.

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had one
Almost Complete event (11 percent) (see Table B-I in Appendix B, item 2). Breaker switch contacts
were faulty and the logic circuit was incorrect.

Testing was the most likely method of discovery for circuit breaker EDG events (4 out of the 9
events, 44 percent) as shown in Figure 4-20. The EDGs are frequently tested and not normally run to
supply power. This would tend to make testing the most likely method of discovery. Inspection and
Demand make up the next most likely discovery methods. Maintenance is the least likely discovery
method. The most likely sub-components involved in CCF events were the relays and switches as shown
in Figure 4-21.
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Figure 4-20. Distribution of the method of discovery for the output circuit breaker sub-system.
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Figure 4-21. Distribution of the affected sub-component for the output circuit breaker sub-system.

Table 4-14 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the EDGs. The descriptions of all EDG CCF events can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4-14. Output circuit breaker sub-system event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate Failure Description
Cause Group Mode

Operational/ Failure to All of the EDGs at one unit did not automatically start due to a misalignment during
Human Error Start breaker line-up. The wrong DC knife switches were opened, thereby failing the

EDG start relays.

- 4.9 Lube Oil

Three events were identified in the lube oil sub-system of the EDGs (see Table B-1 in Appendix
B, items 125-127). No figures are shown since so few events affect this sub-system and none of the
events were Complete. In one event, lube oil was degraded by the immersion heaters being left on by
procedure, another event was due to a heat exchanger leak, and in the last event the lube-oil check valves
leaked past their seats.

4.10 Exhaust

Two events were attributed to the exhaust sub-system of the EDGs (see Table B-I in Appendix B,
items 47-48). Neither of which was a Complete event. No figures are shown for this sub-system because
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of the low number of events. One event was due to water in the instrument air system affecting the
exhaust damper and the other event was a manufacturing error of the exhaust damper rolling pins.

4.1 1 Battery

One event was identified in the battery sub-system (see Table B-I in Appendix B, item 1). No
figures are shown since so few events affect this sub-system. The EDG batteries had low specific gravity.
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5. INSIGHTS FROM EDG FOREIGN EXPERIENCE

5.1 International Common-cause Data Exchange Project

Several member countries of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear
Energy Agency (OECDtNEA) established the International Common-cause Data Exchange (ICDE)
Project to encourage multilateral co-operation in the collection and analysis of data relating to CCF
events. The ICDE project operates under the umbrella'of the OECD/NEA whose representative for this
purpose is the Secretariat for Principal Working Group on Operating Reactor Experience. The ICDE
project member countries and their sponsoring organizations are Canada, Finland, France, Germany,
Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the United States.

5.2 Scope of the EDG Event Collection

Organizations from Finland, France, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the
United States contributed data to the EDG data exchange. Results of the study are documented in the
ICDE EDG project report.' 0 A total of 106 CCF events were reported from nuclear power plants
(pressurized water reactor, boiling water reactor, Magnux, and advanced gas-cooled reactor). The
collection period varied from country to country but covered at least five years. The total time spans a
period from 1982 through 1997. Thus, data are not necessarily complete for each country. The USA
provided data from 1990 through 1995. Table 5-1 summarizes, by failure mode, the ICDE EDG CCF
events collected and summarized in the ICDE EDG Insights study.

Table 5-1. Summary statistics of ICDE emergency diesel generator data.

Degree of Failure Observed
Total (AU) Partial Almost- Complete 'Complete

Fail-to-run 61 46 10 5

Fail-to-start 45 22 11 12
Total 106 68 21 17

5.3 Summary of European Events

In many areas, the European EDG CCF events are similar to the USA EDG CCF events. Several
European EDG CCF events led to severe unavailability of the EDGs and illustrate the diversity of the
CCF failure mechanisms observed throughout the industry. Additionally, they are also similar to events
observed in the USA.

The European EDG CCF event narratives were reviewed to identify observed failures that could
provide' lessons learned for the USA. A selection of these events is listed below:

* Insufficiently torqued screw in connection blocks of various circuits caused poor connections.
The insufficiently torqued screws were due to the location of the screws being difficult to get a
torque wrench on and improper tools were used.

* Snow blocked the combustion air intake.
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* Low-quality fuel oil led to the failure of the injection pumps.

* Testing procedure inappropriately required the operator to lock out both EDGs.

* Operator locked out both the duty and standby fuel oil tanks in preparation for accepting a fuel
oil delivery.

* Maintenance confused the EDGs and performed maintenance on the wrong one, leading to the
unavailability of both.

* Testing of fire protection equipment led to three EDGs unavailable.

* During an unrelated modification, an EDG signal cable was cut leading to the unavailability of
both EDGs.

* Initial design errors of the pistons and piston rings.

* Fuel pump shaft coupling pins sheared leading to the unavailability of both EDGs.

5.4 Comparison of USA and European Experience

In this section we compare the distributions of the CCF events from the USA and the European
countries for failure mode, proximate cause, method of discovery, and sub-system.

The most common EDG configurations in Europe are either two or four. Over 85 percent of the
CCF events come from these configuration sizes. Less than 5 percent of the events come from
configurations containing five or more EDGs.

Figure 5-1 shows the comparison for failure mode. These failure mode distributions for all events
from the USA and Europe are very sirnilar. Figure 5-2 shows that the failure mode distributions are
different when restricted to the set of Complete CCF events.

Figure 5-3shows the proximate cause distributions for all events. The most common-cause
category for the combined USA and European events is Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture
Inadequacy. The data suggest that Europe has more events due to human error than the USA and that the
USA has more component failures than the Europeans do. Figure 5-4 shows the distributions for
complete events.

Figure 5-5 shows the method of discovery distributions. The most common discovery method
was testing for both the USA and European data sets. No important differences are identified for these
distributions. Figure 5-6 shows the distribution for complete CCF events.

Figure 5-7 shows the comparison by sub-system. In Europe, most EDG events occur in the
cooling, fuel oil, and engine sub-systems. In the USA, most CCF events occur in the instrumentation and
control sub-system, followed by the engine, fuel-oil, generator, and cooling sub-systems. Figure 5-8
shows the distribution for Complete events.

Sone interesting points from the analysis of the charts in this section:
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* When all events are considered, the huran error is much higher for the European data than for
the USA data. When Complete events are considered, the comparison is much more similar,
with the human error being the most important for both sets of data.

* The testing method of discovery is overwhelmingly important for both the European and USA
data.

* The instrumentation and control sub-system contributes less to the all case for the European
data than the USA data. But when the Complete case is examined, the instrumentation and
control sub-system is the most important for both data sets and the fuel oil sub-system is the
next most important.
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Figure 5-1. Failure mode distributions for all ICDE EDG CCF events.
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Figure 5-5. Distribution of discovery method for all ICDE EDG CCF events.
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6. HOW TO OBTAIN MORE DETAILED INFORMATION

The EDG CCF insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information contained in the CCF
Database maintained for the NRC by the RiEEL. The database contains CCF-related events that have
occurred in U.S. comrercial nuclear power plants reported in LERs, NPRDS failure records, and EPIX
failure records. The NPRDS and EPIX information is proprietary. Thus, the information presented in the
report has been presented in such a way to keep the information proprietary.

The subset of the CCF database presented in this volume is based on the EDG component data
from 1980 through 2000. The information contained in the CCF Database consists of coded fields and a
descriptive narrative taken verbatim from LERs or NPRDS/EPIX failure records. The database was
searched on component type (EDG) and failure mode. The failure modes selected were fail-to-start and
fail-to-run. The additional fields, (e.g., proximate cause, coupling factor, shared cause factor, and
component degradation values), along with the infornation contained in the narrative, were used to glean
the insights presented in this report. The detailed records and narratives can be obtained from the CCF
Database and from respective LERs and NPRDS/EPIX failure records.

The CCF Database was designed so that information can be easily obtained by defining searches.
Searches can be made on any coded fields. That is, plant, date, component type, system, proximate cause,
coupling factor, shared cause factor, reactor type, reactor vendor, CCCG size, defensive mechanism,
degree of failure, or any combination of these coded fields. The results for most of the figures in the
report can be obtained or a subset of the infornation can be obtained by selecting specific values for the
fields of interest. The identified records can then be reviewed and reports generated if desired. To obtain
access to the NRC CCF Database, contact Dale Rasmuson at the NRC or Ted Wood at the INEEL.

The ICDE project EDG report"1 contains an overview of the international EDG CCF information.
Nuclear utilities and NRC staff who desire additional information about the international CCF events can
obtain information from Dale Rasmuson, USNRC.
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Appendix A

Data Summary
This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF) data

collection effort for EDGs. The tables in this appendix support the charts in Chapter 3. Each table is
sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Table A-i. EDG CCF event summary, sorted by proximate cause.
Item Proximate Cause Suby n Discovety piece part Coupling Ys Failure Degrm Description____________ Methd ____ Factor yerMode Fatilure ________________ p______________

Desig Breaker Test Logic Circuit Desig 1981 Failure ost A faulty switch contact and inorrect ogic circuit design prevented three EDO output brekers
i anufacturet to Start omplete frm csing. Switches on all EDGs vere replacedI anufactur/

Installation

igl Cooling Inspection iscellaneous Design 1997 ailure rtial nrgecy Diesel Genamtors tesing identified elevated EDG radiator, control and engine room
2 Manuctioto Run ir tempetues. his incease is due to a portion of the radiator dischae air released to2 mance re from th roof of each EDG building being recirculated back into the EDO radiatorInstallation . .

lnda _ _ __ __

Designt 'ooling Inspetion Piping Design 1988 Falure EDO configaion of a diffuser plate allowed sufficient moement to initiate ftigue failure.Const,ctont , . . , to Rmun failure th plate conatd the intercooler tubes causing fretting.3 Manufacturet/ 
Insallation

Dgnt 'ooling eat ing Design 1995 Failure Almost Both EDOs hiled surveillance test nm due to oveheating of the governor oil. Insufficient
4 Mtnacii/ toRun ing flow was available because of a design eor in pipe size.

Insllation

Designt ooling Test 1ig6 Failure Almost Inadequate design left exposed cooling water piping, which freezes in winter.onsuciont to Run Complte
anu bhctu ret

Ins talatieon
f-Keuay 

.__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Design cooling Test Valve Design 1988 Failure High lube oil tempeate was caused by filed power elements in tnperature control vaves..onsctiont Run

6 anufacturei
nstallation

_Inadequacyi..
Designt Engine Inspectin g tional 1911 Failure a ankshaft bearing was wiped and anther crankshaft bearing had a ack Extended opeatiomto Run ould cmne bearing failure. The wipedjournal surface was caused by high temperte from7 anufacture iadequate ricdtion.
nstallation 

. Inadequacy ._ .__ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Design Engine Inspection Fuel Nozzes Quity 1991 Failure Partial C fbel injector nozzle tips were found in EDGs. Th cracks were due to inadequate:ontnction/ Run igament thick and excessive nitriding depth.
S anufaturej

ralation
Inadequacy _____ 

___

I>
to
a
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Item Proxmate Cause Sub-System Discovery PieceP | Coupling Yea Failure Degre of Desription
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M ethod _ _ _ _ F ao M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ Engine pection Valve Desig 1997 ilure Valve adjustment assemblies cracked, manufcturing defect
C o n tO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Stall

9 M
lnWaden

poauacy
Dign/ Engine Maintenance ShaR Design 1986 Fallue Putf Tbe floating bushing of the idler gear was found whh sml cracks and frozen to the stub shaft on
Conn /t Run one EDO, and foud with a trou-wall caick an another ED. Cncs w ere caused by fast

10 Manufacture, s witout fil main lube oil prsue, due to the design of the system.

Ira o ucy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________

Dsga Engine est isceIlaneous i1990 ailure Pua All three EDGs wee underrated for full emegeacy design oads. Previous testing did not detect
Run problem due to relaively low ambient tmpatus .

Daign Engine et iping Design 1995 ailure Putial A leak was deected in tejcket wter cooling system. A system fitting had failed as a rsult of
Coestruction/ to Run an inadequate design. Vibration fatigue resulted in cracking.

12 Mau
lnwaden

E uacy _ _ _ __ __

ign/ Engine et aR uality 1994 ailure artial Mag pickup tare gear saf failed during load test A manufacturer defect in the shaft
Consirction/to Start caused the failure lhe unit swing diesel had the same corponent intalled and the same part was

13 M auc eplacd on all diesels at both unitsL
I tiona
ucy _ _ _ _

Dsign/ gin Test Shaf Q ity 1994 ailure Puiial Magnipickup target gear shaft failed during load test A manufacturer defect in the shaft
Consuuction/t Sta sd the f ihu The unit swing disel had the swe conponent installed and the same part was

14 Manufacture/ replaced on all diesels at both units
labtion

I ua cy
Desig gine e rurbocharger Quality 1995 ailure A turbo-charger failed diaing operabilty testing. A fan blade failed due to vibration. The fan had

Co *tn/ Run ust been replaced oan all units. A turbo wall irt from a different source had been judged
15 actue/ itable but resulted in this failue Puts were replaced on EDGs at both units.

stallation
uscy_ _ __ _ _

Design/ Engine Test Turbocharger Quality 1995 Faure Complete A turbo-charger faLed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to vibraion. The fan had
Con *nctionl to Run ust been replced an all units. A tubo wall insert from a different source had been judged

16 Manacture/ stable but resulted in this faie. Pats were replaced on EDGs at both units.
lnadon

Desip/ Exhust rest Valve Quaity 1991 Falure r T ebaust da erroll pins failed resulting ithe failure of the dampers to open. e cause of
Consactllt R n in falure detemined to be a manufacturing error.

17 Manufactre/
Intaon

x



Item I roxim cause Sub-System Discovery p p Couling y Failu re De e DescriptionItem Proximate Cause ~~Methd ___ Factor IMode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ignei Fuel Oil Inspection Tank Design 1994 allur Pudal level ntumeton resulted in less than required fuel inventory. A design eror inConstruction Rim evel instuments was identifled. Contrluting factors induded human error and procedural
I Manufatur. deficiencies.nstalation

Inadequacy ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Desip Fuel Oil Test PUMP Design 1998 Failure AIm EDGs fail to stat. The cause of the failure was loss of pump prime due to air entering around theConstruction/ Stat Conplte oil booster pump shaft ses.
19 Ianufacture/

Installation
_Inadequacy __ _ _ _

Design/ Fuel Oil Test P mp Design 1991 Failure Patal Th was a cracked fitting on a fuel oil pump. The cause of the event was attributed to theConstuction/ to Rm dlivery valve holder design, which is prone to cmcking
20 Manufacture/

Installation
__ Inadequacy______ ______

Desip/ Genraor Ispection Rotor Quality 1985 Flure Ahnot Crdcs were found in the intrpolrcomiections of the damnper windings on the rotor poles of theConstruction/ . . to Rm Conplate generator. One of the cnnct broke durig oversped esting causing substal damage to21 Manufactured sttor. These connetors were not necesary, so they were removed on both generators.Inatallation.
Ind__e_ ___ __

Design/ Genertor Maintename G Design 1985 alure a There was materia incompatbility in the voltage regulator.
Construction/ Excitation toStat

22 Manufacture/
Installation

Desinl G erator Test Relay Design 1991 Failure AImc E ld was obseved to be exceeding the desired operating bond. The electrical wiringConstruction/ . to Run Complete iagram was found to be in eror, resulting in improperly wired relays.
23 Manufacture/

stallation
__Inadequacy ___________ _____ __________ _____________________________________

Desid Gertor Test Rlay Deign 1991 ailure Patal EDO load was obsered to be exceeding the desired operating bend. The electrical wiringConstruction Run iagram was found to be in error, resulting in improperly wired relays.24 Manufacture/
Installation

Design] Gantor Test Rotor Design 1984 Falure al A design fault in application of insulation led to rotor damage.Construction/ .t Run
25 Manufacture/

Installation
hdecy
DesigG e est ota esign 1991 Faihre Patial Due to the sizing of the power poetial transformers and the current tramformes, there existed aConstruction/ Regulator to Stat mII am within the lading kVAR range of the generator capability curve in which the voltage26 Manufacture/ later would not function.
Installation
_ adequacy_

LA
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Item Proximate Cause Sub-System Discovery Piee Pan Coupling Year Failure Degree ofD ptn
I _____ ___ Methd ___ Factor Mode Failure
Design/ Gerator et Voltage Environmentl 199 Failure Almost EW voltage regulator failed due to a partially failed transistor in the static exciter circuit This
Construction/ Regulator Run Complete was due to a high temperature in the control cabinet Other EDO equipment susceptible to same

27 ManufactureJ conditions due to identical design.
Installation
Inadequacy _
Deign/ Inst & Demand Govemor Design 1987 Failure Partial CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDG
iConstruction/ Control Run malfunctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

28 ufacture/ blocked ol passageways to the actuator.
Installation
Inadequacy _

ign/ Inst & Demand Govemor ign 1987 Failure Almost CCF events occured at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDO
onstruction/ ontrol Run Complete matfinctioned causing itto trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

29 Manufacture/ blocked oi passageways to the actuator.
Installation
Inadequacy
Design/ Inst & Demand Relay Quality 19S4 Failure Complete Relay trips were caused by failed zener diodes in surge protection, which had been installed

onstruction/ ontrol Start backwards. The relays ware replaced with relays without zener dodes.
30 Manufacture/

Installation
Inadequacy _
Design/ Inst & Inspection Miscellaneous Mantenance 1991 Failure Almost One EDG failed to start due to a defective crimp. Defective crimps were found in the other

onstruction/ Control Start Complete EDGs. Inadequate training, procedures, and QA.
31 ufacture/

Installation

Desig Inst & Inspection Relay Design 1995 Failure Almost A wiring error was discovered, which would prevent the EDG output breakers from closing to a
Cnstructionl Control Start ompete engized bus. lTe error in wiring was the result of an incorrect drawing in a design

32 Manufacturemodication packagt
tatlation

Inadequacy _ .
ign/ Inst & Maintenance Snsors Daign 198 Failure Almost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site (actual failure at one unit, and a design

Construction/ Control Run omplete aw was detected belbre causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous
33 ufacture/ ressure sensor malfunctions ocarred at both units.

Installation
u c y _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _ _ _ ________

Design/ Inst & Mntenance ors ign 198 Failure mplee CF eventsoccurred at mutiple units at a single plant site (actual failure at one unit, and a design
Construction/ Control Run flaw was detected before causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

34 Manufacture pressure sensor malfunctions ocrred at both units.
tallation

Inadequacy _

Design/ Inst & Test Fuse ign 199 Falure Complete simulated C02 actuation blew the fuse in the EDO control panel. The condition resulted from a
Construction/ Control Start ign deficiency during installation of the C02 system.

35 Manufacturel
nstallation

Inadequacy _ _

CD
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Item Proximate Cause Sub-System Discovery Piece Pr Coupling Year Failure Degree Descripon
__________ ______ M ethiod _ _ _ _ Ftor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ Inst et Geetor Qudity 199 Failure rtal EDGs were found incapable of canying design load. Previous governor modifications were
onstucton/ ontrol Excitabon Start identified as the cause, A misadjusted engine governor output linkage and engine perfornance

36 anufacturet d aation limited the EDO output.
Installation
Inadequacy
Design/ Inst & Test Governor Quality 1992 Failure Patal erforming EDO monthly load test when governor instabilities noticed. Air trapped in the
onstuction/ Control t Run governor compensation system caused vibrations.

37 Manufacture/
[nstallation
Inadequacy

Design/ Inst Test Load Design 1993 Failure omplete Dsed sequencers did not load during test The cause was inadequate design understanding and
onstnrution Control Se quencer Start inadequate post-modification testing.

38 Uanufaeture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Design/ Inst & eat Misellaneous Design 1985 Failure most F events occurred at muliple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDG
onstruction/ ontrol Run omplete alfuietd causing it to trip on ovespeed. The cause of the failure was tht sealant had

39 Uanufacture/ locked oil passageways to the actuator.
Inllation
Inadequacy

Design/ Inst ret Miscellaneous ign 1985 Failure Ptial CCF events occured at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an ED
Construcdont Control Run malfumctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

40 Manufacture/ blocked oil passageways to the actuator.
nstallation

Inadequacy
Design Inst & Test Misellaneous aintenance 1983 Failure Complete Breakers tripped on over-crt Incorrect bulbtype indication was installed in the local panel.
onstrction/ ontrol Run

41 Manufacture/
stallation

Inadequacy
Design/ Inst & eat Rlay Quality 1991 Failure Partial 240/480 Vac starting contactor coil was in systms designed for 25OVDC, which caused
onstrction/ ontrol Stat ctro relay arcing across contacts preventing an automatic restat of the EDGs.

42 Uanufacture/
Installation

__ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ Starting Inspection Valve Design 1994 Failure Partial The regulator setpoint drifted up. The cause was attibuted to selection of the wrong
onstruCtionf Start component All regulators were replaced with a different model.

43 Manufacture/
nstallation

adequacy _
Design/ Starting eaet ve uality 1990 Failure Almost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Air valve pistons sticking prevnted
onstrction/ Start omplete EDGs from stating, because of inadequate manufacturing tolerances.

44 anufcture/
nstallation
nadequacy _ _

x



Item Proximate Cause Sub-System Discovery Piece Part Coupling yea Failure Degree ofDescription
I _ __ __ _M ethod Factr M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ Starting Test Valve Design 199 Failure Partial ED potential for a start failure due to the air start solenoid valves not operating consistently
Construction/ Start below 90 vdc and below 200 psig

45 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Design/ Starting Test Valve Quality 199 Failure Partial CF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site, Air valve pistons sticking prevented
Construction/ Start the EDs from starting, because of inadequate manufacuring tolerances.

46 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy _

47 External Cooling Inspecion Heat vironmental 1995 Failure Partial xy paint detached from the inside of the cooling water piping and plugged the heat exchanger.
_ Evironinent _Exchanger Ito Run
External Cooling Test Miscellaneous Environmental 19S Failure Almost Due to exceptionally cold temperatures outside the EDO room, the cooling water temperature was

48 Environment Start Complete low. One EDG tripped on low oil pressure and high vibration. Another EDG tripped on
vervoltage. And another EDO was removed from maintenance and tested, when it then tripped

_________ ______ n reverse power and engine vibration after starting.
External Cooling TePt iping Design 199 Failure Almost wo of three of the emergency diesel generators had a jacket water leak due to a nipple failure.

_ Environment _ to Run Complete cause of the crack has been attilbuted to a vibration-induced fatigue.
External Fuel Oil est Piping Design 1981 Failure Complete ED fuel supply hose developed a leak due to excessive localized flexure and vibration.

50 Environment Run Following repair, EDO tripped due to low control air pressure caused by fitting loosened by
_ engine vibration. Another EDO fuel injector supply line failed due to metal fatigue and vibration.

External Generator et Generator Design 1993 Falure Almost Both EDGs failed to continue nmning 22 hours into 24-hour test due to a short on voltage
51 Environment Excitation to Run Complete suppression devices due to inadequate cooling in excitation cabinet

External Inst & Get ovemor Design 199 Falure Almost CF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Speed oscillations occurred on a
52 Environment Control Start Complete EW, following a startup without loading, due to a failed resistor in the govemor unit. Similarr~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ conditions were fowid on the other EDGs. The cause was ong-term heat ftigue.

External Inst & et Govemor Design 199 Failure Almost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Speed oscillations occurred on a
53 Environment Control Start Complete ,following a startup without loading, due to a failed resistor in the govemor unit. Similar

_ condidons ~~were found on the other EDGs. he cause was long-term heat fatigue.
External Inst & Test Govemor vironmental 1995 Failure Partial Both EDGs fiiled surveillance test due to unreliable load control. Relay sockets were found

54 Environment Control Run degraded, causing high resistance connections. The failures were induced by vibration and found
______ ______ ______ in numerous relay sockets All sockets were replaced on both Units I and 2.

External Inst & Test ovemor Environmental 1995 Failure Complete Both EDGs failed surveillance test due to unreliable load control. Relay sockets were found
55 Environment Control Run degraded, causing high resistance connections. The failures were induced by vibration and found

_______ _______ _______ in numerous relay sockets All sockets were replaced on both Units I and 2.
External Inst & eat Miscellaneous Environmental 198 Failure Almost EDO tripped on low ol pressure and high vibration. Another EDG tripped on overvolkige.
Environment Control Run Complete Another EDG tripped on revese power and engine vibration, after starting. The cause was

attributed to the cold outside temperature (-10 degrees F) with non-functioning outside air supply
56 dampers causing low temperatures in the diesel bays. Also, the service water to the ED

govemnors was cold, causing sluggish performance. Corrective actions involved sealing the room
_ ~~~~from the vwer.

57 ternal Lube Oil pecton Mel ign 1981 ailure Partal e lube-oil sub-system was contaminated by lube oil coolers leaking water into the lube oil.
Environment Exchanger _ to Run

x



Su-ytm Discovery p:-m 9 opln Y. Failure Degrrie ofte Proximnate Cause 5 Method Piee Ft Factor Mode Faibu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5SExt Starting Test Valve Desig 19 alure Ahns Air st solnoid valves were inoperable and prevented the EDGs from sating. This was due to59Environamn to Start Complete aedeted degrdation.
Intemal to Breaker Switch Quaity 7 Failure A ost T output beaker would not close due to adefomed spring retainer, which prevented a cell5 Component oa_ tart C empbte switch from providing the permissive to close the breaker.
Intena to Breaker I pection Relay Design 19 ailure output breaken on two unis should not have had instantaneous over-cumnt protction.60 omponent Run is condition could have caused the EDO output breakes to tp before the load breaker would

__ _ Ipalon a fault
ntemal to Breaker Inspection Relay Design 19S7 Failure Parial ew output breaker on two units should not have had istneous over-current protection.61 ornponent to Run This condition could have caused the ED output breakers totrip before the load breaker would

open on a fault
62 Intenal to Breaker Maintenance Logic Circuit Design 196 Failure al Diesel genertor output breakers failed to close during a surveillance check.Component to Start _

Internal to Breaker est Relay Qudity 1993 Failure Partidal T ED output breaker triped on reverse power. The EDG tripped on reve power due to a63 Component o_ Stat ulty reverse power relay, the relay was replaced on al EDGs.
intemal to Breaker Test Switch Design 199 Failure Padl the operator attmpted to synchronize the eergency diesel generator to offsite power, theComponent to Start op breaker filed to close The root cwse of the ED output breaker failure to close has been64 to be failure of a switch. A contact pair of the switch lost elecrical continuity due to

light braker movement and/or buildup of oxidationtpitting on the contact surfaces. Switches on
11I EDs were replaced.

Intetnal to Cooling d Valve Maitenance 1981 Failure mot cooling water check valves malfunctioned, resulting in a loss of cooling65 Component to Run Complete

Intemal to Cooling Test Heat Environmental 192 Failure c eooling water inlet and outlet temperats exceeded allowable valves, due to fouling of theComponent Exchager __to Run ooling wa heat xhanger tubes.
ntemal to Cooling est Valve Design 19U Failure omplete Faulty positioners on service water valves in the cooling sub-systen led to a failure of all EDOs.67 omponent _ o Run

tetal to Engine Inspection Fuel Rack Design 1981 ailure Partial Failure of a taper pin in the fuel rack assemnbly occurred.68 Roponent _ t Run
ternal to Engine Inspection uel Rack Design 1981 Failure Patl Failure of a taper pin in the fuel rack assembly occurred.69 omponent _ to Run

70 Internal to Engine Inspection Fuel Rack Deign 1983 Falure Pa*al ir leakage ofthe fuel rack assembly was due to a leak through a hole in the exhaust valveCmponent to Run iphagnL
ntemnal to Engine Test Governor Design 198 Failure Coplete Falure of the electrical governon was caused by a burnt resistor in the power supply of the71 COpnent to Run co l units.

Internal to Engine Test Piston Design 198 Failure Umost Failure of The piston wristpin bearings for four cylinders was due to inadequate lube oil film. The72 Component oRm_ Ru omplete odher EDO showed exince ofsimilar problens.
Intemal to g ee est Se Design 1984 Failure Cornpite EWtrips occuTed due to an out of calibrtion tenperature switch, leaking air start valve gasket,73 Component to Run learing of lube oil strainer, cleaning of air ejector, problem with air star distributor, out ofF l_ ibration pressure switch and shatteradfleaking piston.

Intemal to Engine Test Turbcharger Design 1933 allure Panrial ibration resulted in failure of the turbocharger mounting bolts.
_ omponent ____ ______ _____ to_________________Run_______________Itnal to gine est Vlv aintenane 1991 aiure m One D had broken exhaust valve inse and the ther had a stcking exhaust vlve. Both EDOs75 ompon t. Run Complete ost compression in the affected cylinder. Both EDOs ran for some time before failure to carry

_ ____ ___ _ load.
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Item Proxunat Cause Sub-System Disve Piec Part Couing Year Failure Degree of De onItem PrOX.Iia*C Cause Metho I___ Factor Mode Failure
Internal to Exhaust Test Valve Enviomnta 1987 Fae Pa Ter was a residue in the eas damper opeordue to war in the instument ar system76 Component _ to Rum rilting n the failure of the damper too
Intenal to - Fuel Oil Demand Pump Design 1983 Failure PartW Mir fuel ol leaks ocured on pumps.

_ Component to_Run I
Intenal to Fuel Oil Test ilaneoua 1981 Faure Ptial Numerous gaskets, seals deck valves, fiuings, and '0" rings leaked or failed.78 Component - . . . _ _ to Stat

79 Intenal to Fuel Oil Test ilancous Maintenance 1981 Falure Parial Numerous gSet, seals check valves, fitting, and "O rings leaked or failed.
Comp_et to_Start

80 Intem to Fuel Oil Tat Maintenance 198' FaiJue Partial Fue pip belts wer broken due to normal wear.
Component _ to Run _
Internal to Fuel Oil Test Strainer Environmental 198 Failwe Partial ED load decreased due to high differential pressure across the prinay fuel oil filter due to

8I omponent to Run logging by fungus. All EDO day tanks and main storage tanks contained fingus and fungus
r -s~~~~~___ _poles

Interal to Fuel Oil rest Strainr Envirmental 198 Failure Ahost EDO load decreased due to high differential pressure across the primary fuel oil filter due to
82 Component Run Complete logging by fungus. All EDO day tanks and main storage tanks contained fungus and fingus

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pores
Internal to Generator eat ower Resistor Maintenance 198 Failure artial incomplete sequencehunderfiequency was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and83 Component _ to Start premature failure due to fatigue.
Internal to Generator Tet Power Resistor M tenance 198 Faiure Parial omplete sequence/underequency was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and84 Component _ Start pature failure due to fatigue.

5 Intemal to Generator Test Power Resistor Maintenance 198 Failure ncomplete sequenceunderfrequency was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and
_ Component to Start ena failure due to fatigue.
Intemal to Inst & Demand Relay Design 19 Failure Complete During attempts to shudown the EDGs, the lockoutrelays were damaged, thereby making the

86 Component Control toStart EDGs inoperable.
Intemai to Inst & Test Fuse Maintenance 19U Failure Partia EDG tripped on overspeed due to two blown control power fuses. Anothr EDG was inopeable87 Component Control to Start when an inappropriate recorder causd a control power fuse to blow.
Internal to Inst & rest iping Design 19U Failure Patial G tripped due to a fiing on the control air system viating loose, bleeding ofholding

88 Component Control to Run prtsre to the master shudwn valve. Another EDG tripped due to an air leak on the supply line
_________ _______ _______ afling to fuel shuoffpistons causing the fuel control likage to go to zero fuel position.

Intemal to Inst & et elay tenance 198 Failure Parti EDG speed could not be mAnually increased due to a slightly dirty conact on the mode switch or
89 omponent Control to art elay. Another EDO start circuit failed due to a speed-sensing relay burned contact stuck in closa

r p~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~osition.
Internal to Inst & est lay tenance 199 Failure Almost Bth EDGs failed due to faulty starting sequence relays. Loose contacts and high contact
Component Control to Start Complete aistane were the causes.
Internal to nst & Tet ay Design 19U Failure Complete teing tperformance of ape-operational test, the safety injection sal to the EDGs was

91 Component Control o Strut bicked up. Both EDGs at one unit did not start.
Intenal to t & est es Deign 198 Falure Partial ne EDG was manually shut down on low waatr pressure alarm, and another EDO tripped on

92 omponent ontrol Run ow cooling water pressure. Both failures were caused by a bad low cooling water pressure
_____ ___ ____ ____ __*witch.

Inteal to t & et alve aitenance 1991 alure Almost oreign material inair control system check valves caused shutdown oftwo EDGs.
93t Component Cor- ;o Start Complete



Item Proximate Cause Sub-System Discovery iecPon Coupling |ye Failur Degre fe Dofiption
I ~ ~ _____ Method _ ____ Factor IMode Failure

Internal to Inst Test Vohage Design 198 Failure Pa EDO pedon ovevohage due to genertor ou volhage increasing too fast with respect to94 omponent Control ator Start fuency. Setting on voltage regulator changed. Another EDG tripped on overvoltage due to an
incorrect setting on the voltage regulator and a relay picking up lower than expected. Another___ _ tripped due to failed speed sensing circuit device that is the frequency to voltage converter.

95 Internal to Starting Test iscellaneo M itenance 1982 Failure Almost Them were nine air start problms on an EDG. Problems ranged from low pressure to air startComponent o_ Start Complete valve failures and occurred on al three diesel generators.
96 intemal to Starting est Motor Dign 1981 Faure Partid Three EDGs rstart moto tiled to develop minimun otational speed due to wear, dir andComponent to Start grit in the air start system.

Internal to Stairting Test Strainer Environmental 19S5 Failure Almost EW did no start because the fuel rachs did not open to supply fuel before the 15-second97 omponent Start omplete incomplete sequence tmer tripped off. Oil was found in the air start system and a residue of
_ _ lubricant was on the starting air header filters. Similar conditions were found on the B ED.

98 Itemal to Starting est Valve Design 1983 Failure Parti E failed to auto-start after tripping, due to the shutdown solenoid sticking in the shutdown
Component o Start posWon
Intemal to Starting Test ale Environmenta 196 Failure Partidal Failure ofair solenoid valv in the EDO air start systems to fully close due to corrosion productsComponent _ to Start - prevented the air-start motor from disengeging during starts.
Operational Human Breker Demand Relay anmtenance 1991 Failure Amost e EDGs did not automatically pick up the load of the 480V busses because the unit trip lockout100 Error t to Start Complete relas were reset

101 OperationaU Human Breaker Test Switch M eance 1984 Faihre Complete All of the EDOs at one unit did not automatically start due to a mislignment during breaker line-0 Error _ ta Start up. he wrong DC knife switches were opened, thereby 6iling the EDO start relays.
Operional/ Human Cooling Maintenance Valve Maintenance 1993 Faihre Complete Incorect instalation of pilot solenoid valves was caused by a lack of procedural adherence due to102 Error Run I error. Contributing causes were procedurad inadequacies, inattention to detail, and

102 E r inadequate skills.
OpeaonaV Human Cooling Tet Heat Envirnmental 1984 Failure Almost EDO ovehed due to no cooling water flow caused by clam shells on the inlet tube sheet of the103 Error Exchanger Run Complete ft cooler. No flow also found to other EDGs. Clamn gowth caused by inadequate chlorination,

I folowed by high chlorination that reead shells into the system.

104 OpertionaV Human Cooling Test Heat virnmental 1994 Failure Partial Eleted temperatures and frequency swings were obseved Clogging of the heat exchangers by_ Error Exchanger to Run zbra mussels was the cause of the high npeatures. Inspection revealed 50/. plugging.
OperationaV Human Cooling est alve ronal 1990 Failure Ahnost Service water throtle valves were not open enough because the reference used by opentors was_OS Error . _ to Run Complete ifferent from the reference used by engineering staffduring flow balances.

106 Operational Human Engine Inspection g aintenance 1980 Failure Partial Tle ED lower crankshaft main thnist bearing was found wiped due to low lube oil level.Error . _ _ to Run Subsequent inspection of other ED realed same problem. Dipstick markings were changed.
107 petionaU Human Engine Inpection Pist aintenance 199 Failure pard Sand was found in the lube oil due to sandblasting wher the sand entered through the intake._ Error _ to Rim This event led to scoring of the cylinder walls.

Operational/ Human Engine Test Piston aintnace 198 Failure Partial Piston rings failed due to inadequate maintenance procedures.
108 Error t to Run

OperionaV Human Fuel Oil Demand Pump Maintance 1993 Failure Patil Fuel oil trmsferpump for EDO did not startdueto ablown fuse. The fueloil transferpump for109 Error Run r EDO was also failed due to a metal piece found between contacts in the low-level cutoff

110 OraonaV Human uel Oil nspection Paitenence 1994 Failure Almost Fuel transfer pumps were inoperable due to improper greasing of motor bearings during coldIto Err ._ o Run Compket weaeoperations.
Ill OpemtonaV Human Fuel Oil Inspection Tank aintenance 198 Failure Cmlet operator drained all fel oil day tanks while sampling the fuel oil.

Err or_ to Run

.
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Item Proximate Caue Sub-Sytm Disvery p t Coupling Failure Degree of Description
____________ ~~~~metow ____ Factor Mode Fadlure ______________________________

p12 perational' Human Fuel Oil inspeon Valve Mainean 199 alure omplew th fiel ol valves we dosed duing ansfes of fuel, isolating te normal supply from the
12 Error _ to Run respective fuel transfer pumps to each of the day tanks.

Opemraon Human Fuel Oil Test Fuel Rck Maintmance F lure Complete Fuel rack binding of the fuet rack pivot points wa caused by paint, which owred during
113 Error Stut painting of the EDGs The same problem was found on the other EDG, which had been painted at

____ ____ t~~~~~~~~~~~he same Oim

114 perationa/ Human Fuel Oil Test iping b e 1983 Failu ponnel damaged fuel oil tubing thereby causing leaks.Error to Run

115 pesional/ Humn Fuel Oil Test Strainer aintenanc 196 Failure Parti Mitenance personnel failed to check the fuel fitrs which led o the failure of one EDO with a
115 Error _ to Run plugged fiter.

16 peratonal Human Fuel Oil Test Tank - aIce 1996 Falure Partl - Watr in fue oD eceeded tech spec limits for both EDGs116 or _ to Run

117 WaionW Human Fuel Oil Test Valve - eMainnce 1996 Failure Ahmost ne fuel strainer valves an multiple EDOs were misaligned, thereby restricting fuel oi to theror to Run Complete EDGs
Operainal Human Gewrator Test Logic Circuit .lOperation 1982 Falure A ost T operator tum ed the govemno controller in the decrease speed direction while pliling to

118 Error to Start Complete the bus; that tripped the EDO on reverse power when the operator failed to open the diesel output
._____ breaker pro to reacing the reverse pow setpoinL

OperationaV Human t & Demand Govemor tenance 1991 Failure Almost Inadequate post maintenance testing was performed following replacamnt ofthe governor. bis
119 Error ontrol Stat Complete was due to acopive error an the part of utility perso l in that an approved work order step,

I___w__ _wich specified a fast start test of the EDG, was not performed.
OperationalV Human Inst & D and Relay Design 19 Failure Compite All EDGs started on a inadvet SIAS (technician error) during testing. The licensed operator

120 EFrror Cntrol to__SW__st_ Stat th EDO prior to the SIAS react, causin EDOs to be ioperbl.
OpatbnaV Hunan Inst & Deand y ign 190 Failure Corplete Durin surveillance testing. the operator mistakenly caused a blackout signal, causing all EDGs

121 or ontrol Start to sta EDGs were stopped, but during restoration process, all we inoperable for approxinately
Io rninuto.

122 pera*nai/ Human Inst & Inspction se M enance I Falure 1ntrol power fuses were blow on EDO due to poor maintenanc practices and less than122 or Control _ to Start do entation of the jacket waer system and pressure switch.

1p tnaV/ Human Inst & Inspection Governor perational 198 Failure Almost lquat operating procedures resulted in EDG failures. The load limit knob was not rebrned123 r Control : _ to Start Complete to the correct maximum setting following a special test on both EDGs due to mis-communication.
2 O naV Human lot & Inspection Relay Maintenance 194 Falure Parti A review ofthe protective relay calibration sheet identified that both EDO differential relays wem

124 Error C ol _ __ _ to Start out-of-tolerance.
Opa*nai Human Inst & Mainteancesors Wiaienance 198 Failure EDO tripped on reverse current twice during operability testing and another EDO tripped on

125 Error Control to Rim everse current once. The cause was attributed to a procedural inadequacy that did not help the
__________ ____ _ oparator in avoiding a reverse current trip.

prationaV Hwnan Int & Test Load Maina nc 1981 Falure Complete hutdown sequencrs to both EDGs failed during testing. One EDG failed due to dirty contac
126 r Control uene Start other DG failed due to a sticking dutch. Both failures we attributed to maintenance and

Opaaonal/ Hman Ins & Test R^y * 197 Falure Coa tDe EDO stpped during a tet run due to an irfect setWoint on a newly installed phase127 Eor Control to Run iferentlal overarent relay. Both EDGs had the same selpoint.

12S0 lOpational Human Lube Oil Inspectin Tankance 19S! Falure Almost Pwadtion ofthe EDO lube oil occurred. This was due to the procedure not rquiring the1 or II_ to Run Complete immesion beater to be sbut off.

129 Ppertioal Human ating et botor Mintenance 199 Falure Almos A test procedure required operators to apply air to the distributor while the EDO was rnning,1_ P r _to Start Complete resulting in damage to te air distributor such that the EDO would not starn



Item| Proximate Cause S Sym Discovey i e Pt| Coupling YearFailue Degree of Desaiption
__________ ______ M ethod _ _ __ Factor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r1ter Battem Test Battey Maintenance 1981 alure al Ding srveillance tests, the batteries to both EDOs failed their surveillance tests. The test
130 _ o Rmn *iures were due to low specific gravity.

131 Other enerator Maintenance asing Design 1982 alure Parti Air baffle deformation due to overheating by space heaters caused EDO tps.

ther G erator Test Load Design 1981 alure aral gastat timer relays setpoint drift and faulty relays resulted in EDG failures.
132 Sequecer Start

r3ther Genertor Test Voltage Design 1982 Failure Almost EDGs tripped on loss of field after being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of
1_ Regulator to Run Complete felddrev power trip.
134 Other G erator Test Voltage Design 1982 Failure Ahost EDGs tripped on loss of field after being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of
134[ Regulator to Run Complete field/se power trip.

Other Inst & spection Fuse Design 1982 ailure Partial An EDG pow fuse in the control circuitry blew when a broken lead on the annunciator horn
135 ontrol Start shorted to the case. Another EDO power fuse blew, when a burned out bulb on the control board

_ _________ ______ __ _ was replace and the new bulb shattered, thereby shorting the filaments.
Othar Inst & Test Govemor Design 1991 Failure Pattial An EDG exhibited erratic load control due to intermittent failure of the governor electronic

136 ontrol Run control unit; later, after reurning to service, the other EDO tripped on reverse power also caused
_ _________ ______ ______ _ b_ by failure of the governor control unit
Othr Inst & est Rely esign 1982 Failure Almost This event resulted from intermittnt failures of the diesel low lube oil pressue start time relay.

ontrol o Start Complete The relay would prematuely time out before actual pressure was above the low trip setpoint
137 during initial sting of the diesel. This occurred in three of four EDOs and was a filureto-stait

_ _____________ ________ __________ ______ _i was detected during testing.
Other Lube Oil Inspection Check Valve Design 1996 Failure Paal Leaking lube oil check valves render EDGs inoperable.

138 _I to Start
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Table A-2. EDG CCF event summary, sorted by coupling factor.

Item Coupling Proximte Cause Sub-System Divy Piece P Failure Degree of scriptio>
__ Factor _______ ____ ethod Mod______Deaip_o

Desin DesigrJ BreaCer seut gic Circuit 198 ailure Aulty switc contact and inconect logic circuit design prevented three EDG output Weakes
onstuctionl to Start Complete fom dosing. Switches on all EDGs wre replaced

Installation
adquacy

Design Design Cooling nspection Piping 198 Failure EDO configation of a diffuser patc allowed sufficient movement to initiate fatigue failure.
Construction/ to Run After failur, the plate contacd the intercooler tubes casing fetting.

2 Manufacwrel
Installation
Inadequacy _ _

ign Design/ Cooling nspection Misclous 1997 Failure t Emergency Diesel Generators tesdng identified elevated EDO radiator, control and engune room
Constuction/t Run temperatures. Ihis increase is due to a portion of the radiator discharge air released to

3 Manufacir/ amphere from the rofofeach EDO building being recwlated back into the EDG radiator
Installation m.
Inladequacy

Design Design/ Cooling Test ping 199 Failure Almost Both EDGs failed surveillance test runs due to oveheating ofthe govermr oil. nsufficient
Consuctlion/ to Run Complet cooling flow was available because of a design error in pipe size.

4 Manufiture/
Installation

dquacy
ign Cksign/ Cooling st Pup 1991alure Ahnost a'e"uate design left exposed cooling water piping, which freezes in winter.

Zonstruction/ to Run Co te
5 Maufacure/

tallation
kuacy_

Design Desip Cooling rest Valve 198 alure High lube oil temperature was caused by filed power elements in temperature control valves
Consinuction/ Run

6 Manufacre
Intallation

_ Inadquacy __ _qc

Design Desig Engine pection Valve 199 Failure Partial Valve djusmnt assemblies cracked, manufacturing defect
Constructiont to Start

7 Manufactured
Installation
bducy 

Design ig/ gine Maintenance Shai 19SI Falure lile floating bushing ofthe idler gear was found with small cracks and frozen to the stub shaft on
Istruaion/I toRun one EDO, and found with a throu-wall crack an another EDG. Cracks were caused by fast

S M ufacture/ sumtwithout fll awn lube oil pressure, due to the design ofthe system.
tallation

n adequacy _



Item oupling Proximate Cause Sub-System DiIy Piece Patt Year Failure Deg e fFactor _____ __ _ Methd _ ___ ode Failure I _______________________

DesDes i gign/ Engine Test Piping 1995 Failure Partial Aleak was detected in thejacket water cooling system. A system fitting had failed as a result of
Constnuction/ to Run inadequate design. Vibration fatigue resulted in cracking.

9 Manufactuel
Insatllation
Inadqacy

Design Designt Engine est Miscellaneous 1990 Failure Partial All three EDOs were undenmted for full emergency design loads. Previous testing did not detect
Constructionl to Run problen due to relatively low ambient temperatures.

10 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

sign Designi Fuel Oil pection Tnk 1994 Failure rtial Inaccurate level instrumentaton esulted in less than required fuel inventory. A design error in
Constnction/ o Run level inrumnents was identified. Contributing factors included human error and procedural
Manufature/ deficiencies.
Installation
Inadequacy

Design Design/ Fuel Oil Test Purnp 1998 Failure Abost ED s ail to starL The cause of the failure was loss of pump prime due to air entering around the
Constntction/ to Start Comple f oil boostr pump shaft seals.

12 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Design Desigl Fuel Oil Test Pmp 1991 Failure eal was a cracked ftting on a fuel oil pump. The cause of the event was attributed to the
Constnction/ Run delivery valve holder design, which is prone to cracking

13 Manufcaute/
Installation
Inadequacy _ _

Design Desigtv Gen r Maintenace Grtor 198 Failure PMatal Them was material incompatibility in the voltage regulator.
Construction/ Ecitation toStatt

14 Manufactute/
Installation
Inadequacy

Design Design/ GenW Test Rotor 1984 Failure Partial design fault in applicabtion of insulation led to rotor damage.
Construction/ Run

15 Manufacnne/
Insallation

Design Design/ Generator Test lay 1991 atilure Patial ED load was observed to be exceeding the desired operatng band. The electrical wiring
Construciont Rum im was fund to be in error, resulting in inproperly wired relays.

16 Manufactute/
Installabon

kadequacy _______

Design DesignF tor Test Voltage 1991 Failure Pwtial Due to the sizing of the power potential transformers and the current transformers, there existed a
Construction/ Regulator to Start mall arme within the leading kVAR rmge of the generator capability curve in which the voltage

17 Manufacture/ mgatorwod not function.
Installation

dequay _ 
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Item Couplng Proxinate Cause Sub-System Discovey Pie Pan Year Failure Deeeof Description
Factor__ _____ Methd ____ Mode Failur

Design Design/ Generator Test Relay 1991 Failurm Amost EDO load was oberved to be exceeding the desired operating bantL The dectrical wiring
Construction/ to Run Complete diagrn was found to be in eror, resulting in Improperly wired relays

18 Manufacur/
insIation

quacy
Design Deslg/ Inst & Govemor 19 Failure Almos CCF events ocured at muitipic unis.at a slngle plant site . The hyd ic acbwator of an ED

Constrxtion/ Control to Run Complete malfunctioned causing it to trip on ovespeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant bad
19 Manufacud blocked oil passageways to the utor.

Installaion
Inadeuacy__ _ _ _ _

Design Design/ Inst & Govemor 1987 Failure aCF events ocmured at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDG
Constuction/ Control Run malfunction causing it to trip on overspeed. The cau of the failure was that sealant had

20 Manufacture/ blocked oi passageways to the atudor.
Installation
aquacy___

Design Design/ Inst & pection Relay 1995 Failure Almost A wiring error was discovered, which would prevent the EDG output breakers from dosing to a
nstnuction/ Control to Stat Complete doenergimed bus. The error in wiring was the result of an incorrect drawing in a design

21 Manufacturem pacage
Installation
Inadquacy

Design Design/ Inst & Mtenance Sensors 1988 Failure Complete CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single pant site (actual failure at one unit, and a design
Construction/ Control to Run flaw was deected before causing failu at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

22 Manufacwre/ essure sensor malfmctions occrred at both units.
Ins tallation
Inadequacy __ _ _

Design Design/ lnst & M tenance Sensors 1981 Failure ost CCF events ocauTed at multiple units at a single plant site (actus failure at one unit, and a design
Construction/ ntrol to Run omplete flaw was deected before causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

23 Manufacure/ pressue nor malfu ion ocoured at boih units. - -
Intallation
iadequacy

Design Dcsign/ Inst & Test Load 1993 Failure mplete iesel sequencrs did not load during test. The cause was inadequate design understanding and
Construetion/ Control Sequencer Stra inadequate post-modification testing.

24 Ma5ufaeturd
Installation
nquacy _ _ __ _ _

Design DesigV Inst est Fuse 1992 Failure Comptete A simulated C02 actuation blew the fuse in the EDG control panel. The condition resulted from a
Construction/ Control to Start design deficiency during installation of the C02 system.

25 Manufacture/
IntalSation

Inquacy _
Design Design/ Inst& Tat Miscellaneous 1985 Failure Partial CCF events ocured at multiple units at a single pl t site. The hydelwliactuator of an EDO

Constuction/ Contl Run funcined causing itto trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealanthad
26 ufacturei locked oil passageways to the acutor.

Installation



Item Cotuplirg Proximt Cause Sub-System D,w y p Y Mod ure _ _ _ _ __of_Description

Design Design/ & est Misedaneous I Failne t CCF eves occurred at mutiple units ata single plant site. The hydraulic acator of an EDO
Comuction/ ontrol Run Complete malfinctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was tht sealant had

27 Manufacture/ blocked oil pssageways to the acuator.
Inatallatlon

1m _ _

Design Desigp Staling Ipeon Valve 1994 ailure P al ahe ir regulator setpoint drifted up. The cause was attributeod to selection of the wrong
Construction Start cmponent All regulators were replaced with a difflernt model.

28 Manufctufel
bllation
Inadequacy _ 

Design DQi Staing Vet alve 1998 ailure EDO polentia for a stat failure due to the air start solenoid valves not operating consiontly
Conruction/ Stat below 90 vdc and below 200 psig

29 Manuf
nstallation

30 Design i Cooling rest Piping 1990 Failure Ahm w Tvo of tve of the emergcq diesel generats had ajacket water leak due to a nipple failure.
0 ironment ___ _ Rnn Compse lh e of the cack has been attbuted to a vibration-induced fatigue.

Design Extenat Fuel Oil Test Piping 1981 ailure Complefe EDO fuel supply hose developed a leak due to excessive localized flexue and vibration.
31 Environment Rm Following repair, EDO tipped due to low contl air pressure caused by fitting osened by

______ _____ ____ engine vilration Another EDO fu injecor supply line failed due to metal fatigue and vibratiorL
Design Extemal GxW Test Gecitor 1993 Failur A most Both EDOs failed to continue nming 22 hou into 24-hour test due to a short on voltage

32 Environment E xcitation toRun C empte suppreion devices due to inadequate cooling in excitation cabinet
ign Exte i Inst est ovno 199 Flure mst events oc ed at multiple units at a single plant site. Speed oscillations occurred on a

33 Environment - o Stat Complete ,folowing a statup without loading due to a iled resistor in the governor unit Similar
_ _ wnitions were found on the other EDGs. The case wa long-term heat fatigue

Design External Inst Test Govem 1990 Faihre Almo CF events occned at multiple units at a single plant site Speed oscillations occured on a
34 Environment Staft Compte ,folowing a statup without loading, due to a failed resistor in the governor unit Similar

_______ wnd______ ___itions were found on the other EDO The case was lng-m heat fatigue.
Design Extal Lube Oil Heat 1981 ailure *al lubeoi sub-system was contaminated by lube oil coolers kaking water into the lube oil

35 Environment Exdager toRun __
Design Exterl Staing Test Vale 1987 Falue Almost start soknoid valves were inopeable and preented the EDOs fiom staling. This was due to

36 Environment to Start Cmomd acd eg d atid n
ign Internal to Breion Relay 1987 Faiure Paal output beake on two units should not have had instantaneous over-current protection

37 Component Run This condition could have caused the EDO utput breakes to tp before the load breaker would
____ _ ___ __ _ open__M on a fat

Design Intemal to Bker Inspction Relay 1987 Failure P al LW output breakers on two units should not have had Instnaneo over-cent protection.
38 Zomponent Ru This codition cold have cased the EDG output baken totp before the load beaker would

______ _______ _ ____WM_ on a fault
39 Design temal to geaker Maintnance Circuit 19i Failure Pwtial generator oaput brke failed to close durn a smeillance chei

Component _ l Start

C>



Item Coupling Proxima Cause Su -system Discovery Pie Failure Dr Description__ Factor __________ ______ ~~~~Method _ ___ Mode Failure ________________________

Design Internal to Breaker Set witch 1992 Falure Partial W the opeo attempted to syndronize the emagency diesel generator to offiite power, the
Component to Start . opt breaker failed to close. Me root ause of the EDG output breaker failure to dose has been

40 dermined to be failure of a switch. A contact pair of the switch lost electrical ontinuity due to
slight breaker movemat nd/or buldup of oxidation/pitting on the contact surfaces. Switches on

___.__all__ EDGs were replaca.
4 1 Design Intenal to Coolig et Valve 19C Failure Compde Faulty positione on service war valves in the coolirg sul-ystem led to a failure of all EDGs.

I ___ Component . to Run
42 Design nternal to Engine pecion Fuel Rack 1981 Failure Partil Failure of a twer pin in the fil rack asumbly occurred.

Component Ito Run_
43 Design - Iiernal to Engine Impection Fuel Rack 1981 Falure PL l Failure of a tapr pin in the fuel rack usembly occurred.

C_______ omponent to______ _________ __________ Run ___________to_Run
44 Design temal to Engi nspection Fuel Rack 193 Falure Air leakage of the fuel ra assembly was due to a leak through a hole in the exhaust valve

C_______ omnpenent ________ _________ to Run d
45 Design temal to -- Engie Tet Govemor 1982 Failure Complete Falure of the electrical goverrs was caused by a bumt resistor in th power supply of the

C_____ omponent to____ _______ Run _ __ nrol units
Design ternal to Engine est Ses 1994 Failure Compkte EDO trips occurred due to an out of calibration temperature switch, leaking air start valve gasket,

46 Component to Run during of lube oil srainer, cleaning of air ejector, problem with air start distributor, out of
.___ _ _calibration pressure switch and shatredfleaking piston.

Design ntemal to Enne et Turbocharger 1993 Failure Pa Vibration multed in failure of the turbochaer mounting bolts.
47 __ _ Cmponent to Run_

48 Design Intenal to Engine et 196 Failure Alma Fallure of the piston wristpin beauins for four cylinders was due to inadequate lube oil film. The
.___ 'om poent ______ ______ __ __ o Run Coiplete oher EDO showed existence of similar problems.

Design ternal to Fuel Oil Demand Pun 1993 Falure Paia ir fiel oil leaks ocaund on pumps.
omponent to~~~~~~~ Run

Design to Inst & D19SO Failure Complt During attempts to shwdowi the EDGs, the lockout rdays were damaged, thereby makig te5 _C omponent ontrol ou_ Strt EDGs inoperable.
Design - teal to Inst & Test Senso 1992 Failum Pai One EDO was nanually shut down on low water pressure alarm, and another EDO tripped on

5 I 'opnent Cnrol Run ow cooling water pressure. Both failures were caused by a bad low cooling water pressure
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~witch.

Design nternal to & cat Piping 1980 Falure Pari EW tripped due to a fitting on the control air system vibrating loose, bleeding of holding
52 Componet ontrol Run preur to the master shutdown valve. AnotherEDG tripped due to an ir leak on the supply line

. - _ fitng to fud shutloff pistons causing the fuel control linkage to go to zero fuel position.
Desip tnal to Inst & est Voltage 192 Failure Partal ED tripped on overvoltage due to generator output voltage increasing too fast with respet to

53 bomponent Control Regulator to Start fquency. Seing on voltage regulaor changed. Another EDO tripped on overvolage due to an
53 incorrect seting on the voltge regulator and a rlay picking up lower than expected. Another

. ._____ _________ EW____ tripped due to failed speed sensing circuit device that is the fiequency to voltage converter.
aDesign te to & Test Rlay 1980 Falure Complete Dung the performance of a pre-operational tes, the safety injection signal t the EDGs was

I5to4 opont Cnrol _ to Start picked up. Both EDOs at one unit did not start
Design ternal to ag et Valve 19 alure Paral EDGs failed to auto-stt after tripping, due to the shutdown solenoid sticking in the shutdown

omponent _ to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S positon

56 Design- to taeting est 981 ailure Three EDGs ar start motors failed to develop minimnum rotational speed due to wear, dirt, and______ ponpxent ______ ___ _ to Strt grit in the air stut system.
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Item Coupling Proximate Cause Sb-S m D v e Y., Failure Dere Diof
__ Factor ProxmateCaus Sub-yste Methd mode Failure eo n
Design Operadona Human In& mad Relay 1980 Failure Complte All EDGs started ont an inadvertent SIAS (technician error) during testing. The licensed operator

57 Enw Corol to Sn_ _ stapprt the EDOs prior to the SIAS reset, causing EDOs to be inoperable.
58 sign OperadonaV Human In& Demand Relay 1980 Failure Complete During surveilnce testing, the operator mistakeny caused a blackout signal, causing all EDGs58 Effor Control Start start EDGs were stopped, but during restoration process, all were inoperable for approximately
I__ 10 minutes.

59 Design Other G erator Maintenance Casing 1982 Failure Pardal Air baffle defornation due to overheating by space heaters caused EDG trips.
___"or__ toRun

Design Ote Gator rest Voltage 1982 Failure Almost EDGs tripped on loss of field after being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of60 Regulator to Run Cornplete field/reverse power tip.
Design Other Gator rest Votage 1982 Failre Atost EDGs ipped on loss of field after being std. Reactive load change caused a loss of61 Reguolator t Run Conplete fild/reverse power trip.

62 Design Other Genertor rest Lead 1981 Failure Partial gastat timer relays setpoint drift and fauly relays resulted in EDG failures.
I _ Sequencer to Start

Design Olh Inst & Ispection Fuse 1982 Faure Parfial An EDO power fuse in the control circuitry blew when a broken lead on the mmunciator horn
63 Control to Stat shorted to the cas. Aother EDO power fuse blew, when a burned out bulb on the control board

l _ - wa replaced and the new bulb shatrd, thereby shorting the filaments.
Design enst & Test Rday 19S2 Failure Almost This event resulted from intermittent failures of the diesel low lube oil pressure start time relay.

64 ontrol to Start Complete rhe elay would prematurely time out before actual pressure was above the low tp setpoint
during initial starting of the diesd. This ocurred in three of four EDOs and was a failue-otart.

- -n- t was dected dudng testing.
Design er t & Test Govemor 1991 Failure i EDO exhibited eatic load control due to intermittent failure of the governor eectronic

6S Control toRun unit; telaw tr re ing to service, the other EDO tripped on reverse power also caused
_____ _ by failure of the governor control unit

Design Ote Lube Oil hspection Check Valve 1996 Failure Partial king lube oil check valves render EDOs inoperable.66 to Start

Environmental Design/ Generator a oltage 1990 Failure Almost ED voltage reguator failed due to a ptialy failed transistor in the static exciter circuit hisConstruction/ Regulator Run Cmplete s due to a high tempnture in the control cabinet Other EDO equipment susceptible to same67 Manufacturc/ itions due to identical design.
in st a lati on
_i - .._ . .. -_ _ __ __

Evironmental External Cooling Inspection Heat 1995 Failure Patial pdnt detached from the inside of the cooling water piping and plugged the heat exchanger.68 . Environment Exchanger to Run ____

Environmental Extemal Cooling Test Mixellneous 1985 Failure Alnost Due to exceptionally cold tenperatures outside the ED room, the cooling water tempatwure s
Environment to Start Complete tlow. One EDO tripped on low oil pressure and high vibration. Another EDO tripped on69 overvoltge And anodther EDO was removed from maintenance and tested, when it then tnipped

_______ re~~~~~n verse pow and ngine vwbraton after starting.
Environmenta Exten Inst & Test scellaneous 1985 Failure Amost An EDO tipped on low oil pressure and high vibration. Another ED tripped on overvoltage.

Environment Control to Run plete Another EDO tripped on revere pow and engine vibration, after sting. The cause was
70 ated to the cold outside tempeature (-10 degrees F) with non-functioning outside air supply70 ampes causing low tempeares in the diesel bays. Also, the serve wat to the EDG
govtnot s was cold, causing sluggish performance. Corective actions involved sealing the room

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~fin the weather.

era
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l_m Coupng C Sbactovi =. P n m cailuruse Degee of

Envirorn ental lmt & Tc Govemar 1995 Falur Partal Both EDGs fid surveille teat due to unreliable load control. Relay sock wee fund
71 E iuonient C rol to Ru d ed, cauing high resnceconnecons he failures were inuced by vlbaioa and fund

- - oinnumeous relay socketL AU sockets were replaced on both Units I d 2.

Ev ironmental Ex a 11t & Test GOvemor 1995 eure C e EDGs faW surveillanee test due to uneliable load controL nlay socket were found
72 inennt control .Run .i" Sg high realtacecoanectos The faiur were indce by vibration and foud

_______ in nuwmerous rl sockets. All sockets were eplaced on both Units I and 2.
73 vur mental Inana to .Coig e t 198; Falure Pna EW coolig water inlet and oudet tmperaazes exceedd allowab valves, due to foulg ofthe

Comp_oet _dm to Rn calag waer heat edanger tubes.
Environmental to Exhaust Teat Valve 197 lure Thate was a resi inthe exbust damper opor de to ater te insuumt air systm

74 c Component to R eulting in the failure of the dampe to open.
Envronme Inta na to Fue Oil Test Str 19 Falure EDload decra de to high difbreatial pressure oss the primary fuel ol filter due to

75 Compoet to Run Comp ogge d by fungus. AU EDO daytanks ad mnsorage taks cnined fungus and fnu
_~~~~~~~~~~~ _ spores

Envionmetal tenal to Fuel Oil Test Suainer 198 Falure Pau MO load decreased due to hi differeatl preuure acros the prunary fuel og fitbr due to
76 Componnt to og by funus All EDO day tans ad ma srae tks containw d fwgus and Lngus

_~~~~~~~~_ po.r_ 
Environmetal Int to Stating Test Sainer 198 alure AImA EDO did not stat beco the fuel racks did not open to supply fuel before te 15-second

77 Cmponent Stat omplete complew sequence timer tripped off. Oil was Ibund in the ar start system and a ridue ofI l_ ubricant was on the staing air header filters. Similar conditions were found on the B EDO.
vomental Itenal to Starting Test Valve 199 Failure P i Falure of air soleaid valves in the EDG air stat sytns to fully close due to crosg n products

78 Component Po Start prevented the airstart motr fiom disengaging duing stat.

vrnmnn Oertional Hunan Coolmg Test Hem 19U Falure Al EDO overeaed due to no cooling waer flow aused by dm shbls n the n tube she of the
79 Er Excer to Run C ode fat coolr. No gow also found to other EDGL Clm gowh caused by inadequate clorintion,

_ _o _ olowed by high chlorination tat released shWls into te systeL
8 nvronm tal Op a Human Coling eat 1994 Falure PW ed tempatures and frequency swings were observed Clog of the heat exhang by
_0 Enor __banger _ ato Ru zeus mus was te caue of the high temperatus. Inspection revealed 50%A plugging.

einane Design/ lust & s 1991 Fallure Almot One EDG faid to st due to a defetive crimp. Defectve cnmps were found ithe other
Conuctiw Contol- to Start Complete rGs Inadequate traiig, procedures, and QA.

8I Manufactui
stallain

Maitenance DesigI & Test M i191 al mplete ees tripped on overcurrenL Icorect bulb4ype indicaon was insalled in the local panel.
Construction/ Conraol lR

82 Manu&ctute/

latwion
Inadeuacy

83 aitenance tral to Coling Deand valve 1981 alure cooling waer check valves malianctioned, resulting in a loss of cooling.
Co_p_e_t to Run Coplete

M enance ntemal to Enine Teat vlve 1998 Faluren EDG had brken ebut valve inert and the oher had a sticking exhaust valve Both EDOs
84 COMPOLa to R compresion in the afed cylinder. Both EDGs an for some tme before failure to cay

S5 Maintenance Inten to Fuel Oil Teat ceUaas 1981 Fallure umo gasket seals ddc valves, fittings, and 0 dngs leaked or Usled.
85mponet - to Stat

x



Item Coupling Proximate Cause Sub-System Dicovery Piece Pr Yea Failure Degree ofDciptionFactor ______ __ ___ Methd ____ Mode Failure ______________________________

M6 intenance Intemal to Fuel Oil Test Punp 1983 Failure Pafal Fuel pump belts were broken due to normal wear.
86 _a _ Component to _ Run
87 aintenance Intemal to Fuel Oil Test Miscellaneous 1981 Falure Parial Numereus gasket seals check valves, fittings and O' rings leaked or failed.

C pt o_Stat
88 aintenance temad to Generator at Power Resistor 1987 Falure P tial Incomplete was cauwed by a defecive power resistor overheating and8 toponent _Start peature failure due to htigue.
89 Maintenance ntema to Generator Test Power Resistor 1987 ailum Partial Inmplete e was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and89Imponent to_Sbt_ preutura failure due to fatigue.
go Maintenance ntenal to Generator Tat Powe Resistor 1987 Fadlure Patil Incomplete _ was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and

C_____ omponent ______ ______tStat pre f ilure due to fatigue.
91 Maintenance Intern to st & Test use 198 ailure Partial EDOtripped on ovespeed due to two blown control pow fuses. Another EDG was inoperable

Component Control o Start when an inappriiate recorder caused a control power fuse to blow.
92 raintenance Internal to Inst & Teat Relay 1998 ailur Almost Both EDGs failed due to faulty starting sequence relays. Loose contacts and high contact

C2omponent Control Stt Complete resistance were the causes.
Maintenance nteal to Inst & Test Relay 1982 ailure a ED speed could not be manually hcreased due to a slightly dirty cotact on the mode switch or

93 Component Control Start lay. Aroher EDO stat circuit failed due to a speed-sensing relay burned contact stuck in closed
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ iti~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~on.

Maintenance Internal to Inst & Test Valve 1991 Falure Ahnost Foreign material in air control system check valves caused shutdown of two EDGs.
94 _______ Component Control to Start Coplete

95 Maintenance Intemal to Starting Met iscellaneous 1982 ailure Almost lle were nine air stnt problems on an EDO. Problems ranged from low pressue to air start
C_____ omponent ______ ___ to Start Complete valye filures and occurred on all three diesel generators.

96 Maintenance O onaV/Human Breker Demand Relay 1991 Failure Almost he EDOs did notauomatically pick up the load ofthe 4S0V busses because the unit tip lockout
Error_ _ to Stan Complete relays were se

97Maintenance a Human Breaker Test Switch 1984 Failure Complete All of the EDGs at one unit did not automatically stat due to a misaignment during breaker line-
______ Error ______ ___ to Start up. The wrong DC knife switches were opnd, thereby failing the EDO sta relays.

Maintenance ondV Human Cooling Maintenance Valve 1993 Fiure Complete Incorrect installation of pilot solenoid valv was caused by a lack of procedural adherence due to
98 Error Run personnel error. Contnbuting causes were procedural inadequacies, inattention to detail, and

.______ ______ inadequate skills.
99 Maintenance Ope*oionaV Human gine on ison 199 Failure Parial Sand was found in the lube oil due to sandblasting where the sand entered through the intake.

Effor____ec_on_rmm o Run _ his event led to scoring of the cylinder walls.
Maintenance Operatona Human engine specn Bearing 1980 Failur Pad rhe EDW lower crankshaft main thrust bearing was found wiped due to low lube oil level.

100 Envr to Run Subsequent inspection of other EDO revealed same problem. Dipstick maridngp were changed.
101 Maintenance OperationaV Human Engine Test Pis tonI Failre Pial Pistn rings filed due to inadequate maintenance procedures.Egror _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~to Run

Maintenance OperionaV Human uel Oil Demand Pump 1993 Failure a Fuel oil tansfer pomp for EDO did not stan due to a blown fuse. The fuel oil tmnsfer pump for
102 Error Run moh EDO was also failed due to a metal piece found between contacb in the low-level cutoff

Maintenance Ope*fonal Human Fue Oil *ecton Valve 1983 Failure met fuel oil vales were closed during transfers of fuel isolating the nomal supply from the
103 Enor _ oRun fuel transfer pumpst o each of the day tanb.
104 Maintenance Human uel Oil ank I ailure plete operator drained all fuel oil day tanks while sampling the fuel oil.104Enxr _ __ to__ _ _ _ Run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

t:j
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Item Coupling Proximate Cause Sub-System D""Y Piec Pt Yea Failure D e Descnin
Factor__ _______ Mode Failure ________________________________

Maintance OpeaonaV Human Fuel Oil _peci P Failure Ahmost Fuel tansfer pumps werm inoperable due to inproper greming of motor beaings during coldlS. Error to_Run Complet weat oerations.
Maintenance Opationa/ Human Fuel Oil Test Valve 19S Falure Almost Tba fud strainer valves on multiple EDGs were misaligned, treby restricting fuel oi to the106 Error to Run Complete EDGs

Mainteance Opetonal/ Human Fuel Oil Test Stainer 19S Fallure Partial Maintenance parsonnel faied to check the fuel filters which led b the failure of one EDO with a107 Error _ to Run plugged filter.
Maintenance Operational/ Human Fud Ol Test Tank 199 Failur Partial Water in fuel oil xceeded tech spec limits for both EDGs.108 Error _ Run
Maintenance OperationaV Human Fuel Oil Test Fuel Rack Failure Complete Fud rack binding of the fud rack pivot points was caused by paint which occurred during

109 Error Start g of the EDGs. The same problem was found on the other EDG, which had been painted at
_ the sam time.

Maintenance Opaiona/ Human Fuel OH Test Piping 1983 Failure Maintenance personnel damaged fue oil tubing threby causing leaks.110 Error to_Run
Maintenance Operational/ Human Inst & Govemor 1991 Failure Almost Inadequate post maintenance testing was performed following replacement of the governr. This

l l Error Contiol Start Compide was due to a cognitive error on the part of utility pesonnel in that an approved work order step
__ _ _which specified a fast start test of the EDO, was not performed.

112 Mntenance OperaionV Human Inst & pectin y 19S Failure A review of the protective relay calibration sheet identified that both EDG differential relays w
_12 Error ontr.ol _ to Start out-of-tolerance.

11 Maintenance Operational/ Human Inst & Inspection Fuse _ ailure Control power fuses wre blown on EDO due to poor maintenance practices and less than113 Error Control to Start _ I adequat documentation of the jacket water system and pressure switch.
Maintenance Operatonai/ Human Inst & M ntnance Sensm 1983 Failure Partial An EDO tipped on reverse current twice during operability testing and another EDG tripped on

114 Error Control Run reverse current once. The cause was attributed to a procedural inadequacy that did not help the
_ _ opeator in avoiding a reverse current trip.

5Maintna OperatonaV Human Inst & Test Relay 198 Faure Complee Oc EDG spped during a test run due to an incorrect setpoint on a newy instalbd phse_ Enor Control I to Run d ferential overcurrent relay. Both EDGs had the same setpoint
htenance perationa/ Human Ing & Tat Lad 1981 Failure hmplete utdown sequence to both EDGs filed during testing. One EDG failed due to dity contacts.

116 Error Control Suencer to Start Tb other EDO faled due to a sticking dutch. Both failures were attributed to maintenance and
jest equipment

17 aintenance Operaional Human Lube Oil nspectin ank 198 Failure Ahmost Degradation of the EDO lube oil occumd This was due to the procedure not requiring the_11 Error _ a Run Complee imnersion heter to be but off.
Maintenance Op *rtonal/ Human Starting Test Motor 1993 alue Almost A test procedure required operators to apply air to the distributor while the EDG was runniig

ll Error I Ito Start Complete esulting in damage to the air distributor such that the EDG would not start
1 Maintenance Other ay t 1981 alure During sveilance tests, the batteries to both EDGs failed thelr surveillance tests. The test

119__ _ D Run failures were due to low specific gravity.
Operational Design/ Egne Inspection 8earing 1981 allure A crankshaft bearing was wiped and another amnkshaft bearing had a crack. Exnded operations

Construction/ Run could cause bearing filure. Te wipedjournal surface was caused by high temperature from
120 M ufactuwe/ inadequate lubrication.

Intallation
_ _ Inadequacy 

21 Operatonal Opeationa/ Human Cooling Test alve 199 Failure Almost Seice waterthrottle valves were notopen enough because the reference used by opeaors was
E2ror I_I to Run Complete different from the reference used by enginering staff during flow balances.
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Item Coupling Proximate Cause Sub-Syste MeLhd Piec Pat Yea Fode F f Description

Operabonal OperabonaV Huma Ttor est Logic Circuit 192 Failure most The operator ttuned the govenor controer in the decrease speed direction while paralleling to122 Error Start omplete bus; that tripped the EDG on reverse power when the operator failed to open the diesel output
_ _ _ breaker prior to reaching the reverse power setpomt.

123 O erabonal OpetionaV Human Inst Ipection Gove 197 ailurem I nadeqte operating procedures resulted in EDO filures. The load limit knob was not eturned123 aii Error Control _ _ t Start omplete the correc maximum stg following a special test on both EDGs due to mis-communication.
ality Design/ Engine pection uel Nozzles 1991 Failure Partial racked fuel mjectornore tips wer found EDGs. The cracks were due to inadeqate

Constructiont Run ligament thickns and excessive nitriding depth.
124 Manufacture

Installation
Inadequacy __ 

ality Design/ Engine Test Sa1994 Failure ai Magnetic pickup target gear shaft failed during load test. A manufacturer defect in the shaft
Constructiont Stat used the failure. The unit swing diesel had the same component installed and the same part was

125 Manufacturet replaced on al diesels at both units.
Installation
Inadequacy _ _

ality Design! Engine Tat Turbochaer 1995 Failure Partial A turbo-charger failed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to vibration. The fan had
Construciont Rim just been repl on al units. A turbo wail insert from adifferent soume had been judged126 Manufacturet suitable but reulted in this failure. Parts were replaced on EDGs at both units.

nstallation
Inadequacy _

ality Designt Engine Test urbochage 1995 Failure Complete A turbochager failed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to vibration. The fan hadConstuctiono Run ust been replaced on all unit A turbo wall iser from a different source had been judged
127 Manufacture! itable but resulted in this filure. Pars were replaced on EDGs at both units.

Instilation
Inadequacy

Quality Design/ Tgin est Shaft 1994 Failure a agnetic pickup target gear shaft failed during load test A manufactur defect in the shaft
Constuctiont Start caused the ilue The unit swing diesel had the same component installed and the same part was

128 Manufcturet replaced on all diesels at both units.
Installation
Inadequacy

Quality Design/ Exhut Test alve 1991 Failure al exhaust damper roll pins hiled resulting in the failure of the dampers to open. The cause of
Constructiounto Run in filure determined to be a manufacturing error.

129 Ma _cr
Instafation

_ _ _ _ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Quality Designt Gaator Inspection Rotor 1985 Failure Almost Cncks were found in the interpolar connections of the damper windings on the mtor poles of the
Constructiont Run Complete geneator. One of the connectors broke during overpeed testing causihg substantial damage to

130 Manufacture! stator. Thes connectors were not necessary, so they were removed on both generators.
Installation
Iudequacy _

Quality Designt Inst Demand lay 194 Failure Complete Relay trips were caused by hiled zmer diodes in surge protection, which had been installed
Construction] Control Start backw . The relays were replaced with relays without zae diodes.

131 Manufacture
Inallation

ducy _ _



Ctouplingo icoey PwPu IFailure Degre ofDeptoItem Factor Proxupai Caus Sub-SytemP Paut Year M Failure ___Dscription

Quality Dip/ t & est Govemor 199 ailure Pariial PaSomung EDO monthly load teat when govemor instbilitis notced. Air bpped in the
Conuction/ ntrol Run gover a compisat sysem caused vibrations.

132 M ufacture
lntallation
Indquacy

Quality Design/ In& Test r I ailure EDO were found incapable of canying design load Pravious govemor modificatons we
Constucion Couo Exctation t Strt id as the cause, A misadju ed engine governor ouut linkage and gne performance

133 Manufacture/ degradati limited the EDO outpuL
Installation

Quality Dsign/ It & eat y 9 Fa9alure Partid A 240/480 Vac saring contactor coil was in sytems designed for 2soVDC, which caused
onstuction/ Conrol t Stat c ol relay arcing across contacts prveting an automatic restart ofthe EDOs

134 Manufacture/
Intallaton
Inadequacy

Quality Design/ Stuting eat Valve 1991 Failure Alns CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Air vave pistons sticking prevented
onstucion/ Slut ete EDOGs from starting, becaue of inadequate manufturing toleranc.

135 Manufacur/
tallation

_ hu~~~Indequacy
Quality Design/ taing Test Valve 1990 Failure CF events ocrred at multiple units at a single plant site Air valve pistons sticking prevented

Constuction/ to Start tbc EDOs from stn because of iadequate manufacturing tolerances.
136 ufacture/

tallation
__ Inadequacy

137 ity intemal to Breaker wit 197 Fau Almost output breaker would not dose due to a deformed spring retainer, which preventd a cell
137 ___ _ Componnt _ Stat Complete switch fom providing the permissive to dose the breaker
Q3 ality tenmal to Br e eat 199 alure The EDO output breakertripped on reverse power The EDG tripped on rverse powerdue to a

1381t Component __ t Stat reerse power relay; the relay was replaced on all EDO

0



Table A-3. EDG CCF event summary, sorted by discovery method.

Ite Discovery Coupling Prximate C se Piece Put Year Failur Dege of__ Method Factor _______ ____ _____ - Mode Failure
Demand Design Desigrnl h& 1987 Failure Partid CCF events occred at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydaulic auatr of an EDGCorauction/ Control to Run malfunctioned causing it to trip on ovrspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant hadManufacture Nbdd oil passageways to the actuator.

nstallation
cndqay .

Demand Design Dsign/ hna vS r 1987 Faihre Amost CCF events occurred at nltiple units at a single pbnt site. The hydmulic actuator of an EDOConsctoonrol to Run C mete malfunctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was tht sealnt had2 Manufhcture blocd oil passagewas to the actuator.
nstallation

Inadequssy
3 and Design Intemal to Fuel Oil m193 Failure Parll Minor fuel oil leaks occurred on pums.

. _ Cm ent to _ _Run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Demand Dcsign Intemal to &rs h Relay 1980 Failure Compkte During attempts to shutdown the EDGs the lockout relays were daaged, dt making the4 Design__ Cpone onol to Start inoperable.
Demand Design Opaional/ Human nst & Relay 1980 aDure Complete U EDGs started on an inadvertent SIAS (technian error) during testing. The licased operator

_ Effor ConW to_Start the EDOs prior to t SIAS reset causing EDGs to be inoperable.
Demand Design O aV Huma nst & Relay 190 ailure m plte During suve_ilnce stng. th opator mistkenly caused a blackot sigal causing all EDOs6 Co ol Start to star EDOs wer stopped, but during estrtion process, all were inoperable for approximately

__________ _______I_ 10 minutes.
Demand Maintenance Intemal to Cooling Valve 1981 Failure A ost cooling water check valves malfunctioned, resulting in a loss of cooling.

7_______ Component to ]Run Complate

Demand Maintenanc Ope onaV Human Breaker Relay 1991 Failure Almost be EDOs did not automaticaly pick up the load of the 480V busses because the unit trip lockout8 Error to Start Cornplo relays were reset
Demand aintenance OpefationaV Human Fuel Oil Pump 1993 Failure P idl Fuel oil transfer pump for EDO did not start due to a blown fuse. The fuel oil transfer pump for9 Error b Run anth EDO was also failed due to a metal piece found between contcts in the low-level cutoff

Demand Maintenance Operational Human Inst & Govmo 1991 Failure Ahnost I ate post mntnce testing was performed fllowing replacement of the governor. This10 Error Co I to Start Complete was due to a cognitive eror on the pt of utility personnel in that an approved work order step.
which specified a fast statt test of the EDO, was not performed.

Dand Qudity Desig n a Relay 1934 ailure Complete Relay trips wer caused by filed mne diodes in surge protection, whicn had been instaledConstnxctionl Contoi Start oackwards. The relays were replaced with relays without zmer diodes.
Manufactu
bidlation

Dmand ulity ntemal to reak witch 1987 Falure mot output breaker would not close due to a defomned spring retainer, which prevented a cell12 _____ ______ _________ _____ I_ to Start lompetc witch from prviding the permissive to close the breaker.

x9



Itan Discovery Coup'tiong |P Cme Sub-System Piea Put Year Failure Degree of Description
Methd Factor _______ ____ _____ Mode Failure ________________________________

Inspection Design Design/ Coling Piping 1988 Falure ari EDO configuration of a diffsr plate allowed sufficient movement to initiate fatigue failure.
Constuction/ to Run Alt failure the ple conted the intercooler tbes cawing fretting.

13 Manufacurel
In lation

hisdequagI
Inspection Design Design/ Cooling Miscelaneous Failure ari ency Diesel Generators testing identified elevated EDO radiator, control and engine room

onstruction/ to Run air temperatures. This increase is due to a portion of the radiator dicage air rdeased to
14 nufcue asphere from the roof of each EDO building being recirculated back into the EDG radiator

~ u cy __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Inspection Design ign/ Valve -F alure attial Valve a4jusment assemblies cracked, manufacturing defect.
nsttuctionl to Start

15 Manufbanie/
stalation

Inspection Design sign/ Fu Oil Tank 1994 Failure Inaccumte level instrumentation resulted in less than required fuel inventory. A design eror in
nstruction/ to Run level nstrumts was identified. Contributing factors included human error and procedual

16 fanuredeficienies.
laden

_ __ u cy __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Inspection Design D gn/ & y 1995 Falure Anst wiring emr was discoved, which would prevent th EDO output breakers from closing to a
nstruction/ ContIol to Start Coplete de-nagized bus. The error in wiring was the result of an incorrect drawing in a design

17 Maufacture/ moifcation pc
tallation

_ _Inadequcy _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Inspection Design ign/ Staring Valve - Falure arui Th air regulator sepoint drfted up. The cause was attributed to selection of the wrng
Construction/ to Start component All regulators we replaced with a different model.

IS Manu6aurd/
hstal l adon

__ _ _ _ _ u a c y _ _ _ _ _ ________

Inspection Design rnLbe Oi Hea 1981 Fallure The lube-oil sub-system was contaminated by lube oil coolers leaking water into the lube oil.
1 9 Environmnent _xdianger po Run

hnpection Design Intenal to Breaker R y 1987 Falure Pana iDG output brakes on two units should not have had instantanowus overurrent protection.
20 Component to Run This condition coud have caused the EDO output breakers to tip before the load breaker would

_ ________ __________ ______________ ________ open on a fault
Inspection Design Itemal to Breaker Rlay 1987 Failure art EDG output breakers on two units should not have had instantaneowus over-current protection.

21 omponent to Run liis condition could have caused the EDO output breakers to trip before the load breaker would
_ _______ _______ _______ _______ open on a fault,
nspection ign Intemal to Engine Fuel Rack 198 alure Parti Air leakage of the fuel rack assembly was due to a leak through a hole in the exhat valve

22 Component . to Run diaphrm
Inspection ign Intenal to Engine Fuel Rack 191 allure Par a llure of a tape pin in the ful ack assemnbly occurred.

Component t Run

ispection ign ternal to Engi uel Rack 19 Fallure Partal Failure of a tper pin in the fud rack assembly occurred.
24 _Component to Run
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Itm Discovey Coupling Proximate Cause Sub-System Piece Part 'Year Failure Degree of DescipionI
Item Metod Factor Mode Failure

Inspection Design Other In& Fuse 1982 Failure Paial An EDO power fuse in the control ciruitry blew when a broken lead on the anmunciator horn25 Control Stat shoted to the case. Another EDO power fuse blew, when a burned out bulb on the control board
_ was replaced and the new bulb shattered, thereby shorting the filaments.

26 Inspection Design Other Lube Oil Cek Valve 199 FailuPre Pal Laking lube oil check vaves render EDOs inoperable.
27 Inspection Environmental Extema Cooling Heat 1995 Faihre Paral Epoxy paint detached from the inside of the cooling water piping and plugged the heat exchanger.

Envim_ent Exchanger to Run
Inspection Maintenance ign Inst & Miscellaneous 1991 Failure Amost One EDO failed to start due to a defective crimp. Defective crimps were found in the other

onstrucbon/ ontrl Start Complete EDGs. Inadequate training, procedues, and QA.
28 Manufacture/

bnstallation
Inadequacy_

29 Inspection Maintenance *pationa Human Engine Beaing 1980 ailre Parti The EDO lower crankshaft main thuOt bearing was found wiped due to low lube oil leveLfnor to Rim Subequet ispeton of other EDO realed same problem. Dipstick markings were changed.
30 Inspection Maintenance 0pe bona/ Human Engine Piton I Failure Partial Sand was found in the lube oil due to sandblasting where the sand entered thogh the intake.Ommsor _ to Rm This event led to scoring of the cylinder walls.

31 Inspection Maintenance 1= tional/ Human Fuel Oil alve 193 Failure Complete Both fuel oil valves were closed during transfers of fuel, isolating the normal supply from the_________ to Run yspecve fuel transfer pumps to each of the day tanks.
32 Inspection Maintenance 1= tional/ Human Fuel Oil Tank 198 Failure Cmplete An opertor drained all fuel oil day tanks while sampling the fuel oil.

___ _ _ to Run
33 Inspection Maintenance OpemionaV Human Fuel Oil Pump 1994 Failure AImost Fuel tansfer pumps were boperable due to inproper greasing of motor bearings during cold

____E__or to Run Complete wea erations.
34 nspection Maintenance Oatonal/ Human Inst & Relay 1984 Failure Parbal A review of the ptecve relay calibration sheet identified that both EDO differential relays wenErrr Control ttto Strout-of-tolerance.

35 Inspection Maintenance OperdonaV Human inst & Fuse 1990 alure Parbal Contri power fuses were blown on EDO due to poor maintenance pmctices and less than35____i Control [to Stan adequ documentation of the jacket water syster and pwrssure switch.
lInspection Maintenance operaonalV Human Lube Oil Tank 1989 ailure AInost Degradation of the EDO lube oil occured. This was due to the procedure not requiring the36 Error to Run Cofnplete imnmersion heater to be shut off.
Inspection iOperatonal esign/ Engine Bearng 1981 Failure Partial A crankshaft bearing was wiped and anoter crankshaft bearing had a crack. Extended operationsonstuction to Run c d cause bearing filure. The wiped journal surface was caused by high tenperature from37 Manufact/t lubrication.

nstallation
_. _______ ___________ Inadequacy _

38 Inspection Opertional Operatonai Human & Govemor 1987 Failure Aimost badquwte operating procedues resulted in EDO failures. The load limit knob was not returned38 _ _ Eent ol to Start Coplete to the correct maximum setting following a special test on both EDOs due to mis-communication.
Inspection Qudity Design/ Engin Fuel Nozzles 1991 Failure P a Cracked fuel injector nozzle tips were found in EDGs. The cracks were due to inadequate

'onstuctio to Run ipment thickness and excessive nitriding depth.
39 Manufacturel

Instalation
Pnadequacy

t'j
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_ Discovery Couping Poxim CaUse Sub-Sysm Piece Part yea FailuLe Degree of DescriptionMethod Factor _______ _K_________ Md Failure _____________________________

IQspection Quaity Design/ Genlor Rotor 1985 Faure Almst Cmcks were found in the interpolar conactions of the damper windings on the rotor poles of the
Constctio/ Run Complete generator One ofthe connecto broke diing oversped testing causig substantial damage to

40 anufactur the ator. These connectors we not necsay, so y were emoved on both g aentors
nstullation

_ MainenanceDesign Dei& Eli hft18 ilun e floating bushin ofthc ider gear was foud with smal cacke and fim to the tub sb on
Construction/ Run . oeEDO, d found wit a hrougb-wall cwk an otoer EDG. Cach ere caused Iry a

4 1 Manufcure s without full main lube oil pressue, dueto the design ofthe system.
Installation
Inadesuacy

Maintenanoe Design Design/ Gaaemtor Genemtor 198 alure Pe was material incompatibility in the volage regulator.
Constuctionj Excitation to Stat

42 Manufacaure/.
latio.

Indeuacy

eintance Des Design/ Inst & - , 198 Failure A ost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a singie plant site (actual failure at one unit, nd a design
Consuction/ contirol Run ete flaw was detected before causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numemus

43 nufacturJ pressure sensor malfunctions occred at both unitL
Inaquon

tenance Design Deign lot & Sensors 19 aure Compide CCF events ocaured at multiple units at a single plant site (actual faiur at one unit, and a design
Consuctio/ Co ol Run flaw w dected befote causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

44 Manufacue/ sesor malfitions occurred at both units.
nsalatin.

_Inadequacy -

45 ntenance Dcsi Internal to Breahr lgic Circuit 1996 Failure eer Daor output breakes failed to close during a surveillance check.
_ .in g Component __to StaIt

Maitenance Design Dlher keavator Cadrz 19& Failure Pal Air bafle defonnation due to overheating by space beates caused EDO trips.46 oRun

aintenance Maintenance Hum ooling Valve 199 Falure Copiet I ce istallaion of pilot soenoid valves was caused by a lack of procedural ad ence due to47 r Run p erl or. Contribuing causes were procedural inadequacies, inauention to detail, and
_ _____ _____ inadequae skil

tenance taintance perationall Human nst& Seno 193 Falure Ptl An EDO tipped on reverse current twice during operability testing and another EDO tripped on
48 Enr conot Run reverse current oc The cause was attribued to a procedual inadequacy that did not help the

_ _ _ peaor in avoiding a reverse rent trip.
Test Design ign reker Lgc Circuit 19a alure Almas faulty switch contact and incorrect logic cicuit design prevented three EDG output breakers

Contruction/ Stat Compbtea&om dosing Switches on all EDGs were replaccd.
49 Maufacturei

Installation
: _ _ _ _ _ ma y-- ._ :_ _ _ __-__Inad quacy

:



Item Discovewy Coupling Poximate Cause Sub-Syste Pie e Pan yearMde Faie __eg_ __of_ _ _ _ ___ Method Factor Mode___il_e_Description

Test Design Design/ Cooling Pump 1996 Failure Almost nadequate design lit exposed cooling water piping, which freezes in winter.
Construction/ Ri. Comple

50 a _
Instalation

_ I~~~~~~~lnadequacy_
Test Design Desigr Cooling vah 198 Faihre Paid High lube oil temnpeaure was cawd by failed power elements in temp e o l valves.

Construction/ Ru
51 Manufacur/

nstallation
_ _____ Inadequacy ______

Test Design DesignCooling ping 1995 Failure Almost Both EDGs failed suveillance test nima due to oveheating of the govenor oil. Insufficient
onstuctiot Run Complete ling flow was available becamse of a design error in pipe size.

52 Manufcue/
Inst at ion

_ In_qc _ _ .__ ___

Teat Design Design/ Engine Mieaneous 199 Failure Partial A three EDGs were underrated for full emergcy design loads. Previous testing did not detect
onmaion/ RIM the problem due to relatively low anbient temperatures.53- Manufacte/

Instalation

Inadequac_ _

eat Design Design/ Engine ping 1995 Failure Partial A leek was detcted in thejacket water cooling system. A system fitting had ailed as a result ofConstruction/ Run an inadequate design. Vibration ftigue esulted in crcking.
54 Manu facture/

Installation
_ _____ _______ Inadequacy _ .

Tat Design Design/ Fuel Oi Pu 1991 Failue Partial The was a cracked fitting on a fuel oil pump. The cause of the event was attributed to theConsttuction/ to am livery valve holdet design, which is prom to cracking.
55 Manufacture/

Installation
_ ___ Inadequacy _ _
Test Design Design/ uel Oil Pump 1998 Failure Almost EDGs fail to stilt he cause ofthe failutre was loss of pump prime due to air entering around theConstruction/ Start Complete fuel oil booster pump shaft seals.

56 Ma tel -
Instalation

_ __ . Ineucy __ _ .__

Test Design Design/ Genetor Rotor 19 Failure Partial A design fault in application of insulation led to rotor damage.
Construction/ Run

57 ManufacWu
Installation

_ _ * Inadekmquacy 
Test Design Desigd Cenetor lay 1991 Failue A ost ED load was observed to be exceeding the desired operating band. Ie electridcal wiring

Consnuction/ o Rm mplete dingram was found to be in eror, resulting in impoprly wired relays.
58 Manufactuel

ntallation
_ ~~~~~mqu_a_

x



Item Discovery Cor Proxiam Cause Sub-System| Piece Part Year Falure Degree of Description

Test Design gnsiSl Gaenir 1991 Fallure artal EDO load was obrved to be exceeding the desired operating band. The elecrical wiring
Constuction/ Run dipm was found to be in eror, resulting in improperly wired relays.

59 M an u/
lnwation

[Iaeqay_
Test Design Designl Ga or Voltage 1991 Failure Partial Due to the sizing of the power poetial transformers aNd th crrent transfonns, thre existed a

Consbuction/ Regulator Start small a within the leading kVAR range of the generator Qpability curve in wich the voltage
60 MauLfue/ r would not function.

astallaina

rest Desig n /ignl & M llaneous 1985 Failure CF events occwred at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydralic aduator of an EDG
nstuction/ ntrol Run oal ned causing itto trip on overspd. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

61 Wufature/ blocked oil passageways to the atuator.
Insalltion

Iaeuacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Tet Design Desig [st & Fuse 199 Failure Corplete siulated C02 auati blew to fuse in the EDO control panel. The condition resulted from a
Constuction/ tnrol Start ign deficiey during instalation of the C02 system.

62 Manufacture/
Instlation

Test Design ig/ Inst & Mi llneous 198 Flure Almot CCF events ocured at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDG
Construction Control Run Coplete functioned causing itto trip on oversped The cause of the failure was that seaant had

63 Manufacue/ blocked o pssageways to the actuator.
tallation

Inadequacy _ _
Test Design Design/ n& AW 199 Falure Compide Diesd sequancers did not load during test The cause was inadequate design undestanding amd

ConstructioV ontrol equencer Start inadequate postmod ific testing.
64 acure/

lnstlation
Inadequacy

eat Design Design tarting alve 199 Falure Partl potential for a start failure due to the air start solenoid valves not operatfng consistently
Constuction/ to StUt low 90 vdc and below 200 psig

65 Mne
stlatlon

_ _ _ _ _ _ uad_______ac_ 
_Test Design Exten ooling ipig 1i9 Fallure Atmost woofthree ofthe engency diesel geao s had ajacket water leak due to a nipple failure.

66___ Environment _ Run Complete cause ofthe crack has been attributed to a vibration-induced fatigue.
Test Design Extemat Fld Ol *ping 1981 alure omplete O fuel supply hose developed a leak due to ecessive localized flexure and vibrati

67 Environmnent Run Following repair, EDO tripped due to low control air pssue caused by fitting bosened by
_______ ______ ___ _ ngine vibration. Another EDG fuel injector supply line failed due to meta fatigue and vibration.

68 Test Design Extemal Gener=or ena 199 Almost Both EDGs faled to continue running 22 hours into 24hour test due to a short on voltage
I___ I_ _____ Envronment Ex_tation _ toeComplete uppreslon devic due to inadequate cooling in exctation cabinet



Item Discovery Coupling Prmimate Caus S-System Piece Part Year Failure Dree of Descption 
__ Methd Factor I__Mode__Failure__

Test Design eh & Govenor 1990 Failure Amost CCF events occured at multiple units at a single plant site. Speed oscilltions occurd on a
69 vironment Conrol to Stat Complete EDO, following statp without loading due to afailed resistor in the govanor unit Smilar

_ conditions were found on the other EDGs. The cause was long-tern heat htigue.
Test Design Exenl nst & vnor 1990 Failure A ost CCF events occrred at multiple units at a single plant site. Speed oscillations occurred on a

70 Environment Control Start Complete ED, foowing a sartup without loading. due to a failed resistor in the govemor unit Similar
__ _ conditions were found on the other EDGs. The cause was long-em heat fhtigue.

71 Test ign Extml Starting Valve 1987 Failure Almost Air start solenoid valves were inopable and prevented the EDGs from starting. This was due toEnvironment _ Stant Complete accelerated degra
Test ign Internal to reaker witch 1992 Failure Pagtil When the optor attempted to synchonize the emegency diesel generator to offsite power, the

Conponent to sart ou breaker failed to close. The ot cause of the EDO output breaker failure to close has been72 detemined to be failure of a switch. A contact pair of the switch lost electrical continuity due to
slight bker movemaet and/or buildup of oxidation/pitting on the contact surfices. Switches on

_________ U~~~al EDGs wer replaced.
73 Test Design Interal to Cooling ve 198 Failure Cmplete Faulty positioners on sevice wate valves in th cooling sub-system led to a filure of all EDGs.

Com______ ponent ________ _________to Run
74 Test Design I to Engine utbochrger 193 Failure Patial Vibration resulted in failure of the turbocharger mounting bolts.74omponent _ _ to Run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __o_u

Tet Design ntemai to gine Sensos 19S4 Failur EDO tip occurrd due to an out of calibraion temture switch, leaking air st valve gaske
75 tonent tRun learing of lube oil strainer, cleaning of ai ejetor, problem with air start distrnbutor. out of

_______ I lclibraton presure switch and shattered/leaking piston.
76 et Design Intemal to Engine 1982 ailure Complete Failure of the electrical governors was caued by a burnt resistor in the power supply of the[les6 Component o Run conl units.
77 et Design Intenal to Engine Pton 1 6 Failure Ahmost Failure of the piston wristpin bearings for four cylindets was due to inadequate lube oil film. The

Component o_ Run Crplete thr EDO showed existence of similar problems.
78 eat Design ntemal to Inst& lty 1980 Failue Complete Duing the performance of apre-opeational test, the safety injection signa to the EDGs was

Cornponent Contr _ to Stat picked up. Both EDOs at one unit did not start
reat Design Internal to Inst Voltage 19S2 ailure Patial tipped on overvoltage due to gerator output voltage increasing too fst with respect to

79 Component ontrol Rlator Sta frequency. Setting on voltage regulator changed. Another EDG tripped on overvoltage due to an
incorect setting on the voltge regulator and a relay picking up lower than expected. Another

__ - EDG tripped due to failed speed seing circuit device that is the fequency to voltge converter.
Test Design Internal to Inst & Piping 198 Failure mal ipped due to a fitting on the control air systen vibrating ose, bleeding of holding

80 Component Contrdt Run to the master shutdown valve. Another EDO tripped due to an air leak on the supply line
_ _ fitting to fuel shutoff pistons causing the fuel contrl linkge to go to zero fuel position.

Test Design Ital to Inst Seno 1932 Failure Partial One EDO was manually shut down on low water pressure alarm, and another EDG tripped on
8I Component Control to Rm low cooling water pressure. Both filures were caused by a bad low cooling water ptessure

Test Design Intema) to Stting Valve 1983 Failure M EDG failed to auto-start after tpping, due to the shutdown solenoid sticking in the shutdown2 _t_ Component _ _ l Stan position.
83 et ign Iternal to Starting dor 19S1 Failure Pa1tid Thtee EDOs air sart motors filed to develop minimum roaional speed due to wear, dirt and83 t ______ _______ omponent _ oSta t grk in the air start system.

84 eat D sign Ga tor V oltge 1982 ailhe A nOs t ripped on bs of field aet being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of
L_______ egulator _ o Run Complete eldrevse power tip.

43



_ Discy Coupling | ProxhinalCau |Sub-System PiecePart |Year| Failure Degree of Daiptio
M ehod Factor __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Test Design oGerlr Load 1981 allure PatAisa timer rlays sepoi t drift and faulty relays resulted in EDG failures.
_________ __________ __________equtoicr Start

Test ign ther Geaaior oltage 198 ailure Umost EDGs tripped on loss of field after being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of
96 Regulator to Run mplete field/reverse power trip.

Test Design t & Govemor 1991 ailure Pati An EDO exhibied eratic ad control due to intermittent failure of the govemor dectronic
87 Control to Run ntrol uit; later, after reuning to suvice, the other EDO tripped on reverse power also causedI_ by failure of the govemor control uniL

Test Design Other Inst& Relay 19 Failure Umost This event resulted from intenniuent failurs of the diesel low lube oil pressure starttime relay.
ontrol Stut Complete n relay would prematurely tume out before actual pressure was above the low trip setpoint

88 dursg a sing ofthe ddiesel. This occued in tbree of four EDGs and was a failure-t st
________ _________ _____________ _ It was detected during testig.

Test Environmental Design/ Geneator Voltage 199 Falure Umost EDG voltage regulator failed due to a parially failed transistor in the static exciter circui This
Constnuction/ Regulator to Run Complete was due to a high tesnpeaure in the control cabineL Other EDG equipment susceptible to same

89 Manure/ c ldiions due to identical design.
lation

caest Envionmental Extnal Cooling laneous 198 Failure Amost Due to exceptionally cold tmpeaures outside the EDG room, te coolng water temperature wa
Environment Start Complete oo low. One EDO tripped on low oi prssure ad high vibration. Anoher EDG tripped on

90 overvoltage. And anoter EDO was removed from maintenance and tested, when it then tripped
_______ _______ -_____ _ _on_ reverse power and engine vibration after starting.

Teat Envonmental Exten Inst & Govemor 199 Failure Complete Both EDGs failed surveillance test due to unreliable load control. Relay sockets ware found
91 Environment Control to Run degraled, causing high resistance connections. The failures were induced by vibration nd found

______ ______ _______ ___ in numerous relay sockets. All sockets were replaced on both Units I and 2.

Test Environental Exta I & Govemor 199 Failure Partial Bt EDGs failed surveillance test due to unreliaUe load control. Relay sockets were found
92 Environment Control Run graded, causing high resistance connectionL The failures were induced by vibration and found

in numeous relay sockets. All sockets were replaced on both Units I and 2.

Test Entas & 198 ailur o EDO triped an low ol presue an high viaion. Another EDO triPpe on oyervolbe.
Envionment Control to Run mplete ther EDO tripped on revets power and engine vibration, afer stating. The cause was

93 *buted to the cold outside temperature (-10 degrees F) with non-functioning outside air supply
93 .bmpers causing low teuperatures in the diesel bays. Also, the service water to the EDO

oveniors was cold, causing sluggish performance. Corrective actions involved sealig the room
__ __ ____________ _from__ orn the wether.

Test Environmental Intenial to Coolig Heat 198 Failure cooling water inlt and outle temperatures exceeded allowable valves, due to fouling of the
94 C Component Exchanger to Run cooling water heat exchanger tubes.

Test Environmental Intemal to Exha Valve 198 Failure Partial here was a residue in the exhaust damper operator due to water in the instrument air system
95 Component _ to Run resulting in the failre of the dampers to open.

Test Evronmenta Intenal to Fuel Oi Strainer 198 Failure art EDG load decrtsed due to high differential pressure across the primary fuel oil filter due to
96 Coponent Run dogging by fungus. All EDG day tanks and main storage tnks contined fungus and Lngus

Test Environmental Internal to uel Oil tainer 198 Failure Umost load decrased due to high differential pressure across the primary fuel oil filter due to
97 omponent Run nmplete loggig by fungus. All EDO day tanks and main storage taks contained fungus nd ings

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ s _ _ _ _ _ _ _pores



Discovery Coupling oximte Cause aSubSysm PiecePart Yer Faiue DeF oof
Method Factor _________ __ e__ ____Prt_ Yea Mode Failure Description________________________

Teat Environm ntawl to ;tafting Strainer 195 Failure EDG did not st because te fel rad did not open to supply fuel before die 15-second
98 to Stat Complete nomVlete sequence timer tripped off. Oil was found in the air stat sysem and a residue ofr l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~____ubricwit was an the stn air header fiteis. Similar conditioms were foun on the B EDO.
99 et nenal enal to tting Vave 19 Fallure ri Faure of air solenoid vale in the EDO ai start systems to fully close due to crsion products

Po Stat pte tbe air-sa motor fm disenaging during sms.
100 nfvionental Hmon H aooling Heat 1994 Failure Pfi Elevd teteratu and frequay swings were observed. Clogging of the heat exchanges by

_ ft_ dchanger to Run z musseb was the cae of the high teimr e Inspection revealed 50% pluggng.
et Environmenal OpeionaV Human ooling Heat 1984 Failur Almost EDO vehead due to no cooling waer flow caused by clam shells on the inlet tube sheet of the

101 Error Ex geer Run Complete fotRcooer. No flow also found to other EDOs. Clam gowt caused by inadequate chlorination,r PW~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - olowed by high chlorination that released shells into the sstm
Test Mainennce Desip nt lno 1983 Falure Compleh B tripped on over.cue. Incorret bulbtype indication was inalled in the local panel.

Con"nc" ~~~~~~Rn
102 Manufacture/

Intallation
Inadequacy

eat Mainternce IntemI to ine Valve 199 Failure m OED had broken exhaust nve inset and the other had sticing exhaust "lv. Both EDOs
103 o Run Compktc lost compression in the affbtd cylinder. Bot EDGs an for some time before hilure to cany

104 et Mintenance Intemal to Ful Oil Miscellane 198 Failue Ptial Nmerom gasket seals check valves, fttings, and " rings leaked or failed.104 _______ ________ ponent t_ Start
105 et amtenance Intenal to Fuel Oil P19 Failure Paril Fuel pump belts w broken due to nonnal wear.
_05 omponent ________ Run

106 Test Maintenance Internal to Fud Oil Misedlaneou 19 Filur Pai Nunro gaskets, seals check valves, fittings, and 0O rings leaked or failed._ _t _ eo Start _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Test Mantenmce ntemal to CenaF Power Resistor 1937 Flure P I nl Incinp- e r y was caused by a defective power ristor heaing and

107 ompnent -_ to St pm fa ihudueto ftigue.
Test Maintenance Internal to Genr Power Resistor 19 Failue P a Incomplete _asuenhunderfrequcy w csed cm by a defective power resistor verhenting and

10S_ oponent o_ Start prre failure due to fatigue.

Test aintenance ntenal to Ca tor Power Resistor 197 failure Pftfial Incornpkeqe _f, q Ws caused by a defecive power resistor overheating and
109 ot nponent tot t Star pr fl hihne due to fatigue.

Test aintenance Intemal to nst & Valve 1991 Filure Amost Foreign maeria in ir contrl systen ch valves cwsed shtown f two EDas.110 C contrl toStat Cmpkle

Test Maintnace ntmal to Inst F use 190 Faihre P aid EDO tripped on ovespeed due to two blown conrol power fuses. Anohe EDO was inoperable
_l Control to Stat awn n inapopriate recorder cused a cenrol power fuse to blow.

Test ain ce ntl to nst& ly 199 Faile Ahn Both EDOs failed due to fauty sring sequence relays. Loose contac and high contact1 1 2 5t st Conbol to Stwt Cmplet raisnce were the ca.
Tet aintenance Intnal to T& Ray 1982 aiue pMtia EO speed could not be maully inesed due to a slightly dirty contact on the mode switch or

113 omp Start may. Anoher EDO srt circuit hild due to a speed-sing rdey bWned conct stck in do s

Test nal to Staing Miscelbaneous 19 ar Ae m were nine ar st poble on a EDO. Problem ranged fron low pressure to ar start
114 _ Start fhilures and cmewd on ani ft diesel geneos

Test amntenance Ipa iaV Human er with 1914 Faihre of the EDOs at one unit did not automatically start due to a misalignm t during breaker line-115 Sror . Start .he wng DC knife wtes were opaed, thereby fillng the EDO start relas. -

I>



Discovely Coupling Failure Degee ofD
Miethod Factor __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _Mo e Fiue _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Test Maintenance Operational/ Hman Pon 1989 ailure P l Piston ins ailed du to inaduate m te proedur.
16 Error to Run

Test Maintenance Human Fuel Oil valve 1986 aure A ost The fuel stuiner valves on multiple EDGs were misaligned, thereby restiting fuel oil to the
_1_ Effor to Run Complete EDOs

I Teat Maintenance perationall Humn Fuel Oil Strainer 1986 alure Paesialo Maia pasennel failed to check the fuel filters whkh led to the failure of one ED with a118 Er to Run plugged fter.
119 Test - Mainance Oprational/ Hum Ful Oi Tank 1996 Fal Pa Water in fuel oil exceeded tech spec limits for both EDGs.

wEror . to Run
Test Maintenane A ationalHuman Fuel Oil Ful Rack _ Falure uete ul rack biding ofthe fuel rack pivotpois was caused by paint, which ocurred during

120 rto Stait £ of the EDG, The same problem was found on the otber EDO, which had been painted at
_ _ _ _. _._the_ sa m ettim. 

121 Teat intenance Operational/ H a Fue Oil Ping 19 lure Maitenance pern damcd fil oil tubing, thereby caun leaks.
_ En r Ito Run 

122 t tenanc perationa Human & Relay 1987 Failure Coipde One EDO stopped during a teal nrn due to an orct sepoint on a newly instld phse
._ _ E hror - Co -ol w Run rdietentil ovemuTent relay. Both EDOs had the same setpoint.

Test Maintenance Opeional/ Human t & Load 1981 Failure Complete hudow sequencers to both EDGs failed duing testing. One EDO failed due to dirty conc
123 . . . . Enor C ol - Sut ocherDO aled due to a dngutch. Both failures were aribted to maintenance ad

124 Test Mamince puaiWHuman taSting Motr 1993 Fal A mo t A test procedure equired oper s to apply air to the distributor while the EDO was rmnaing.
_____ _ or .o Start Complee result in damage to the air isrbor such tat the EDG would not start

125 Tct Mintenar Other aguely SWANy 1981 Fallure Duing surveillance tets, the baUeries to both EDs failed their surveiance tests. The teat
to Run failures were due to low sp:cific gravity.

126 Test opeutional operatlnal/ Cooing Vlve a990 F alure Almost Sevie waterthrottle valves wer not open enough because the reference used by opeators was
Effor to Run iifferent from the reference used by engieering staff during flow balances.

Test Opaonal Op nal Human Logic Circuit 1982 Falure operator turned the governorcontroller inthe decrease speed direction while paUeling to
127 Enor Start etc bus; tat ipped the EDO on revse power when the opeor failed o open the diesel output

breker prior to reachig the reverse power setpoint
Test Quity Desin/ Ee Turbocharger 1995 Falure ete turbo-charger failed dwing operability te A fan blade failed due to vibato The fan had

Constncton/ to Run ust been replaced on all units. A turbo waill nset from a different source had been judged
128 M ufactuetabl but resuted in this failure. Pats were replaced on EDGs at both units.

.. . hlance -
I a_uacy _

Tat Quality Design/ Eurbocarger 1995 Failur Pa i turbo-charger failed during operability testing A fan blade failed due to vibation. The fan had
Consuucion to Rua .ust been replaced on all units. A turbo wall insrt from a different source had ben Judged

129 hanuficture/ suitable but resulted in this failure. Pat were rplaced on EDOs at both units.
. labon , .t non

eat Quality Design/ Engne ShaiR.. 1 allure Mana pickup target gearshaft failed duing load est. A manufacturer defet in the shaft
ContructionJ to Srt aused the failure. lbe unit swing diesd had the same component instaled and the same part was

130 rfar eplaced on al discls atboth units

__ _ _ _ _ uacy_ __ __ _ _________



Discovery Coupling PrximatCau Sub-System Piece Part Year Failure Deree of DescriptionMethod Factor ______ _____ _____ Mode Failure ______________________________

Test Quality Design Engine Shaft 1994 Failure Panial Magnetic pickup target gear shat failed during load test A manufacurer defea in the shaftConstuacioni to stut the failure. The unit swing diesel had the same component installed and the same part was131 Mam uS mplaced on all diesels at both units.
Inslation
Mdequacy

est Qudity Design/ Exhaust Valve 1991 Failure Partial exhust damper roll pins hiled resulting in the failure of the dampers to openMe cause ofConstuionl to RIn pin filure determined to be a manufacturing error.
132 Manufacture

Installation
Inadequacyy

Test Quality DesigJ Inst a Govemor 1992 Failure Partia Performing EDO monthly load test when governor isbilities noticed. Air apped in theConstruction/ Control to Run goven compensation system caused vibrtions.
133 anufactur

Instalation
_ naeqay_ _____

Tet ity Dcsign/ Inst tor 1994 Failure Patil Bo EDOs were found incapable of car,ying design load. Previous govemor modifications wereonstn,tionl control citation Start identified as the cause. A misadjusted engine governor output linkage and engie performance134 anufaure/ egradation limited the EDG output
Installation

_______ _______ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Test Quality Design/ Inst & lay 1991 Failure Partial A 240/430 Vac stting contactor co was in systems designed for 250VDC. which causedqonstnition/ Control to Start control relay arcing across contacts preventing an autonac resta of the EDGs.
135 anufaur/

Installation
____ ____ _ __ ____ ____ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Test lity Dsignl taing alve I Falure Pabal CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Air valve pistons sticking prevented
onruction/ to Start EDGs from srtin because of inadequate manufacturing tolerances.

136 Manufacture/
[nstalaion

_____ ____ _____ ____ nadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Test lity ign/ Starting alve _ Flure Amost CCF events occured at multiple units at a single plant site. Air valve pistons scking prevented
Sonstructionl to Start plete EDGs from stabng, because of inadequate manufacuring tolerances.

137
Installation

Test 2ulity Internal to Braker lay 1993 ilure Pabal Mm EDO output breaker tripped on rmvene pwer. The EDO tripped on reveise power due to a138 '_____ _______ omponent ______ to__o_ start ulty everse power relay, the relay was replaced on all EDOs.
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Appendix B

Data Summary by Sub-System

This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF) data
collection effort for EDGs. The table in this appendix supports the sections in Chapter 4. The table is
sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Appendix B

Table B-1. EDG CCF event summary, sorted by sub-system.
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Table B-1. EDG CCF event summaly, sorted by sub-system.

Item Sub-System Proximate Cause Discovery iec Pat Coupling Year ilure Degree of Description
________ ___________ M _ _ __ _ Factor M ode Failurem _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Battery Other Tat Battefy Maintenance 191 Failure Paril Durmg surveillance tests, the batteries to both EDOs failed their surveillance tests. The test
o _ Run failures were due to low specific gravity.

Breaker Designt Teat Logic Circuit Design 1938 Failue Almost A ulty switch contact and incorrect logic circuit design prevented three EDO output breakers
Construction/ Start omplete closing. Switch. on all EDOs were replaced.

2 anmufacture/
bsalation

2 equacy _
Breaker Internal to Demand Switch Qudity 1987 Failure Almost The output breaker would not close due to a deformed spring retainer, which prevented a cell
3 ____ Component _ _ Start Complete swi from providing the permissive to dose the breaker.

Breaker ntemal to Bely Design 1937 Faihre Patal EWouqtt breakers on two units should not have had instanmeous over-current protecton.
4 Component Run This condition could have caused the EDG output breakers to trip before the load breaker would_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~ open on a fu

Breaker Internal to Inspection Relay Design 1937 Faihre Partial ED output breakers on two units should not have had instantaneous over-current protection.
5 omponent Run is condition could have caused the ED output breakers to tp before the load breaker would_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ open on a fult

Breaker Internal to aintenane ogic Circuit Design 196 Failure Deal esel generator output breakers failed to close during a surveillance dieck.
6 Component _ to Start

Breaker Internal to est Relay uity 1993 Failure Partial EDO oulput breaker tripped on reverse power. The EDO tripped on reverse power due to a
7 Component to Start faulty reverse power relay, the relay was replaced on all EDGs.

Breaker Internal to Test Switch Design 1992 Failure Wal the opeator atempted to synchronize the emergency diesel generator to offsite power, the
Component Strt p breaker failed to close. The root cause of the EDO output breaker failure to close has been

8 determned to be filure of a switch A conact pair of the switch lost electrical continuity due to
slight breaker movement and/or buildup of oxidationtpitting on the contact surfaces. Switches on

_ l _ all~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s EDGs wer replaced.
Breaker Operations]] Human Denly Mateance 1991 Failure Amost EDOs did not automatically pick up the load of the 480V busses because the unit trip lockout

9 Error to Start Comlet rel were reset

Breaker Opertonal/ Human Test Switch aintenmce 194 Failure Complete All of the EDGs at one unit did not automatically start due to a misalignment during breaker line-
10 Error t_ tart up. The wrong DC knife switches were opened, thereby failing the EDO start relays.

Cooling Design/ Inspection Miscellaneous Design 1997 Failure Partial Emergency Diesel Generators testing identified elevated EDO radiator, control and engine room
Constructiont Run air temperatures. This increase is due to a portion of the radiator discharge air released to

I Manufacture atmosphere from the roof of each EDO building being recirculated back into the EDG radiator
Installation room.

_ __________ Inadequacy _

Cooling Design/ Inspection Piping Design 1988 Failure Partial EDO configuation of a diffuser plate allowed sufficient movement to initiate fatigue failure.
Constructiont Rim After failure, the plate contacted the intrcooler tubes causing fretting.

12 Manufacture
Installation
In__ adequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Item Sub-System Proximate Cause Discovery Piec P Coupling year Failure Degree of Description
_______ ____________ M ethod Factor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ooling Design/ Test Piping Design 1995 Failure Almost Both EDGs failed surveillance testrunsdue to ovedteating of the govemoroil. Insufficient
Constructionl Run Complete cooling flow was available because of a design eror in pipe size.

13 Manufactue/
Installation

_ _ _ Inadequacy __ __ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ooling Design/ Test Pump Design 19A Failure Almost Inadequate design left exposed cooling water piping, which freezes in winter.
nstruction/ to Run Complete

14 Manufaicture/
Installation
Inadequacy _ _

Cooling Design/ Test Valve Design 198 Failure Partial High lube oil tenperature was caused by failed power elements in tenwrature control valves,
Construction/ Run

I5 MLiut
ntalation
adequacy _ 

16 ooling Extenal Inspection eat Environmental 1995 Failure Partial Epoxy pnt detached from the inside of the cooling water piping and plugged the heat exchanger.
16 _____ Environment lExchanger o_ Run
0ing External Test Miscellaneous Environmental 1985 ailure Ahnost Due to exceptonally cold tempeaures outside the EDO room, the cooling water temperature wa

17 Evironent toStart Complete too low. One EDO tripped on low ol pressure and high vibtion. Another EDO tripped on
vervolage. And another EDG was removed fom maintenance and tested, when it then tpped

___________ ________ ______ n reverse power and engine vibration after starting

18 ooling Extenal Test Piping ign 199 Failure Almost [rwo of three of the emergency diesel generators had ajacket water leak due to a nipple failure.
_____ Environment _ _ Run Complete rh cause of the crack has been aUributed to a vibration-induced fatigue.

19 ooling Intenal to Valve Matenance 1981 Falure Almost EDG cooling water check valves malnctioned, resulting ian a loss of cooling.
_ _ _. _ Component t. _ o Run Complete
ooling hntenal to Test Heat Envronmental 19& Failure Partial EDG coolirg water ilet and outlet tempraures exceeded allowable valves, due to fouling ofthe

20 Component __ _ hanger _ to Run cooling water heat exchanger tubes.
Cooli2 g Intemal to eat Valve Design 1980 Fallure Compiete Faulty positioners on service water valves in the cooling sub-system led to a failure of all EDGs

21 Component to Run

Cooling O aonaV Human Vintennce alve Maintenace 1993 Failure Complete Incorrect instllation of pilot solenoid valves was caused by a lack ofprocedural adherence due to
22 Error Run pernnd eror. Contributg causes were procedural inadequacies, inattention to detail, and

_ _ inadequate skills.
Coolig Operational Human st Heat Environmental 19S Failure Almost EW ovedheated due to no cooling water flow caused by clam shells on the inlet tube sheet of the

23 Error ger Run Complete fiat cooler. No Bow also found to other EDGs. Clam growth caused by inadequate chtorintion,
______ _________ ___ _ foUowed by high chlorination that released shells into the system.

24 Cooling OpertonaU Human Test eat Environmental 199 Falure artial Elvated tenaealures and frequency swings were observed. Clogging of the heat exchangers by
24 ____ Error Exchanger _ Run zebra mussels was the cause of the high temperatures. Ispection revealed 50% plugging.

_ Coolig OperationaV Human Test Valve Operational 199 Failure Almost S ice water throttle valves were not open enough because the reference used by operators was
25 Error to Run C pete different from the reference used by engineering staff during flow balances.

Engine Design/ Inspection Bearing Op national 1981 Failure Parti A crankshaft bearing was wiped and another crankshaft bearing had a crack. Extended operations
onstruction/ Run could cause beaing failure. The wiped journaW surface was caused by high temperature from

26 Manufacture/ inadequate lubrication.
Installation

_ Iaquascy _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Item Sub-System Proximate Cause Discoveiy Piece Part co Ye Failure Degree of Description
____________ meow Factor______ Mode Failure ______________________________

Engine Design/ nspeton Fuel Nozzles Qtdity 1991 Failure Partil Cracked fuel injector nozzle tips were found in EDOs. The cracks were due to inadequateConstruction/ to Run igament thickness and excessive nitriding depth.
27 Manufacture/

Installation
Inadequacy

Engine Design/ nspection Valve Design 1997 Failure Partial Valve adjustment assemblies cracked, manufacturing defect.Construction/ Start
28 Manufacture/

Installation
Inadequacy

Engine Design] M e Shaft ign 19U Failure Partal The floating bushing of the idler gear was found with small cracks and frozen to the stub shaft onConstruction]to Rt m one EDG, and found with a through-wall crack on another EDO. Cracks were caused by fast29 Manufacture stt without full main lube oil pressure, due to the design of the system.sallation
-______ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

gine Design/ Test Miscellaneous Design 1990 Failure Partial All three EDOs were underraed for full emergency design loads. Previous testing did not detectConstruction] to Run the problen due to relatively low ambient temperatures.
30 Manufacture/

Installation
lnadequacy

Engine Design/ ret Piping ign 1995 Failure Partial A leak was detected in thejacket water cooling system. A system fitting had failed as a result ofConstruction/ to Run an inadequate design. Vibration ftigue esulted in cracking.
31 Manufacture/

Instalation
Inadequacy

gine Design/ Test Sha Quality 1994 Failure Partial agnetic pickup target gear shaR failed during load tesn A manufacter defect in the shaftConstruction/ tD Start used the failure. The unit swing diesel had the sme component installed and the sme part was32 Manufacture placed on all dieseb at both units.
Installation
Inadequacy__ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Engine Design] Qet Sha uity 1994 Failure Paal Magnetic pickup target gear shaft failed during load test A manufacturer defect in the shaftConstnctio/ to Start aused the failure. The unit swing diesel had the same component instaled and the same part was33 Manufacture replaced on all diesels at both units.
Installation
Inadequacy

Engine Design! est Turbocharger Quality 1995 Failure Complete A turbo-charger failed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to vibration. The fan had
onstruction/]to Run ust been replaced on all units. A turbo wall insert from a different source had been judged34 Manufacture/ uitable but resulted in this failure. Parts were replaced on EDGs at both units.

Installation
Inadequcy

Engine Design Test Turbocharger Quality 1995 Failure P*atil A turbo-charger failed during operability testing. A fan blade failed due to vibrtion. The fan hadConstuction/ o Run just been replaced on all units. A turbo wall insert from a different source had been judged35 Manufactur suitable but resulted in this failure. Part were replaced on EDGs at both units.
stallation

_ _ _ _ _ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

w



Item Sub-Systen Proxunate Cam Disovey Piece Pan Coupling Year Failure Degree O Description
________ ____________ M ethod _ __ _ _ Factor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Engine Internal to Inspection Fuel Rack Design 1981 Falure Partial Failure of a taper pin in the fuel rck assembly occurred.
36 Component to Run

Engine Intemal to Inspeton Fuel Rack Desip 198 Failure Pa l Air leakage of the fuel rack assembly was due to a leak through a hole in the exhut valve
_ Component _ to Run dia agm.

Engine Intanal to Inpection Fuel Rack Design 1981 Failure Partial Failure of a taper pin in the fuel rack Lssembly occrd
38 ____ oent _ to Run

Engine Internal to Test Govemor Design 198 Failure Complete Falure of the electrical govern was sd by a bumt resistor in the power supply of the
I39o_ Copoen _ Run ctrol unit.

40 Engine Internal to Test Pi Design 19S Failure Amost Falue of the piston wristpin beaings for four cylinders was due to inadequate lube oil film. lhe
____ omponent ______ _______ _______ to Run Complete ocr EDG showed existance of sinilar problems.

Eine Internal to Test Sensors Desig 1994 Falue Complet EDG trips ocrred due to an out of calibraton tempre switch, leaking rstart valve gske,
41 Component to Run clearing of lube oil strainer, cleanig of air eject, ptoblem with air start distribrior, out of

________ ___ _ cibration pressure switch and shatered/leaking piston.
Engine Intemal to Test Turbochaer Design 198 Falure Vibration resulted in failure of the turbocharger mouning bolts.

42 Component Ito Run
Engine Internal to Test Valve Mintenance 199 Failure Alot One EDO had broken exhaust valve innst and the other had a sticking exhaust valve. Both EDGs

43 omponent to Run Complete ost compression in the affected cylinder. Both EDGs ran for some time before failure to carry
___ _____ ___ ___ _ _ load.

Engine Operational/ Human spection Bearing Mainteance 19U Failure Partial T EDG lower oankahaft main thrust bearing was found wiped due to low lube oil level.
44 __ Error to Run Subsequent inspection of other EDG revealed same probWe Dipstick markings were changed.
Engine OperationaU Human Inspection Piston Mahlenance _ Failure Partial San was found in the lube oil due to sandblasting wbere the sand entered through the intWk

45 _ Error _ to Run Tnis event led to scoring of the cylinder walls.
Engine OpemaV Human Test Piston Maitenance 1989 Falure Partial i n failed due to inadequate maintenance procedures.

46 Error _ to Run
Exhaust Design/ Test Valve Quality 1991 Failue Partial DM exhaust damper roll pins failed resulting in the failure of the dampers to open. The cause of

onstnuction/ to Run pin failure doermine to be a manufacturing error.
47 Manufitud

tallation
_ inquacy _ _ __ __

Exhaust Internal to at Valve Environmental 198 Falure Partial Them was a rsidue in the exhaust damper operator due to water in the instrument air system
48 omponent to Run esulting in the failure of the dampers to open.

Fuel Oil Design/ Inspection Tank Daign 1994 Falw Pae level tm1ntation resulted in less than required fuel inventory. A design error in
onstruction/ to Run level instumn was identified. Contributing factors included human eor and procedul

49 Manufacue/ defidencies.
tallation

Fuel Oil Design/ - at p Desigo 199 lure EDGs fal to st The cause of the failure was loss of pwup pinme due to air entering around the
Construction/ Start C et oil booster pump shaft seals.

50 Manufacture
Installation

_I quacy _

to



Item Sub-System Proximate Cause Dscvefy p Pan Coupling year Failure Degree Description
I______ Metod ___ Factor Mode Failurem ________________________

Pu Oil Designt Test Pump Daign 1991 Failure Partial The was a cracked fitting on a fuel oil pump. The cause of the event was attributed to theConstructiont Run klivery valve holder design, which is prone to cracking.
51 Manufactur/

Installation
__ _ _ _ _ Inadequacyg_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fuel Oil Extemal Test Piping Design 1981 Falure omplete fuel supply hose developed a leak due to excasive localized flexure and vibration.52 Enviromnent Run ollowing repair, EDO tripped due to low control air prasure caused by fitting loosened by_ - - engine vibation. Another EDO fuel ijector supply line failed due to metal fatigue and vibration.
53 Fuel Oil Intemal to Demand Pump Design 1983 ailure Partial Minor fuel oil leaks occurred on pumps.

__. _ Component I _ _ t Run
54 uel Oil ntenal to Test Miscellaneous Mantenance 19S1 Failure Paital Numerous gaskets, seals check valves, fittings, and 'O rings leaked or failed.omponent Stat

5 Fuel Oil Intenal to Test Miscellaneous Maintenance 1981 Failure Partial Nunerous gaskets, seals check valves, fittings, and 0 rings leaked or failed._ _ . _e i Component _ CD Stan
Fuel Oil Intemal to Test Pump Maintenance 193 Failure Partial Fuel pimp belts were broken due to normal wear.56 Component to_Run

Fuel Oil Intemal to Test Strainer Envirnmental 198I Failure Almost EDG load decresed due to high differential pressure across the primary fuel oil filter due to57 omponent to Rm Complete Clogging by fimgus. All EDO day tanks and main storage tanks contained fungus and fungus

Fuel Oil Internal to Test Strainer Envonenta 198 Failure Pati ED load deceased due to high differential pressure across the primary fuel oil filter due to58 Component to Run clogging by fimgus. All EDO day tanks and main storage tanks contained figus and fungus
_ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~spores

Fuel Oil Ope*tionaU Human Demand Maintenance 1993 Failure Partid Fuel oil transfer pump for EDO did not s due to a blown fuse. The fuel oil transfer pump for59 Error to Run nother EDO was also failed due to a metl piece found between contacts in the low-level cutoff
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~switch.

60 Fuel Oil OperaonaV Human Inspection rump Maintenance 1994 Falure Almost Fuel transfer pumps were inoperable due to improper greasing of motor bearings during cold
_ s_or __to_ Rin Complete e operations.

Fuel Oil OpetationaU Human on ank ainteance 1986 Failure Complete An operator drained all fuel oil day tanks while sampling the fuel oil.61 Error toRun

_ Fuel Oil OperionaV Human Inspection Valve Mainktnance 1983 Falure Complete Both fuel oil valves wer closed during transfers of fuel, isolating the nomal supply from the62 Error to Rm respectie fuel transfer pumps to each of the day tanks.
Fuel Oil perational/ Human Test Fuel Rack Maintenance 1990 Failure Complete Fuel rack binding of the fuel rack pivot points was caused by paint, which occured during63 Error Stat painting of the EDGs. The same problem was found on the othe EDG, which had been painted at

__ _ _ _ _ _tsam tue.
64 Fuel Oil Opetional Human Test piping aintenanc 1983 Failure Partial Mainteane personnd damaged fuel oil tubing. theteby casing aks.Error I to Rim

Fuel Oil apertonal Human eat Strainer Maitenance 1986 Failure Partial Maitenance personnel failed to check the fel filtes which led to the fhilure of one EDO with a65 Error I I_to Run lugged fflter.

66 Fuel Oil VperationaU Human Test Tank Mntenance 1996 Failure Partd Water in fuel oil eweeded tech spec limits for both EDGs.
I_ Errr _ to Run

67 Fuel Oil operational Human Test Valve ntenance 19 Failure most he fuel striner valvs on multiple EDGs ware misaigned, thereby restricting fuel oil to the67 Er ________ _______rr I_ to Run Cmplete EDWs.
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Iten Sub-System pmxinot Cause Discovey Piece Pt Coupling Ye Failure Degree ofDri
________ ____________ Method _ ____ Factor Mode Faiure Description_________________________

G mor Design/ Inspection Rotor Q ay 19 Failure abost racks were found in the intrpolar connections of tho damper windinp on the rotor poles of the
nolstzuctioni Run Comnplete genetor. One of the connctors broke during oveaspeed teting causing subanti damage to

68 Manufacturi staLer. These cnectors were not necessaay, so they were removel on both geators.
Installation

quacy
r Design tenance G r ign 198 Failue was m terial incompatibflity in the vollage regulator.

Construction/ itation to Start
69 ManufacurJe

Installation
Inadequacy

r DsignJ Test Relay Design 1991 ailure EDG load was observed to be exceeding th desired opeating bad The electrical wiring
Constuction/ Run was found to be in error, resulting in impmpery wired relays.

70 Maufacture/
Installation
_ uduacy _

Gneaor Design/ et ey Design 1991 Failure Almost EDO load was observed to be eceeding the desired operating band The electrical wiring
Construction/ Run Comete diagram was found to be in err, resuting in improperly wired relays.

71 Manufactwel
Installation
Inaquacy _

Geerator Design/ Test Rotor Design 198 Failure A design fault in application of insulation led to rotrdamage.
nstruction/ Run

72 Manufac4ue/
Installation
Inadequacy _ _

Gaiemtor ign/ Tet otage Design 1991 Failure Sti Due to the sizing of the power p ial transfonners and the curent transormers, thre existed a
C struction/ Regulator Start small area within the leading kVAR range of the generator capability curve in which the voltage

73 rfacure/ egulator would not function.
tallation

Inadquacy _ _ _ _ _ __ _________

sator eigns et Voltae EvionetlI Falure Amost EDO voliage regulator fiDed due to a partialy failed transistor in the tatic exciter circuiL This
Constuction/ ator Run omplete due to a high temperature in the control cabined Oher EDG equipment susceptible to same

74 Manure/ nditions due to Identical design.
Itallaion
Inadequacy _

75 enerator Exteal Tat Geneato Design 199 Failure Ahwst Both EDGs failed to continue running 22 hours inlo 24-hour tat due to a short on voltage
Environment Excitalion _ t Run 'omplete suppression devis due to inadequate cooling in excitation cabinet

7Gaeltor teral to Test Power Resistor Maintenance 1987 Failure amplete sequenceundertequency was caused by a defective power resistor overheating and
76 Component ________ _________ t_ o Start premature failure due to fatigue.

Genaktor ternal to Tat Power Resistor lenance 19 ale artial Incomplete seeeunderfrequency was caused by a defective power resistor overhneating and
77 Copoen to Start premature failure due to fatigue.
78 Generaior temal to eat ow Resistor ance 1987 allute seq c uderfrequncy was caused by a defectivc power resistor overheating and

78 mponenx ______ _______ __ to Stast prema ure failure due to fatigue.

w



- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ic Par Couli - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Item Sub-Sytm Pmximate Cause Discovery Piec Pan Coupling Yea Failure Degree ofI _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Methd I _ _ _ Factor Mode Failure Descrip_________________o_____

erator onaV Human est lgic Cicuit Op onal 1982 Falure Ahmost opet urnd the _oeoctrller in the deaa speed directon while paralleling to
79 r Start Cornplete the bus, that tripped the EDO on reverse power when the operator failed to open the diesel outputrmmlo m~~~~~___ _ pir oraching the revrs power setpont

80 ia ttrM ance casing ign 192 Failure rbaffle deforaton due to overheating by space heaters caused EDO tips.____________ ________ ~~~~~~toRun
SIl Generator O her Test Iad Design 19S1 Failure Parl gsat timer relays setpoint drift an faulty relays resulted in ED= failures._____________ ________ Sequencer ______ _ to Start

82 enerator Ote Test Voltage Design 1932 Failure Almost EDGs tripped on loss of field after being started. Reactive load change caused a loss of
S2_ _ Regulator Ito Rim Complete eld/rves power trp.

83 G erator Other Test oltage Design 192 ailure Almost eDGs tripped on loss of field after being starte Reactive load change caused a loss of
83__ _ egulator _ lo Run Complete fieldhreverse power trip.

Inst & Design/ Demand Govemor Design 1987 ailure CF events occured at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDO
Control Construction/ Run rlete alfunctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

4 Manufacture/ locked oil passagewys to the actuator.
Installation
Inadequacy _

Inst& Design/ Demand Goveor ign 1987 Failure Partial CCF events oarred at multiple units at a single plant site. The hydraulic actuator of an EDG
zontrol Construction/ Run malfimctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

85 Manufacture/ blocked oil passageways to the actuator.
Installation
Inadequacy

Inst & Design/ and Relay Quality 1984 Failure omplete lay trips were caused by failed zener diodes in surge protection, which had been installed
Control Construction/ to Start backwrds The relays were replaced with relays without zener diodes.

S6 Manufacture/
nstallation

__ _ _ ndequacy_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nt & Design *on iscellaneous e c 1991 Fllure A ost One EDG failed to start due to a defective crimp. Defective crimps were found in the other
Zontrol Construcfion Start Cornplete Inadequate training, procedures, and QA.

87 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy ._ _ _

ast & Design/ npection lay Design 1995 alure Ahnost A wiring error was discoved, which would prevent the EDG output breakers from closing to a
ontrol Constuction/ Start Complete denergized bus. The err in wiring was the result of an incorrect drawing in a design

88 Manufacture/ modification package.
Installation
Inadequacy _

Inst & Design/ Maintnance Sensors Design 1988 Failure Almost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site (actual filure at one unit, and a design
ontrol Constrction/ oRun Complete faw was detected before causing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

89 Manufacturee sensor malfunctions occurred at both units.
Instalation

n__ adequacy __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

w
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11cmT Sub-System Proximate Cawe Discovery Pi Coupling Year Failure Degree of Description
_t_nSb-yte_ Po__t Cause__ Mehd =__Part Factor Mode Failure _______________________

lnst & Design/ Maintenance Sensors Design 1988 Falure Complete CCF events occuned at multiple units at a siea ite (acal failure at one unit, and a design
Control Constubction/ to Run flaw was detected before cauing failure at the other unit). Due to a design flaw, numerous

90 Manufacture/ pressure sensor malfunctions ocmred at both units.
Installation
Inadequacy I

Inst & Desi est use Design 1992 alure omplete Asimule C02 acuaton blew the fuse in the EDG control pae. Th condition resulted from a
ontrol Construction/ to Start design deficiency during installation of the C02 system.

91 Manufactur
Insalation
Inadequacy

Inst & Design/ Tat r ity 1994 Failure both EDGs were found inapable of canying design load Previous govenor modifications were
Control tConstuction/ Excitation to Stat identifed as the cause. A misadjusted engine governr output linkage and engine performance

92 Manufacture/ dgrdation limited the EDG output
Installation
Inadeuary _ _ _ _

Inst & Design/ Test Govemor Quaity 1992 Failure arti Perfonning EDO monthly load test when govenor instabilities noticed. Air trapped in the
ontrol Constnuction/ Run govertr compensation system caused vibrations.

93 Manufactu/
Installation
Inadoquacy

Inst & Design/ et Load Design 199 FaiHue omplete Diesd sequencers did not load dwing test The caue was inadequale design underslanding and
Control Construction/ Sequencer Start inadequate post-modification testig

94 Manufacue/
Installation
Wanwbuacy

Inst & Design/ Test Miscelaneous Design 195 Failue aal CCF events occued at multiple units at single plantsite. The hydraulic atuator of an EDG
Control Construction/ to Run malfunctioned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

95 ufacture/ blocked oil passageways to te actuator.
Instlton

Inst& Design/ Teat Ieou Design 1985 Failure Umost CCF events occwured at multiple units at a single plant site. he hydraulic actuator of an EDO
Control Construction/ Run Complete uncL;oned causing it to trip on overspeed. The cause of the failure was that sealant had

96 Manufacturet bloked oi passageways to the actuator.
Installation

__ Inadeuacy
Inst & Design/ Test Miscellaneous Maintenance 1983 Fallure Complete Breakers tripped on over-curent Incorrect bulb-p indication was installed in the local panel.

ontrol tntructiono Run
97 Manufacure/

Installation
_ Inadequacy

& Design/ Test Relay Quity 1991 Failure artial A 240/480 Vac starting contactor coil was in systems designed for 250VDC, which caused
Control Construction/ Start conl relay arcing across contacts preventing an automatc restart of the EDGs.

98 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy



Item Sb-System poximaW C Discovery Coupling year Faihire De e of
____________ Methd ____ Factor Mode Failure mpo

nat & Met voirn ental 1995 aDure al B EWs failed smveillnce teat due to unreliable load control. Relay sockets were found
99 onl ironenm degrad causing high resistance connections. The hilures were induced by vibmtion and found

_______ in num rIly sockets. AU soket we replaced on bo Units I and 2.
Inst & Exnam evt ign 1 alue evet occured at mTltiple units at a sigle pla site. Speed oscillatons ocur on a

100 ontrol Environment Sta t Cmplete fE O flloing a startup wiot loding due to a hiled resistor in the governor unit Similar
_ - ois were foud on the odier EDGs. Tbe cause was long-term heat ftigue.

Inst & External Test Governor E nnbl 1995 Failure Complete Both EDs failed surveillance test due to unreliable lod cotl. Relay sockets were found
101 Control Environment Run deyae cawing high resistance connections. The fbilures were induced by vibration and found

___ _ _ in numerous relay sockets. All sockets were replaced on both Units I and 2.
Inst & Test Eteea Design 1991 ilure Abnost CCF evens occuned at multiple units ata single plant site. Speed oscillatios occunrd on a

102 Control Environment Stat Complete ED, following a starup without loading, due to a failed resistor in the governor unit. Similar
I__ _ conditions were found on the other EDGs. The cause was long-term heat fatigue.
Inst External rest Miscellaneos Envimnmentsl 195 Failure Almost EDO tripped on low oil pressure and high vibmtion. Another EDG tripped on overvoltage.
Control Environment to Run Complete EDO tripped on reverse power and engine vibtion, after startng. The cause was

103 ttnbuted to the cold outside tenare (-10 degrees F) with non-funcioning outside air supplydampers causing low temperatures in the diese bays. Also, the service water to the EDO
govemr was cold, causing sluggish performan Conective actions involved sealing the room

__________ _______f m the weather.
104 Ant & Internal to Dernand Rlay Design 19 ile onplete During ets to shutdown the EDGs, the lockout relays were damaged, thereby making theControl Component _ o Start EDs inopeable.

Inst & Internal to Test Fuse Maintenance 198 Failure a EDO tripped on overspeed due to two blwn control power fuses. Another ED was inoperable05 Contro Copnent _ o Start wh an inappropriate recorder caused a conwl power fise to blow.

at ntetnal to Test Piping Design 180 ailure Parbal EW tripped due to a fitting on the control air system vibrating loose, bleeding of holding
106 ontrol Component Run pressure to the master shutdown valve. Another EDG tripped due to an air leak on the supply line

_ -f- tbing to fuel shutoffpistons causing the fuel conol linkage to go to zero fuel position.
Inst & Internal to Test Relay Design 19 Failure Comlete During the perfonnance of a pre.operetional test the safety injecton signal to the EWs was107 Control Component _ o Stat picked up. Both EDGs at one unit did not stat
Inst & Internal to Test Relay Madnnce 1982 Failure Partia E speed could not be mnually resed due to a slightly dirty contact on the mode switch or

10 rontrol omponent Start relay. Anoher EDO start circuit failed due to a speed-sensing relay buned contact stuck in closed
position.

Inst & Internal to ret lay Mintenance 1998 ailure AIost Both EDGs failed due to aulty sarting sequence relays. Loose contact and high conta
ontrol Coponent I_ Stwt Conplte istmnc were the causes.

ist & Internal to est Seors esign 198 ailure Pial One EDO was manually shut down on low water prssure arm, and anoter EDO tripped on
lI10 ontrol omponent Run ow cooling water pressum Both failures were caused by a bad low cooling water pressure

_ ~~~~~switch.
Inst & Intenal to Test alve Maintenance 1991 Failure Amost Foreign material in air control system check vlves caused shutdown of two EDGs.

_l ontrol omponent _ o Start Aonplete
l nst Internal to Test Voltage Design 1982 ailure hti trpdon ovevolitage due to genemtor output voltage increasing too fast with respect to
ontrol omponent R gator Start frqncy. Setting on vohage regulator changed Another EDO tripped on overvoltage due to an12 incorrect setting on the voltage regulator and a relay picking up lower than expected. Another

_________ __E _ E tripped due to failed speed sensing circuit device that is the frequency to voltage converter.
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tnSubSystn Proxin Cam MDiscovery Piec Put Coupling Ye" Fadure Degree sciptionItem Sub System roxflna e CauSe M td _ _ _ _ Factor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Inst & 0 Human Govemor MA991e _ Failure Al a I dequte post maintenance testing was performed following replacement of the governor. This
113 Control Er Start Complete wu due to a cognitive eror on the put of utility pronnel in that an approved work order step,

______ _________ ______wh_ ich specified a fast slart test of the EDO, was not performed.
Inst & nal/ Human Relay Dign 19 Falue Cmplee isurveillance tcstng, the opator mistakely caused a blackout signal, causing all EDGs

114 ontrol Error Stt start EDOs were stopped, but during restoratina process, all were inoperable for approiateb
_10 minutes.

115nst & Operational/ Human gemand Rely Oesip 19U Failure Comp I All EDGs started on a inadvernt SIAS (tednician rror) during teang. The icensed opeator
Control Error o_ Stat stopped the EDGs prior to the SIAS reset, causing EDGs to be inoperable.
Inst & Operatonal/ Human Inspection use Mainance 199 Failure Conzrol power fuses were blown on EDG due to poor maintenance practices and less than

116 Conrol Error _ Stut adequate documenlati of the jacket water system n pesur switch

Inst & Operational Human *pecon bvemor Opeational 19 Failure Alm t ate opeating procedures resulted in EDO failures. The load limit knob was not rdurned17 Control Fnor _ Start Complaete to the corect maximum seing following a special test on both EDGs due to m i n

Ist & OpratonaU Human Ipection ely Maineance 19U Falure Preview of the protective relay calibration sheet identified that both EDG differential relays we
__ Conrol Error _ to Start utof tderance.

Inst & OpeatonaU Hum Maintenance ensors aance 198 Fiue Pal EDO tripped on reverse current twice during operability testing and another EDO tripped on
119 Control &or Run vere current once. The cause was attributed to a procedural inadequacy that did not help the

_ ______ ___________ ___ __ . operator in avoiding a reverse current trip.
Inst & Operational/ Human Test oa Maintenance 1981 Failure Complete udown sequencem to both EDGs failed dwing teting. One EDG failed due to dirty contt

120 ontrol Enor qurocer Start other EDO failed due to a sikking dutch. Both failures were attributed to maintenance and
_ kSt~~~w equipmentL

Inst & Operational/ Human Test Relay Maintenance 1987 Falue Complete One EDO stepped during a test run due to an icorrect setoint on a newly installed phase
121 Control Eror _ to Run differential overcurrent relay. Both EDGs had the same eLpoint

Inst & Other pection use Design 19g Failure Paia An EDO power fuse in the control circuitry blew when a broken lead on the annunciator born
122 Control Staut to the case Another EDO power fuse blew, when a burned out bulb on the control board

wu replaced and the new bulb shauered, thereby shorting the filaments.

[Mt & Other Test Govemor Design 1991 Fale An EDO exhibited erratic load control due to intermituent failure of the govemor electronic
123 Control Rut ontrol unit; later, after returming to service, the other EDO tripped on reverse power also caused

by failure ofthe govemor control uniL

_ It & Other Test Rlay Desiga 198 aDure A ot is event rsulted from intermittent failures ofthe diesel low lube oD pressure stat time relay.
ontrol Stat complete relay would prematurely time out before actual prcssure was above the low trip setpoint

124 during initial strting ofthe diesel. Thisoccurred in tree of four EDGs and was a failure-to-start
________ ____ It_was detected during testing.

Lube Oil Extenal Ipectian Design 1981 alure he lube-oi sub-system was contaminated by lube oD coolers leadng water into the lube oil.
125 Environment Exchanger Run

Lube Oil OperationaU Human Inspection anance 198 aure Alm Degradation ofthe EDO lube oil occurd. This was due to the procedure not requiring the
126 Error _ to Run Complete imnrsion heater to be shut off.

Lube Oil Other Ipectin Check Valv Desig I tar le Leaking lube oil check valves render EDGs inoperable.
127 Start__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Starting ig pection Valve Design I Pae The air regulaor setpoint drifted up. The cause was attributed to selection ofthe wrong
CorutIuc*iof/ Start corL All regulators were replaced with a different model.

128 Man cturel
Intallation
Inadequacy _ _



w

Item Sub-System Proximate s Discovery P P Coupling Yr Failure Degree of Description
I__________ Method _ ___ Factor Mode Failure _________________________

Staring ign/ Vet alve Qudity I ailure Patial CCF evenb occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Air valve pistons sticking prevented
Construction/ Start te EDs from starting, because of hadequate manufacturing tolerances.

129 Manufacturc/
Instalation
Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Starting Designl Test Valve Quality 1990 ailure Almost CCF events occurred at multiple units at a single plant site. Air valve pistons sticking prevented
Constnctiont Start mplete EDGs from starting, because of inadequate manufacturing tolerances.

130 Manufacturel
Installation
Inadequacy

Starting Design Teat Valve Design 1998 Falure Prtial ED potendt for a start failure due to the air start solenoid valves not operating consistendy
Construction/ Start below 90 vdc and below 200 psig

131 Manufacturel
Installation
bdequacy

132 Starting External at Valve Design 1987 Failure Almost Air start solenoid valvs were inoperable and prevented the EDGs from starting. This was due toEnvironment t Start Cornplete lerated degradation.
133 Starting Intemal to Test Miscellaneous Mitenance 1982 Failure Almost There wre nine air start problems on an EDO. Problems ranged from low pressure to air start

I33 Component _ o Start Conplete valve failures and occurred on all three diesel generators.
134 Starting Internal to Test Motor Design 1981 Failure Partial Three EDOs air start motors failed to develop minimum rotational speed due to wear dirt, and

Component _ Stan grit in the air starsm
Starting Internal to Test Strainer Envoim al 1985 Failure Almost EDO did not stat because the fuel racks did not open to supply fuel before the 15-second

135 omponent Stat Complete incomplete sequence timer tripped off. Oil was found in the air start system and a residue of
llubricant was on the staring air header filters. Similar conditions were found on the B EDO.

136 Staring Internal to rest Valve Environmentl 198 ailure Paal Falure of air solenoid valves in the EDO air star systens to fully close due to corrosion products
136 ___ Component _ to Staa p__vSetd the air-start motor from disengaging during starts.

137 Starting Intemal to et alv Dsign 1983 Failure Pa*ial EDGs failed to auto-tna afler tripping, due to the shutdown solenoid sticking in the shutdown137 _ Component _ to Start position.

Starting )peradonl Human Test otor aintenanc 1993 ailure Almost A test procedure required operators to apply air to the distributor while the EDO was running
138 Error _ t Start Complete reulting in damage to the air distributor such that the EDO would not start

w
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